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ITEM NO. 3(2): CHAPTER 201H, HAWAII REVISED STATUTES, AFFORDABLE
HOUSING PROJECTS (KULA RIDGE AFFORDABLE HOUSING SUBDIVISION
PROJECT)

CHAIR NISHIKI: . . . (gavel). . . Public Services Committee please come to order...reconvene.
Let the record show the presence of Members Victorino, Pontanilla -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Medeiros -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aloha and good morning, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Non-Members Baisa -COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Good morning.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --and Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good morning, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning. And good morning, Chair. I'm sorry I
missed that -CHAIR NISHIKI: Excused arc Members Mateo -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --reading something else.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Kaho'ohalahala, and Johnson. Members, I'm going to be passing out to
you, and I don't know if any of you have any conditions, but I know that Mr. Medeiros...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No? You got some conditions?
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No, I was just going to present Mr. Victorino's condition,
because he had to leave, but we didn't take it up so he's going to present it.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, okay. You have some, I have some...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: You have some?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I'm having my staff type out some of the conditions at
this time. Basically it, it's those that were presented to us last week by the developer.
CHAIR NISHIKI: On this pink sheet?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: On the pink sheet. Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then there's one that was passed out this morning in
regards to one of the conditions that I also want to amend it -CHAIR NISHIKI: By the developer?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Condition No. 4. Yeah. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: This developer...it's all from the developer is what you're going to be doing?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And, and that will be done how, how quickly?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes. I'll have something to pass out once staff has completed
typing those things.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So I'm going to take...Jo Anne, do you have any conditions?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No. But I don't know what the other ones are. The only
thing I had asked the developer about was just the land that the community center and the
tennis courts are on, and so I just wanted to address that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. If at all possible, Members, have a lot of your things in writing, and
the reason why is this, it's so much easier for all of you to have language in front of you.
That way there'd be no problem as far as oh, what did you say, oh. And, you know, in
this age here our memories are much shorter and --
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Our, our, our memories.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --so I presume...not, not against any of you. It's just in this age, that's
what's happened. Gladys, you have any conditions?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Not at this time, sir. I am waiting to see what develops.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And then, Mr. Molina, any...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No. No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No conditions?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Mateo, good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Let the record show the presence of Mr. Mateo. Any condition?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Not at this time.
CHAIR NISHIKI: The reason I am asking is because I am going to take a recess to allow all the
conditions as much as we can--Joe's got some, I've got some--to be on paper, and then
give you time to, to look at them so that you're familiar with 'em. And then we'll go
condition by condition, up and down, and then move. Here's a thought that you may
have in case you would like to look at how we're going to move in today. We will have
all of the conditions; we can vote on them. After that, you may want to consider even
passing out the conditions with modifications, that resolution today. Okay. That is a
possibility. Just so that you have a knowledge. The other may be that, with the okay of
course of the Council Chair, should this go long and I don't anticipate it, but should it go
long that we can also look at another day unless Mr. Kaho'ohalahala will allow us to
recess his meeting and then meet later this afternoon. And, and then that way perhaps
should it not get done then we could have a special Council meeting. So these are the
options for you to digest and, and think about. So I would like to take 15 minutes. We
will get all the conditions passed to you and for you to review, Mr. Pontanilla,
I...hopefully that will be, give you enough time. Fifteen minutes for your staff to
prepare, give it to the Committee Staff here, and we will disseminate it to you if you
happen to be in your offices or wherever. Any objections to that direction?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS
CHAIR NISHIKI: So this Committee will be in recess 'til 9:30. . . .(gavel).

. .
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RECESS:

9:10 a.m.

RECONVENE: 9:40 a.m.
CHAIR NISHIKI: . .(gavel). . . Public Services Committee please reconvene. You've got
seven documents. I'll start with the developer one first. You can mark your Kula Ridge
October 7 111 letter as one, you've got an October 11 111 yellow one as two, you've got a
Victorino no date one but it says proposed modifications to Kula Ridge affordable
housing as three. Go by these numbers.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: By the way, Mr. Chair, at the bottom of the page has the
date, October 7 111 , at the very bottom of the page.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Sorry. Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. That's number three. We've got Mr. Pontanilla's; that one says
from Joe Pontanilla October 11 111 as four. You've got my October 11 1h No. 1 Traffic
Safety as five. You've got a October 11' 1 ' Park Dedication Condition "A" as six. And
finally you've got a supplement October 11, 2010. This one just says Water Availability
as seven. Corporation Counsel, do you have all of those?
MS. SLOPER: I'm waiting for one.
CHAIR NISHIKI: One more?
MS. SLOPER: One more.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Which one is that?
MS. SLOPER: Mr. Pontanilla's.
CHAIR NISHIKI: The last.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, that's No. 4.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo Anne...you've got-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I thought you said that was...
CHAIR NISHIKI: --all of 'ern?
MS. SLOPER: Yeah.
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CHAIR NISIIIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I thought there was four.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any Members not having these documents in hand, I need to make sure you
get 'em. Sol?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, I, Chair, I don't think I have everything
you went over.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. What do you have and what...no, what do you not have?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Well, I think you said one from Victorino,
Member Victorino. Yeah. I don't have that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Three. Victorino is three.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Pontanilla's is four.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. Pontanilla is four.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Seven documents.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Wayne's, October ll th , Traffic Safety is five.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Additional...yes, I have all.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yep. I got 'cm all.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. You guys have em?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: I'm good.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, you got 'ern all now.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay. That's good. Okay. Everybody get one.
Okay. Anything anybody needs, just ask me.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Staff, help out.. .
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pink is gold, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Pink...
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Gold is first...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Meeting in recess subject to the call of the Chair. . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS:

9:44 a.m.

RECONVENE: 9:46 a.m.
.(gavel). . . Meeting please reconvene. Any Members requesting any
CHAIR NISHIKI:
department? I know that Mr. Medeiros wanted Public Works because of one condition.
Any other Members? Okay. Seeing none, I think Public Works is here. Okay. Now
we're going to go in this manner. We've got Mr. Victorino's, I think we should probably
deal with quickly, that would be three. Then we got seven which is just one area, three,
seven. The Chair put in No. 6 which has many recommendations from Gladys, the Kula
Community Association, so I put that as No. 6 which would do...deal with that. Chair's
recommendations, Mr. Pontanilla, and then Mr. Munekiyo, and then the last, Kula Ridge.
So it will go three, seven, six, five, four, two, one in that -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: --order. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know, because both you and Mr. Pontanilla have
incorporated almost the same identical other than in mine, I would say it's required in
yours, and Mr. Pontanilla is following SHPD and, and the preservation plan, the Burial
Council, the whole nine yards. I would like to have mine...you know, in essence I will
make an amendment on one of those to make it a requirement, but as far as that, I would
like to withdraw mine because it is incorporated in other sections by other Members.
And so not to keep redundancy and, and, and to move this meeting up, I want to
withdraw mine if you don't mind, sir.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And then that way when we get to either yours,
Mr. Pontanilla's, that has the similar issue, then I will put in some verbiage as far as
requiring it. That's what I wanted, it to be required. Beyond that, Mr. Chair, I can live
with the other recommendations that you and Mr. Pontanilla has brought forward at this
point in time.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So I withdraw mine.
CHAIR NISHIKI: When that issue comes up I will call you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, sir. I appreciate that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any objections? We will withdraw and discard No. 3. Okay. So eliminate
that from your documents. We'll go to No. 7, Water Availability. The Chair would...let
me, let me, let me ask you how you want to deal with this. The, the Chair is thinking that
I will accept motions, but maybe not. So I want to hear from Members as far as having
the discussion first and then making the motion later. I guess that would probably be the
way to efficiently deal with it. Is...are there any objections to that?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Have a discussion, and then make motions, and then deal with it. Any
objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. The first one is saying that should the applicant need to rely on a
County water source, water service to the project shall begin no sooner than when the
applicant's position on the Upcountry meter list is approved for service. The justification
ensures that should private water agreements fall through and the project becomes
dependent on the County for water service that the applicant be provided service in
compliance with the water meter list. I think it's self explanatory, but what this proposal
is saying in the justification that this developer and just like all the rest of those on the
Upcountry water list, he will fall in line should we adopt a...and, and participate in a
water agreement. Any discussion by Members? Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you for that modification. You know, I, I, I
have here one of the conditions that the developer need to meet is, is the provisions in
Chapter 14.12, of the Maui County Code, relating to water availability. And, and, you
know, we had lot of discussions in regards to that, and I understand that the developer is
also on the water meter list that is presently being taken by the Department of Water. So
should the developer cannot find water or don't have water to move forward on his
particular project, then the proposal, as you had set forth, puts them into the water meter
list which he is presently on. So that, that's another issue that we need to take care of in
regards to purchasing any private well or maybe, you know, utilization of the Pookela
Well which you can almost immediately provide to the people on the water meter list. So
my Condition No. I is, is basically almost similar to yours, but in a different sense.
Yours is probably purchasing a private well. Thank you.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Any other discussion before I say what I want to say? Jo Anne, go
ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. I just had a procedural question. Because I know we
spoke about this and you...last week and you also spoke it about, about it at the
beginning of the meeting. You know, if we do it by means of taking a vote, you know,
making a motion and then taking a vote, are you still considering the possibility that we
would discharge the Committee from further -CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --consideration?
CHAIR NISHIKI: I wasn't sure if you were here earlier -COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, I was.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --but you missed it.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: That's okay. I'll, I'll repeat it now that you -COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --asked that question. And I, and I told the Committee earlier that there is
still a possibility of dealing with all of these conditions voting up and down. Then at the
end Mr. Pontanilla had suggested that we vote on one resolution, resolution with
conditions on it. So that could be what the County...this Committee decides, then the
conditions would be attached to that resolution and passed out.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And then we would have the special Council meeting which
you described earlier?
CHAIR NISHIKI: That or if the Staff can work quick enough we'll have the Committee report
with the conditions and, and the resolution.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. All right. All right. Thank you. I, I, I just wanted to
make sure in my mind that, you know, what the options still were. Thank you.
CHAIR NISI IIKI: And so that's the reason why. Does that answer your question now?
-

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yep. That answers my question.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other discussion? Mr. Molina?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. More so just a, I guess, in terms of
resource personnel, is there a representative from Water here today? And is the Water
Director going to be present to respond to, you know, a condition like this?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I, I had asked you people about it just now and the only one was
Mr. Medeiros requesting Public Works. They're here. Now if you want one then, then
you
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no. Mr. Chair, I was, I was just asking it as an FYI. I
mean it's up to your Committee.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, no, no.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: If you want it we'll get 'em.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. I think we should have somebody here just in case
some of the other Members may have questions on the water.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Now who do you want?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well, preferably the Water Director. I mean we haven't seen
him here the last few days. I'm just curious. Or anybody to represent the Department,
but I would think the Water Director plays a critical role in this.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So that's what I asked for you guys.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: All right. My apologies, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: That's okay. That's okay. Staff, see if Water is available.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Mr. Chair, I will make a note that maybe we can
get somebody from Water Department, but the Water Director will not be returning to
He is on vacation right now. He had a family gathering, so he's
Maui until October 1
just an FYI. In other words, he's arriving today, he'll be back
gone 'til October 11 th .
in the office tomorrow.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We'll find out. Staff, if you can call Water, yeah. Okay. So, Members, you
know, I, I want to tell you, okay, and, and not that I'm getting irritated, but this is a fast
track and we had made sure...and, and of course there's always a circumstance where
you may want to have discussions on things, so that is fair. But I made it really clear that
this is a fast track, and now at this time, we're, we're asking for departments, and, and,
and rightly so. So anyone else has any other request as you view these conditions? That
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was the reason why the Chair asked for a recess for you to review all of the conditions
and then asked if you had any other directors. Anyone else wanting another department
head? And let me tell you something. You know, all of these people have other things,
and, and we can only try to get them here. The only responsibility if we don't have them
here is that you are here and being that this is a fast track. And, and I, and I thank all
Members because you've made yourselves readily available, and sometimes you don't
have that information. Well, what are you going to do? They can't be here, like, like,
like I said, you know, a decision has got to be made. Jeff Eng is on his way up.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: All right.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: All right.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So we'll take a short recess upon the call of the Chair. Committee in recess.
. .(gavel). .
RECESS:

9:58 a.m.

RECONVENE: 10:05 a.m.
CHAIR NISHIKI: . (gavel). . . Meeting please reconvene and, and, and thank you. We've got
for this Committee Jeff Eng, the Director of the Water Department. Jeffrey, the first
question is Page 7. We are planning to put a condition should the applicant need to rely
on a County water source, water service to the project shall begin no sooner than when
the applicant's position on the water meter list is approved for service. And then the
justification, it ensures that should private water agreements fall through and the project
becomes dependent on the County for water service that the applicant be provided water
service in compliance with the water meter list. Again, the question...or, or any response
to that condition?
MR. ENG: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Committee Members. Yeah. I
apologize. I just returned from a few days off, a few wonderful days off.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: .. .(Laughtet). . .
MR. ENG: Yeah. Always I wish I had a little bit more time to always review a question. But
clearly as I interpret this, it indicates that...okay, the direction through
Water...what...the Water Resources Committee earlier was we were looking at possibly
an outright purchase of the potential water source for this project. In that case, if the
County did an outright purchase of that source, then that source would be available to
satisfy the Upcountry water meter priority list; and therefore, this applicant would have to
also comply with that list. If some other type of agreement is considered that could serve
this project and, and the Council approves that type of agreement, then the applicant
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would possibly have water for this project. It's really all dependent on the agreement
itself and the form of that agreement. So I, I can't give a definitive response. It is really
based on the type of agreement.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. This is, this is pretty much a Council policy decision.
MR. ENG: That's correct.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Exactly. And so, Committee Members and Gladys and Michael, any
questions for Jeff?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILI,A: Thank you, Chairman. Mr. Eng, this is a 20111-38 project that
we're contemplating of approving with modifications at this time. The applicant had
provided some of the recommendations for these conditions, and, and one of hem...and
this is part of Chapter 14.12 which the developer needs to comply with, the "show me the
water" provisions. And within the application itself, the applicant does have some
agreement with Piiholo South in, in providing that water. So the purchasing of Piiholo
South Well, isn't it premature in regards to this application that we're reviewing at this
time?
MR. ENG: Member Pontanilla, you're correct. It is a bit premature, because the developer of
the Piiholo South Well and the County has yet to come to an agreement. So while the
applicant and the developer of Piiholo South Well has an agreement in place, that would
only be practical if there was a private distribution system from that well to the project
area. But as long as they are relying on the County's water distribution system, then that
would require the agreement in place between the County and the developer of Piiholo
South Well.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I, I guess when we discussed the Piiholo South
Well purchase, that will bring into play all, all of the, the wells that we have in that
particular area to look at it to see how we can provide to take care of the water meter list.
And, you know, some of the idea is utilizing Pookela Well which we can really satisfy
the water meter, water meter list right at this time. And, you know, everyone here knows
about the H'poko Well and the problems we've had previously in regards to not using
that well, but the water can be treated at almost no cost to the County. And, and, you
know, if we're going to provide cheap water, you know, that's one alternative that we
need to look when we review the possibility of the purchase of Piiholo Well. So thought
I'd pass that comment to you, and if you have any response to that, you know, I
appreciate it.
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MR. ENG: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. In regard to the H'poko Wells I, I concur with your
suggestion. I know there is an ordinance in place that we cannot utilize the two wells for
human consumption at this time, and I know Member Victorino made an attempt last fall
to bring that subject matter up for discussion again. And it's my position to recommend
that that discussion does go forward. There are wells with similar types of contamination
that are treated. I have experience in those type of wells and sources. I guess the positive
of reviewing and revisiting the H'poko wells is the infrastructure is in place already. You
know, we have the wells developed, we have the treatment facility developed, MECO has
power to the site. So it's, it's available and something that possibly we should
reconsider. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you for your response. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You're welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions? This way I'm going across Danny...Jo Anne?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Is it conceivable, Jeff, that, because, you know, there's some
other conditions we have in here in terms of time constraints with the subdivision itself,
that if sources provided to this particular development that that contract or whatever
would basically be put in place as far as satisfying the "show me the water" bill? And
then subsequent, you, your Department could negotiate, I guess, a, you know, whatever
remainder, you know, like in other words, maybe not an outright purchase but taking
whatever remains and coming to some kind of a mutually satisfactory agreement on the
remaining water for that well instead of an outright purchase. 'Cause the way I read this
is if it's an outright purchase, well, they're not going to be able to satisfy the time
constraints that we're placing on this development, so I mean the project would not go
forward. It's a drop dead issue. So you kind of understand what I'm saying though -MR. ENG: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --is that conceivable?
MR. ENG: Member Johnson, yeah that option that you've just described is something that is,
you know, something that can be looked at.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MR. ENG: You know, again that type of an agreement, of course, is approved by the Council.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MR. ENG: But if that's the direction that you want the Department to take we can explore that.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. And, and the only reason I say that, Mr. Chair, is
because it if this is how, you know, another way of stopping the project by just saying
look we're going to take your water and then you're going to have to wait on the list, and
they wouldn't be able to meet the time conditions that are other conditions in here. Well,
you know, it's just, you know, it seems like well, it's another...you know, I mean if that's
what the objective is, is just to stop it. But for me I just say well, is there a way that we
could work through it so that it's mutually beneficial?
MR. ENG: All right.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: All right. Thank you.
MR. ENG: Correct.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Question?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Yes. Thank you, Chair. Chair, I'm looking at the amendment
and trying to decide whether it was necessary or not, because we already have the "show
me the water" bill and it...the "show me the water" bill says that the Director shall
provide written verification of a long-term, reliable supply of water. And in that written
verification under...there is a whole list of things that he has to review and consider, and
there's couple of 'em that relate to the water meter list. There's M which says the
adverse impacts to the water needs of residents currently on a County wait list for water
meters will be considered. The adverse impacts on the water needs of residents currently
being served and projected to be served by the Department. So this would be a
consideration that the Water Director would have to look at when he is doing the portion
of the, the requirement of the "show me the water" bill. What this does is clarify it even
further and says that if this developer becomes dependent on a County water source that
then he would have to wait until his position on the, on the water meter list. But if he had
a private water source this would not apply, this amendment would not apply. This is in
case he becomes dependent on County water.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Okay. So I just wanted to make it very clear what we're doing
here. This is only in case he's reliant on County water, and it is really...and just stating
the "show me the water" bill in another way. It isn't adding anything new.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: It is saying that just as everyone else has been told that should County water
be available you follow in line. That's it. And of course he is saying that if I give you
money then I can cut in line. That's what he's saying. Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chairman. Just a quick question for the
Director. Good morning, Mr. Eng. Good, good to have you back. Again with regards to
this proposal where the, you know, should the applicant decide to use a County water
source and there is, you know, looking far ahead and is this speculation and conjecture
that the Council in the future whether this be this Council or the next Council approve the
purchase of say Piiholo South Well. Legally, you know, this may be precedent setting. I
don't know if, if we've had anything like this before or, or a condition proposed like this
where it's contingent upon where you have to, you know, as the applicant you gotta, you
know, get in line with everybody else and your project cannot go forward until, you
know, everybody else has been met. And I don't know, maybe it's a question for you or
Corp. Counsel to respond to. Any potential, shall we say, challenges to this? Because
this is something of a first for me to see a condition like this proposed. Any comment to
that, Mr. Eng? If you can't respond I understand. It's a complex -MR. ENG: I'll give it a try.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --issue.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Let me, let me explain this first. Yeah. And, and, and, and, and,
Michael, I think this will bear the reason why. You're right. This is not speculating.
This is basically a lot different from Kihei or Molokai or wherever. In your area, Haiku,
Peahi, Makawao...in Gladys' area...Olinda, in Gladys' area, Kula and what, what other
areas?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Pukalani.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pukalani and Ulupalakua.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Pukalani.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Ulupalakua.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Ulupalakua. People have been told that there is no water. The Council and
Administration passed a law, a law, saying that this is the way in which you're going to
get your water, and it's unfortunate, as many of you have stated earlier, that we've not
developed more water sources. But this is the law that we follow, and, and, and it's
unfortunate that many of these people have been waiting in line, but this is what they've
been told. And so that's the reason why this condition. Again because it's such an
unusual situation, and, and, and, and almost embarrassing that we tell people hey, you
know, you have, you buy land and everything else and yet you can't build, you can't
grow vegetables until you get a water meter. And so they've been told that this is the
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way they do it, and so all I'm doing in this, in this modification is to say just as because
all of these people have been told in your area and Gladys' area that this is the way when
we get water. So here comes a developer, he wants to develop, well then you do the
same, and that's as plain and simple. But, Jeff, go ahead and explain and, and, and
answer Michael's question. But I just wanted to basically give a premise as to why this
condition is in there, that they follow the same list as the 1,300 applicants, who have
waited years, also are following. Jeffrey, go ahead.
MR. ENG: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Well, I think you've kind of summarized it quite well.
You know, basically the procedures we follow are those under the County Code, under,
under the law. So if this project does require to be served off the water, County water
system, it would have to be served under the compliance -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
MR. ENG: --of the County Code -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MR. ENG: --in which we have the Upcountry water meter priority list and "show me the water"
ordinance.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank, thank you, Mr. Mr. Eng. So then in, in my
mind then it would be if the developer agrees to this...well I don't know if he will agree
to it, but wouldn't it be more advantage for the developer then not to...I guess, his
preference probably will be well, Piiholo South Well should remain private, 'cause then
if he agrees to this there is an element of risk I guess by the developer accepting this, this
condition.
MR. ENG: Member Molina, either that or what Member Johnson had suggested, an agreement,
source agreement with the developer in which an allocation is provided for this applicant
and the remainder to the County to satisfy the Upcountry priority list.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And I guess if I may quickly respond. So then basically...but
either way the developer uses County water if we do buy that well in the future, he has to
go in line which is a potential delay for his project, 'cause we don't know how soon, you
know, the people ahead of him will get their water meters and so forth right. So is there
that...there's that element of risk I guess, yeah?
MR. ENG: No. Maybe I wasn't clear, Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay.
MR. ENG: No. Other than the outright purchase that we talked about earlier, if we had another
type of source agreement in which an allocation is defined --
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MR. ENG: --specifically for this project, then it could go forward.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Another source like a H'poko or Kamole Weir or
whatever, Pookela, et cetera.
MR. ENG: No. It's just a portion of -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
MR. ENG: --the Piiholo South source, an allocation from that -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MR. ENG: --specific source.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. 'Cause I'm just hoping for a win-win situation. We
address the people on the meter list and, you know, this project gets their water on a
somewhat timely basis if that's the direction we want to go. So anyway, thank you,
Mr. Director.
MR. ENG: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. And, and, and, and, and, Mr. Molina, your points are well taken,
win-win, but the, the why, why this is in is, is for fairness, yeah. That, that as many of
you have pointed out this morning, Pookela, whatever else, you know, if that becomes
available, yeah, then they still have to follow the water list. And, and that's all this is
saying that just as we set any available water coming online that we have been...we tell
these people that this is the line that you follow. And so to me anyway, that's a sound
policy, that's a fair policy, nobody cuts in line. No matter if you got money, whatever,
you still follow in line, and, and this sets the situation.
However, Members, should the developer decide to do his own private--of course it's
only subject to the Department of Health--then he doesn't have to follow this list. But
that's not even been stated yet. What I know for sure, what I know for sure today, as we
sit here in anticipation of making a decision, is that, as Jeff has said, not me, that right
now all it is, is merely a hole in the ground. Mr. Eng has also said that until we do the
tests, we cannot really say that there is water, and, and then maybe the negotiations will
start, but there are prerequisites to making sure.
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And why I bring up the history, Council Members, the history is the agreement that was
signed by a prior Administration, thinking that that was paper that's going to be shown
that there is water. Again, Mr. Eng was at the helm, and we, we thank him for being
there, and he saw under that agreement that the pump test and everything else didn't
show under the agreement what the true water volume was going to create. So what did
Mr. Eng do? He cancelled that water agreement. Why? Again just on paper we signed.
but yet when, until, as he said, the tests are done and shown to me then we have a water
source.
Today there is no water whatsoever, and, and, and, and, and 1, and I think that all of us
have deep respect for Mr. Eng as the Water Director in, in him knowing his job. And so
as much hits as he's taken, and we as the Council should also take, in, in opening up
these new water sources. We today have not done it, and so again in those water areas
there is really no water source to give so that these people on the Upcountry water list
have been praying for, I'm sure. You know, so that their thirst can be settled and, and
they can build homes for themselves, for their parents, to grow vegetables or whatever.
So again, that is the reason, gentlemen and ladies, for this condition, and I think I've been
real clear with you. And so for me, that was because it's a fast track. I feel, like all of
you feel, that the developer has to have his ducks in order, and, and, and, and the ducks in
order means that get the water source, test it as Mr. Eng says. Mr. Eng can then say to us,
yeah, we do have water but this is how much we have, but in the past what has occurred
is that, as I said, that last water that, and, and why you as Council Members--I wasn't
there--but thank God for your integrity. You said until there is a water source agreement,
really there is no water. And what was the water source agreement based on? The fact
that the Water Director would definitely have all of these tests being done, making sure
that there are no chemicals, making sure that there is availability of water, the pump, the,
the...what, what is being proposed by the developer is what is the volume we're going to
get out of this water source, but this has never been done. And, and, and not this
developer but the owner of the well refused to do these tests at the last meeting of the
Water Board. The Water Director is sincere in asking all of these things, and yet we've
not got any answers. That's the, that's the reason for me personally to say that the
developer has not got his ducks in line. He has not shown that there is water today.
That's it.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: So, you know, if you're ready to vote on this you can vote it down, fine, but
exhaust myself.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Chair.. .
CHAIR NISI IIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Yeah. Thank you, Chairman. Just some
comments. You know, when we tell a developer in regards to Chapter 14.12 that they
need to provide water for development, any development, then with this one particular
developer, he had gone to Mr. Zachary Franks because of the water that, the hole that he
dug in the ground that showed that water is, you know, could be gotten from that hole in
the ground. And, and with the agreement that he had signed with Mr. Franks--and it's all
in here, Members, in the application--that he would be getting 120,000 gallons per day.
And, and that's the reason why the investment of over $2 million to, to complete that
well.
Until the well is completed, you know, then we can do all the testing that, what Mr. Eng,
you know, had required the developer to do, because part of the agreement was to
provide the County with X amount of gallons of water per day. So without a fully
developed well, you know, how can we do the testing, the recovery limit. So that needs
to be done prior to talking about purchasing anything for the County of Maui, but in this
case here I, I think it should be separated that he already told us--the developer--where
he's going to get his water from. It's just a matter of, of completing that well, testing that
well, and, and, you know, for him that is his obligation in, in trying to get this well
online.
We've had other 201H projects, a good example, Hale Mua out in Waihee. He had to
provide water for his development, and, and he still hasn't provide us that information in
regards to how he's going to get his water to provide affordable housing for people of this
County.
So I think your condition, you know, means well. If we own any water, any well, then
yeah, I can see this condition as one way to stop developers from leapfrogging people on
the water meter list. But at this time, you know, with the application in front of us, I, I
don't see the leapfrogging. You can correct me if I'm wrong, but I think what the
developer has provided us is an application that tells the Members of this Committee this
is what is required, this is what he's going to do. So, you know, I think we killed this
water source issue for the last I don't know how many meetings we've had so far, and we
still come out to, you know, purchasing of a well and, and developing of a well. And the
well is, you know, now being developed, and, and part of the development costs is being
borne by this developer here. So thank you for my -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --letting me -CHAIR NISHIKI: And, and, and -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --comment on that. Thank you.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: --and, and, and, and, Joe, you, you, you said it and, and it's been said in so
many other ways. Okay. You called it leapfrogging; I call it cut in line. Okay. And you
said it also just now for the record that this developer is planning to put money into this
water source.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: My comments -CHAIR NISHIKI: I want to -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --my comments...
CHAIR NISHIKI: --finish my statement. I'll allow you to speak -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Wait, wait.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --but please -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --let's not interrupt each other, you know, please. That's not something that I
want to occur. Go ahead and speak, Mr. Pontanilla, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. You know, my comments is based on
whatever we have in front of us, and the agreement that he signed that he would get
X amount of gallons for his development. And one of the agreements that he had made
was providing funding to complete that well as part of the agreement in, in getting water
for this 201H project, and, and that's all we asked him to do.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You done?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm done.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Okay. So, so anyway this is the reason why this condition, Members,
exactly what was said. If this developer should put in money to this water source, he is
saying that he wants to jump in line. Just as he represented that that's what he wants to
do, and some of you said well, that's great. All I'm saying is that if that is what he wants
to do by putting money, he should not be able to jump in line. Okay. The money that he
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puts in...he is not wanting to do it and say I'm going to wait, wait. The money that he
puts in is the guarantee that he is going to jump in line, cut in line. So that's why I'm just
saying here that the County should, if that happens that he just waits in line like the rest
of 'ern. That's it, it's plain and simple. I think...oh, I'm sorry. Mr. Mateo, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. And, you know, just, just
for, you know, so I can entertain myself, I would just like to share some, some comments.
I think the developer is making that kind of investment in the potential creation of this
well to make it productive, because County failed the people of this County in terms of
being able to produce the water.
Pookela, Mr. Chairman, was this County's great hope to take care of Upcountry, Maui.
Well, Pookela never really came through because of the depth and because of the
electrical costs necessary to produce. What we have done is we have strong-armed
businesses, develop water for us, oh and by the way, we going take a percentage of that.
So in fact, you know, there's enough blame to go around. We have failed our own people
by not moving quickly enough.
So, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the proposed modification. I believe 12.12 [sic] stands
for, for itself, and the Department will still be the Department that will make that
determination whether or not source is available. And obviously Mr. Eng, if, you know,
if he's still here, will make that call, you know, when, when the time comes when the
source is ready to be tested and we, we now know exactly the volume available in this
particular source. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. But I just needed to, to, to say
because I think, I think we're kind of getting out of the, the picture that...you know, we
may point at developers and think they may be the boogieman, but you know something,
Mr. Chairman, in all honesty they have helped us to develop that source that we have not
been able to, and that source is water. So thank you very much for my opportunity,
Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCII,MEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. I just want some clarification from
the Director. Director Eng, good morning and welcome back from your wonderful days
of R&R. My, my question is I'm just trying to clarify the opening comments you made
and if I heard it correctly. Did you say that the County and the well developer have an
agreement?
MR. ENG: Member Medeiros, no, I didn't say that.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
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MR. ENG: There is no agreement.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So are you in talks of negotiating some kind of an
agreement or purchase?
MR. ENG: We have initiated some discussions.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. ENG: We haven't had any recent meetings though.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And I think you did say though that should the
County decide and come to an agreement on purchasing that, that the County would have
to put in the transmission lines to get that water in order to satisfy some of the needs of
the water meter list. Is that correct? I low, how's the water going to get there?
MR. ENG: No, that's, that's not exactly correct. As we discussed earlier and basically in Water
Resources Committee at that time, the Committee was leaning toward an outright
purchase.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. ENG: And in that case and in any case, even if it was a typical source agreement in which
the well is developed by the developer and dedicated to the County, the developer would
complete all the required infrastructure including storage tanks, transmission lines to take
the water to our Pookela Tank which is the nearest storage location.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And from there it would be or could be distributed
to affect the water meter list applicants?
MR. ENG: Yeah. From Pookela Tank, it could just about serve most of our entire Upcountry
system.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. Okay. But, you know, I agree with Member
Pontanilla, until we actually do that, this seems to be a source that the developer has
found to satisfy the needs of the water availability policy. And so how do we tie this up
while the applicant has actually...his responsibility was to find a source and provide that
source for County review which we're doing now. So if we're in negotiations or
discussions how do we tie this up, you know, for the developer to have to wait to see
what the decision may be? Or can we move forward with this since the developer has an
agreement for this water source?
MR. ENG: Member Medeiros, I, I believe really the responsibilities, at this time, to go forward
and complete the source is with the applicant --
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct.
MR. ENG: --and the developer of the Piiholo South Well. And I think it was about a month ago
in which the developer of Piiholo South came before the Water Resources Committee
and presented a PowerPoint and, and sales proposal or whatever it is. And immediately
thereafter, the Department did send a letter to the developer of the well requesting
additional pump tests and water quality tests. And I'd say that's been about three or four
weeks, and we have not received a written response back from the developer of the well.
Although in a recent Board of Water Supply meeting, when I was asked by the Board the
status of the negotiations and informed them that we did send a letter to the developer,
the developer who was in attendance at that meeting did blurt out that he wasn't going to
do it. That meant the further additional tests that we requested.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. ENG: That's the last communication we've had.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay. And, and that request for and requirement for
the test is to just satisfy the Department of Water Supply's needs?
MR. ENG: Yes. The developer did a pump test couple of years ago -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. ENG: --and a water quality test, and it wasn't a very lengthy pump test for one thing, but
there was, in the water quality test there was a contaminant that was detected. And the
Department believes that we need to further evaluate the contamination. Not so much in
fear of the contaminant itself, but if possibly a treatment facility would be required, then
that would be the responsibility of the well developer to construct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. All right. Thank you for that information.
MR. ENG: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. And, and, and, and, and that's all I think we're all trying to, to,
to say right now in listening to the Director, and I think that the Water Committee and all
of this, all of these Members asked this Administration, this Water Director to work with
the owner of the well. To this date, nothing has been done. To this date, we don't know
how much volume. To this date, as Jeff said we don't know if we gotta put a water
treatment plant, but until this water testing is done, in other words, there are prerequisites
to even showing to us that there is water. Right now it's only paper. All these
agreements you guys talk about, it's only paper, and, and, and, and, and what I'm saying
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is that don't we learn from our past mistakes about what, what occurred with the prior
agreement in which it showed none, not enough water, as was pointed out by Mr. Mateo?
And Mr. Eng cancelled that water agreement. And, and, and now what this Council did
in its integrity to make sure that, hey, until you have a water source agreement in your
hand, nothing occurs, there's no water. And right now, nothing has occurred, and that's
all I'm saying, there is really no water. Now if the developer wanted to do a private one
then fine, but as long as you're going to work with this County in any way or other, then
let's hear from Mr. Eng that the developer has done these tests. What did he say? He's
not going to do it? What does that mean to all of you listening today? It's, it's, it's, it's a
real concern. But I think that we've had enough discussion, and so any other discussion,
comments?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: You gonna let Mr. Eng leave -CHAIR NISHIKI: No.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --if there's no comments?
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, we're going to deal with this one, and then there's, there's, there's other
conditions here.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: We have four or five.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. I just want to -CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --ask him a question.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So we'll just go condition by condition. Have we exhausted this area?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
CI IAIR NISHIKI: Okay. If you look at No. 6, Condition "B", Jeff, Condition "B" says under
Water Tank, as a Final Environmental Assessment for the Kula Ridge project states that
there will be a 500,000 water, gallons, water tank placed on the top of the Kula Ridge
Mauka project. The developer will construct this tank and connect it to the Upper Kula
waterline as specified by the Department of Water Supply.
MR. ENG: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: There's another condition.
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MR. ENG: Okay. And if I may ask a question, Mr. Chairman. This condition is from the
Members or did it come from any of the consultants?
CHAIR NISHIKI: This came from me.
MR. ENG: Okay. You know, in my absence, I, I was in communication and in contact with
Herb Chang, and I, I believe he made a recommendation that in regarding this location of
the storage tank that it should be at the uppermost point of that project which, which does
make sense. So as far as the capacity of 500,000 gallons, I'm, I'd, I'd seen a smaller
capacity earlier, and so I'm not quite certain how that number came about. But as far as
the location, yeah, it would be best to be at the higher-most point.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Questions? Jo Anne?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. Could we have a clarification from the developer?
Because I'm not sure about the 500,000 gallon tank either. The representative?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Munekiyo? Do you have any problems with this condition?
MR. MUNEKIYO: We're speaking to Condition "B ' -.

CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --on...
CHAIR NISHIKI: It's, it's, it's something that we ask. It's, it's not necessarily that, you know,
we, we do, but I think that -MR. MUNEKIYO: Right.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --this may be something that the Committee wants to hear from you.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Sure. I think the requirement for a water tank would be something that
would be defined during the engineering phase of the project, and again depending on
what that source is. But the 500,000 gallon, I believe, was based on the onsite alternative
that was previously developed for the project. Again, if it is that there are going to be
storage requirements, those, the specificity of those requirements, as well as other
improvements, would come up during the design phase of work, and that's certainly
something that the applicant would need to comply with. However, with respect to how
this particular condition or modification is worded, it, I think it's subject to, I guess, a
determination based on engineering designs as we move forward. So perhaps a more
flexible type of condition might be more appropriate, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Questions for Mr. Munekiyo? Mr. Munekiyo, you did this Environmental
Assessment and, and, and what it is, is, is it's quoting from this. What has changed if it
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has, and, and we heard that you were going to bring in two waterlines if you connect to
the County. Is that true?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
CHAIR NISIIIKI: Okay. So now why the two waterlines?
MR. MUNEKIYO: The, again if we recall back to the original application where we had an
onsite well with an onsite water storage facility, under that scenario we did have the
waterline crossing the gulch from the Kula Ridge Mauka well site to the Kula Ridge site
itself. Under the current scenario where we look to work with the County to develop new
source, we can actually connect to the County waterline on Lower Kula Road and the
upper highway, and those two lines would run in parallel. Again, the, the degree of
additional improvements that would need to be made would depend on, again, the
engineering design that would come at the next phase of project development. So again
certainly the applicant would be required to comply with the water system improvement
requirements as set forth by the DWS, but what those are at this point, again depending
on the source and that configuration would be determined during the next phase of work,
specifically during the design phase of work.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Question? Jo Anne?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. If I understand what you're saying then is that is there
a possibility then that the 500,000 gallon water tank would not be required?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Or it could be a smaller size.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So if I understand what you're saying, it's the way
that this is worded, it, it gives you no option or flexibility.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Right. Right.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And if we were to insert that if water storage, you know, is
determined to be required that it be based on the engineering studies and also to minimize
any impacts with cultural resources?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I think that would be the, the, I think, the intent of the applicant. Perhaps
something on a more generic level might be that the applicant shall comply with all water
system standards of the Department of Water Supply and implement, in designing and
implementing its water service to the project site. I think that way it allows some
negotiating between the engineer or not negotiating, but at least understanding what the
specific design requirements might be for the project. And that kind of discussion can be
held with the Water Department and the project civil engineer. Again it leaves a little bit
more flexibility in terms of how the design for the project's water system can be set forth.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. And, and also because, and I realize that Mr. Eng
can't speak for Fire, but if there were to be supplemental requirements or maybe a
requirement that you have sufficient flow, fire flow that that might also trigger having a
certain capacity tank in order to achieve that result?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. All right. If,
I would be open to that, something
that gives a little bit of flexibility, because as you say you don't know what's going to be
required. I mean for all intents and purposes it could be a bigger tank. I, I doubt it, hut,
you know, I mean if, if you have to put it in, in order to supply water and that's the sole
source for this entire project, well then I guess that's another option as well.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo, for being here. So this
will all be part of the subdivision approval process?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions? Mr. Munekiyo, so you're saying that when this
Environmental Assessment was being done and now was presented to us, the water
source was coming from where?
MR. MUNEKIYO: It was an onsite well...well, a well located on the Kula Ridge Mauka
property.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And, and, and, and so ultimately you're saying that under the EA it
was basically the, the private well that you guys were going to drill?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That was what was discussed in the EA, yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Exactly. So now you're saying that you're going to possibly connect with
the County water system.
MR. MUNEKIYO: I think that's the option that Mr. Nishikawa would like to explore, yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: That's what you want to do --
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MR. MUNEKIYO: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --connect with the County water system.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. I, 1, I just wanted you guys, some honesty in this whole thing. So then
what did Herb Chang and...did they tell you in regards to how many water areas the
connection would be in? Wasn't there two possible connections that you sent to this
Committee in regards to where the waterline would be?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Mr. Chair, may I ask our civil engineer to respond? I think he can provide
better information than I can.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Thank you.
MR. OTOMO: Good morning, Chair Nishiki, Members of the Committee. My name is Stacy
Otomo. Regarding the connection to the County system, Chair Nishiki, there are existing
waterlines basically on Kekaulike Highway, some of the side streets, as well as Lower
Kula Road. And the connections that we had proposed was basically connecting to the
existing County system which avoided crossing the gulch as we had indicated in the
private system scenario.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And, and, and where would these areas be?
MR. OTOMO: There was one connection on Kekaulike Highway on the northern half of the
Kula Ridge Mauka project which would have came down along the boundaries, along the
subdivision roadways, and connect onto Lower Kula Road. And similarly on the
southern half of the Kula Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka project, we would have tied into
an existing waterline on one of the side streets which I don't recall the name. but it will
have taken a similar route coming through Kula Ridge Mauka, along the roadways, and
also tie in onto Lower Kula Road.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Now the two areas that you just prefaced, where would that waterline
be on the mauka area in regards to the project, the mauka and the, the residential?
MR. OTOMO: On both sides, it would come through the subdivision roadways. So it will
be...the waterline will ultimately be located in the proposed road right-of-ways for both
Kula Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And, and, and are you saying that, as the engineer for this project and looking
at what you had represented about this 500,000 gallon water tank when you originally
addressed the Environmental Assessment in looking at that private well that you were
going to dig, you are still going to have to have a water tank placed somewhere on this
project?
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MR. OTOMO: At this point, Chair Nishiki, we anticipate that there may be some kind of storage
requirements even for a County system, and that has yet to be determined with the
Department of Water Supply if the project does connect to the County system. But I
think what Mr. Munekiyo was suggesting that, you know, we want some flexibility in
working with the Department, and if it means upgrading the existing infrastructure, our
client is willing to do that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Okay. Jeff, I know that Herb, in your absence, was asking some
questions in regards to the site of where this new County connection would be, as stated
by, represented by the developer. Where is that in, in, in regards to the mauka and lower
project? Do you know where that waterline is specifically?
MR. ENG: Mr. Chairman, if I had a map handy I could point it out, but if I may just make a
comment regarding your questions to Mr. Munekiyo
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. ENG: --and Mr. Otomo. You know, they're absolutely correct. All the various details of
the subdivision specific water system requirements will be hashed out a later date. That
is part of the subdivision approval process and review, and all these concerns that you
have will be addressed based on our, our rules and regulations for subdivision water
systems.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. ENG: So I wouldn't be over-concerned today to, to, to put much time in this particular...
CHAIR NISHIKI: To condition this?
MR. ENG: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other questions? Seeing none, maybe stay there you guys. "C",
Water Rates, if the developer decides to drill a well and provide water for the Kula Ridge
utilizing a private water system, the residents of the affordable [sic] senior housing shall
be charged no more than the water rates being levied on a single-family home by the
County's Department of Water Supply. I think that the developer has already stated that
they're going to connect to the County water system, so comments, Jeff, in regards to this
condition? It may not be germane.
MR. ENG: Yeah. Mr. Chairman, you're correct. It may not be applicable. You know, the
customers of this project will be paying the then prevailing water rates.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Finally, water questions.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair? Chair, excuse me.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Before we move on from that one, just so that we're very
clear. What you're basically saying is if they, they... `cause you're saying this is not
applicable because they're going to go with the County water. You're assuming that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Well, that's what was brought.. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Well...
CHAIR NISHIKI: I don't, I'm not assuming. That's what they said.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So but if they do, do a private then this would still
be applicable? You're not just letting this go to the wayside, right?
CHAIR NISHIKI: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. No, I just wanted to make sure that this stays in
case they go with a private water source. I don't want that... `cause you said this may not
be germane, well it may be if we go with a private water source.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I guess the question that I have is does the County have any type of
jurisdiction if it's a private water source?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Ask Mr. Eng.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Or Corporation Counsel or Jeff Go ahead. And then that was my
speculation. I apologize.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. ENG: Yeah, Mr. Chairman and Member Victorino. For a solely private water system,
yeah, we clearly don't have any jurisdiction over water rates, and whether or not it's
regulated by the PUC would be up to that particular project and association if there is
one. So there's a lot of different things to look at.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, Mr. Eng, if I'm correct in what you're saying so that
the public understands, that we did put conditions on other projects such as Honua'ula,
right? We put in where they would be charged the same rate as the prevailing County
rates both for wastewater or for the sewer system that they were planning and as well as
the water, if my memory serves me right, because it's been a few years. We've put those
conditions before, so you're saying if we have that kind of a condition on this project or
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any futuristic project it still would be dictated by the developer and, and the PUC? We
may not have any standing with our condition?
MR. ENG: No, Member Victorino. I'm, I'm just stating from the Department's standpoint, we
have no jurisdiction.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So that, that...
MR. ENG: That, that's a condition that you place -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes.
MR. ENG: --and ... (inaudible). . . so.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. That's different.
MR. ENG: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, Mr. Nishiki, what I'm trying to, to elude [sic] to that
we have done similar conditions on other projects in this area...not in this area, but on the
County of Maui. And so we just, I just wanted to make sure that if we do something of
this nature and it stays private that this condition, for which you brought forward, would
still be applicable. Because I believe that unless it's been challenged in courts--and I
don't think it has been and there's no been the ruling--this still can be a condition that is
placed on the project for the purpose of private water system.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Comments?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Thanks, Mr. Chair. I think with respect to what the water rates for this
project might be under a private water system scenario, that's uncertain right now. I
think what the applicant...just as the Committee is discussing today, the applicant's
interest is to keep water delivery as affordable as possible. What that means in terms of
operational costs and requirements however that's not been determined at this point if it
is that we proceed in this direction. And so I think to obligate the applicant at this time to
a County water rate structure might be premature. We would prefer to have some
flexibility in how we deal with a private water system scenario in terms of establishing
water rates.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions? Okay. We'll go to Condition "E", Water
Consumption. The Kula Ridge application states that there will be a maximum water
consumption of 120,000 gallons per day for both the Kula Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka
projects. Because there is a need to utilize the Department of Water Supply's waterlines
to provide water to existing residents, DHHL, and to those on the water meter list when
applying for meters for the Kula Ridge Mauka project, the developer must show to the
satisfaction of the Department of Water Supply how the 120,000 gallon maximum for
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both projects will not be exceeded and will be strictly enforced on the numerous
landowners of the two projects. Furthermore, any private or public agreement for water
to serve the Kula Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka projects shall use the Department of
Water Supply's standards of 5,000 gallons a day for ag lots. Jeffrey, your comments?
MR. ENG: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As far as the projected water demands for the affordable
housing subdivision, I believe the 120,000 gallons per day appears to be satisfactory. I'm
not quite certain though if, if the ag lots are included at all at this time in this, in this
number of 120,000. May I ask that question, Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR NISI IIKI: Developer?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Mr. Chair, the proposed four large rural lots will be serviced or potentially
can be serviced by three existing meters which are already at that location. There is an
existing 1 1/2-inch meter and two 1-inch meters in place right now, and that is why when
we speak about 120,000 gallons, we are also looking at that total being complemented by
the existing meters which are already at the, at the property. So that is, I guess, gets to
Mr. Eng's question with respect to the four large rural lots at the mauka side.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I guess in regards to this, because the Department of Water Supply's
standards are 5,000 gallons a day per acre, Mr. Munekiyo...and again in your application,
you, you, you, you, you put the Kula Ridge and the Kula Ridge Mauka projects together,
and so I think this is only fair that you, at this point in time, tell us whether these meters
that you have, in meeting the Department's water standards for an ag subdivision of
5,000 gallons a day per acre, what is that volume and can it be serviced by your three
meters? If, if this is what you're insinuating on the record that that's how these three
meters are going to service your ag project, is that what you're saying?
MR. MUNEKIYO: What we're discussing right now, Mr. Chair, and referencing specifically,
specifically the Kula Ridge project. The Kula Ridge Mauka ag project is, is a separate
project; however, we would like to have a portion of that 120,000 gallon allocation set
aside for Kula Ridge Mauka. And perhaps I can have Mr. Otomo talk a little bit about
the planning standard of 5,000 gallons a day, and, and I'm sure Mr. Eng would have
some comments as well.
MR. OTOMO: Stacy Otomo again. Regarding the 5,000 gallons per acre per day, that is a
standard used Statewide by all the water departments. It does not take into account if half
of your property is within a gulch or not useable. So my understanding is if the
Department has an allocation, for example in this particular case, to satisfy the Upcountry
meter list, the numbers that they would use would be 1,200 gallons a day if your property
is zoned Agriculture, 800 gallons per day if you have a Rural zoned property, and
600 gallons per day if you are zoned Residential. And there's some difference between
the 5,000 gallons per acre per day and what they would be allocated under the Upcountry
water meter list. The plan here was basically, like Mr. Munekiyo said, was to allow the
600 gallons per acre per day...1 mean 600 gallons per lot for the residential, and the
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balance of that up to the 120,000 gallons per day allotted to the ag lots which amounted
to roughly--I don't recall the exact number but--2,000 and some odd gallons per day for
each of the ag lots. And the limit on the usage would have been part of the CC&Rs for
the particular subdivision.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Eng, comments?
MR. ENG: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Yeah. Mr. Otomo is correct. The water system
standards that we follow in this County...and they are fairly conservative in nature at
5,000 gallons per acre per day, but we do so because we don't know the intensity of any
agricultural activity, too. You know, you can utilize that much and even more in certain
activities. I believe right now if... so if we're looking at 120,000 gallons per day of
domestic water from new meters, basically allocated for the Kula Ridge project only at
this time, I think this number would be satisfactory. You know, we can meet with the
developer regarding the allocation, specific allocation amounts and gallons per day for
the four existing large ag lots. So I don't think this is problematic at this time. I think we
can move forward, and it will come out in our discussions with the consultants and our
engineers. And then later on with the Kula Ridge Mauka project, that would have to be
addressed, and again as I understand it, currently has not been addressed.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Questions? Seeing none...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR NISI IIKI: Oh, I'm sorry. Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. Trying to just follow the math. The 120 gallon, 120,000
gallons a day is only for Kula Ridge for the residences? And then you're going to do the
ag lots separately? Because if you add the ag lots it's more.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So we want to make sure they have enough and that we plan
enough.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jeff, I guess...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm confused. I'm trying to follow the math.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. You, you know what it is, is not that it's good or bad, but the
developer has done this, and, and that's why it's so confusing. Whenever it's good for
them, they say oh, it's going to be together. Whenever it's bad for them, they say oh, it's
going to be separate. But if you look at this application, Committee Members, this
application...and it's been stated so many times in the EA, you heard Staff say that there
was 13 times in the first 18 pages, something like that.
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Mike, you know, you guys can't say when it's convenient and say when it's
inconvenient. You, you, you stated that it is in the EA that it is for the Kula Ridge and
Mauka, so why, why do you always come and represent that it is separate? You know,
and, and similarly when Sol asked the question of Corporation Counsel, oh, it's only this
little line that because of the, the roadway, but, but ultimately, as, as we pointed out, the
original application talked about parcels 174. In this application under the revised,
you're talking about 174 and a portion of 023. So state for the record today, what is it?
You know, is it for just one project...one parcel or is it for two? Because you mention in
your EA, in your EA, that it's two projects. So, you know, we'd like to think that there's
some integrity in, in how you're dealing with this, and not, you know, when it's
convenient, one project...one parcel, when it's not, two. How, how, what is the, the truth
on this matter? Is it two projects or not? Two parcels?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Mr. Chair, the application itself relates to the Kula Ridge project. The
Parcel 174 plus that portion of Parcel 23, that skinny road section that attaches itself to
the Kula Ridge project. There are linkages between the two projects, and I think it's
important for all of us to understand and as well as from a disclosure standpoint to
understand what the linkages are. And in particular, number one, there is or there are
11 units, affordable housing units being constructed or proposed within the Kula Ridge
project would be, which would be set aside to meet the workforce housing requirements
for the Kula Ridge agricultural mauka subdivision. So that is one of the linkages. The
other is with respect to the 120,000 gallons, a portion of that 120,000 gallons would be
allocated or set aside for the Kula Ridge Mauka project as well. So those are the two
common elements which I guess connect the two projects. If we look at what the
affordable housing, I'm sorry, what the 116 or 112 units might demand in terms of water
consumption, it's about 70,000 or so gallons a day. The balance would be met by the
existing water meters on the site, and so the remaining roughly 40 to 50,000 gallons of
water set aside from that 120,000 gallons would be allocated to the 21 agricultural lots on
Kula Ridge Mauka. So yes, Mr. Chair, there are definite connections between the two
projects in terms of affordable housing requirements and the sharing of water allocation.
With respect to the 20111 itself however, it's limited to Kula Ridge itself.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Question?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Let me finish. May I finish?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Just so I'm real clear, Mike. So the 120,000 gallons per day will
do it for both?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct, Council Member.
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COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Okay. We just want to be sure we have the good numbers here.
Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions in this area? We'll get to Mr. Pontanilla's question now,
because none of the other conditions are...Joe, you want to go ahead and deal with this
last, this condition -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --with water?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: In, in, in regards to the water, Condition No. 1 is basically
having the developer adhere to Chapter 14.12 of the Maui County Code relating to water
availability. And we've had a lot of discussion in the last three weeks regarding just
14.12. All developers are required to ensure that water is available for any, for their
development. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Question?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's the water, that's the water area.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: For Items 2 and 3, 4, and, and 5, are areas that we've discussed
quite lengthy. You know as Member Victorino had said, we talked about the State
Historic Preservation district area for this particular project, and I think one of the great
concern and, and we've had people from the State DLNR be present to provide us
information regarding all the history regarding this particular area. And basically two
and three are basically to address that.
CHAIR NISIIIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I, I just wanted to stick to the water being that -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. Water is basically -CHAIR NISHIKI: --we'll get to the rest.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --telling the County, you know, ensuring that the County
ordinance on Chapter 14.12 is adhered to -CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --the water availability. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Thank you. Comments? Being that I think this is something that you
want to speak to, Mike?
MR. MUNEKIYO: This is a condition which we as an applicant had proposed as well,
Mr. Chair, so we have no other comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Jeff?
MR. ENG: Mr. Chairman, you want me to comment on Member Pontanilla's statement?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Or the condition, either or both.
MR. ENG: That is Condition No. 1?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. ENG: Yeah. That is satisfactory.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. ENG: Yeah. Yeah. The developer would have to comply with that section.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Those are all the water issues right now, Members. I'm going to go
take a short recess 'til 11:30 then we'll get to the cultural areas. I'll convene with recess
'til 11:30. . . . (gavel)..
RECESS:

11:22 a.m.

RECONVENE: 11:35 a.m.

CHAIR NISHIKI: . . . (gavel). . . Public Services Committee meeting please reconvene. Let the
record show the presence of Mike Miyamoto from Department of Public Works.
Mr. Miyamoto and Committee Members, No. 6 on your pass-out on conditions and
alphabet "F" which reads Safety. Because of the proximity to the Haleakala Waldorf
School and the inadequacies of the Lower Kula Road, the developer shall provide:
(a) the proposed sidewalk and three crosswalks, (b) traffic calming, speed tables that
meet the specifications of the Department of Publics Works, (c) the widening of Lower
Kula Road to a minimum of two 12-feet wide paved traffic lanes between the exit road at
the bottom of the Kula Ridge project and the Haleakala Waldorf School driveway. If an
agreement is reached with the Department of Public Works, a sidewalk located on the
makai side of Lower Kula Road from the existing sidewalk above Holy Ghost Church to
Waldorf, Haleakala Waldorf School shall satisfy the sidewalk requirement as the
proposed, as proposed in section (a) of this condition. Mr. Miyamoto?
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MR. MIYAMOTO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. In review, in reading the, the condition, I guess I
would look for more, to be a little bit more specific as to, in (a) it says the proposed
sidewalk and three crosswalks. I'm looking at where, where do we want these three
crosswalks? I guess...oh, Staff is providing me a . .(chuckles). . I guess if we can
better coordinate this with more, like for example, I'm looking at this document that
shows Exhibit 7 identifying where the three crosswalks are. But if we're just looking at
the condition you don't have that, that, the specifics as to where those crosswalks are,
traffic calming devices. It may be on a map but it certainly needs to be associated with
this condition. For example, if you say, you know, as depicted in Exhibit 7 of the
document that might be, provide the applicant more clarity as to what specifically we're
looking at.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Is it in there, Jo-Ann? The three crosswalks that is referred to.
MS. RIDAO: Mr. Chair, it's in the application identified as Exhibit No. 7.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
MS. RIDAO: Let me see if I can find a page for you. It's way, toward the beginning of the,
right after Page 11.
CHAIR NISHIKI: What's the exhibit number?
MS. RIDAO: Exhibit No. 7.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Seven.
MS. RIDAO: If you look at the top portion it shows a crosswalk, two crosswalks at Alanui
Place, and then the bottom shows a crosswalk that goes, it's directly at Haleakala
Waldorf School.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Members, you have that exhibit in front of you?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Uh-huh.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Get 'em. Got it.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Right in the front, right in the beginning.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, in the beginning. Oh, okay. That, that's it.
-37-
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CHAIR NISHIKI: So in here how many crosswalks does it say?
MS. RIDAO: Exhibit 7 shows three crosswalks.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So that's consistent, Mr. Miyamoto. We can, we can, we can put that
down if you think that there is no clarification.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Yes. I think if you can refer to this Exhibit 7 as it identifies a lot of the
elements of Condition "F". That would be a lot clearer for the applicant, and be easier
for them to demonstrate compliance with this condition.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Now the next would be the traffic calming, speed tables. I think that
was mentioned by testifiers in regards to the speed on this road. Specifically I don't
know what the road name is. It's...
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Lower Kula Road.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Lower Kula Road?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. MIYAMOTO: We can, we have a process set up for the installation of those traffic
calming facilities, and we can go through that process with the applicant, and certainly
get the input of the surrounding residents that it would be impacting and go ahead and
work with them to resolve, to satisfy this condition.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And (c)? The widening of Lower Kula Road to a minimum of two
12-foot wide paved traffic lanes.
MR. MIYAMOTO: As shown in Exhibit 7, I think the applicant has shown that that's their
intent.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And then finally if an agreement is reached a sidewalk located on the
makai side of Lower Kula Road from the existing sidewalk above Holy Ghost Church to
Haleakala Waldorf School shall satisfy the sidewalk agreement as proposed in Section (a)
of this condition.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Again, again that's also what's depicted in Exhibit 7.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So, Staff, note on the three crosswalks if we could be more specific,
as shown in Exhibit 7. Mr. Munekiyo, go ahead.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Mr. Chair, the, you know, I just wanted to speak to the 12-foot wide paved
traffic lanes, and I can have Mr. Otomo elaborate. But the existing right-of-way along
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that segment of Lower Kula Road does not provide for sufficient width to allow for two
12-foot wide paved lanes. And so what it is that can be provided is the two ten-foot wide
paved lanes. Again, this is more of a right-or-way constraint, condition as it exists today
as opposed to, you know, anything else at this point.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Department, comment?
MR. MIYAMOTO: We agree with the applicant. When you look at the tax map keys, there is
that one parcel that would, additional right-of-way would be required from to provide the
widening and this sidewalk.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And, and making it ten foot, any kind of safety or, or concern'?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Our minimum is 20 feet, and certainly with the Fire Department had
mentioned before, 20 feet would be sufficient for them to get their, their equipment
through this area.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So that will satisfy that. Members?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. I got a question.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Miyamoto, you know, in
widening the road even at the, because the, the width of the corridor for that area, the
right-of-way, as mentioned by Mr. Munekiyo, doesn't allow for the 12-foot lanes. Even
if you go down to ten-foot lanes and have to incorporate a sidewalk on the makai side as
been requested, does that give you enough room to do two ten-foot lanes with the
sidewalk?
MR. MIYAMOTO: The right-of-way really narrows as you get past the Kula Community
Center area, it narrows down, necks down. So...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Going, going in what direction?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Going towards the north towards -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Going towards the school?
MR. MIYAMOTO: --Pukalani side. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. MIYAMOTO: There appears to be maybe one, maybe two parcels that may require the,
some purchasing, some right-of-way frontage purchasing to provide for the sidewalk.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MR. MIYAMOTO: In looking at the maps, it looks like that that right-of-way may be
somewhere in the 25-foot width lane, 25-foot width in that area. So there would be, have
to be some additional right-of-way purchase to provide for the sidewalk.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. On the makai side of the road, you're talking about
for the sidewalk?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mauka.
MR. MIYAMOTO: It's on the mauka side if I'm not mistaken.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I thought they were asking for additional sidewalk on the
makai side also?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Let me read through this. In, in that section, a sidewalk
located on the makai side of Lower Kula Road from the existing sidewalk above the Holy
Ghost Church to Haleakala Waldorf School shall satisfy the sidewalk requirement as
proposed in Section (a) of this. So I'm, I'm looking at, it's saying makai side. Because
there was talk in other meetings that the developer was willing to do the sidewalk on the
mauka side, but then there was requests from testifiers, and I don't know, in Mr. Chair
Nishiki's condition that we're reading about now, that last sentence says a makai
sidewalk. So does that mean sidewalks on the mauka and makai? And if you do that,
where's that property coming from?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Yes. The, the sidewalk shown in Exhibit 7 is the mauka sidewalk.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Yeah. In the, in the -MR. MIYAMOTO: The -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --drawing.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --the County project was on the makai side until it reached the, that, the, the
intersection with Alanui Place, and then it, it stopped because of the narrow, the
right...the restrictions on the right-of-way. In looking at trying to put a sidewalk on the
makai side of the roadway, you're looking at a drop-off area.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: You're talking about the expenses being retaining walls to provide the --
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --the width so that you can go ahead and build this sidewalk. It would
appear that the mauka side would be the easier side; hence, that's why you have the three
crosswalks to cross from the makai side across the, the entrance to the community center,
and then to cross back over towards the school. So I think the, the north, the mauka side
would be a lot more easier to build than on the makai side.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So you don't...your assessment isn't that this
request is requesting sidewalks on mauka and makai?
MR. MIYAMOTO: In reading it, I mean it clearly states, it says, you know, the makai side
existing sidewalk above the church shall satisfy the sidewalk requirement as proposed in
Section (a). So they're saying...at the beginning part of the condition, it says we want
sidewalks, this is saying, at the back end of the condition, we want it on the makai side.
So no -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --as proposed in Exhibit 7, it would not meet this condition.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. Okay. And because of the narrowness of the
County's right-of-way through that area, and you mentioned it, Mr. Miyamoto, that they
would probably be, you know, requiring additional land area if it is to satisfy that 20-foot
County standard width of the road. Not, 24, right, is the standard?
MR. MIYAMOTO: The right-of-way width would be 24...20 feet of paved surface.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Twenty feet of paved surface. Okay. So if we are requiring
this and that requires additional land, are we talking eminent domain to be able to get that
additional land? And, you know, how, how accepting would the property owners be to
lose property?
MR. MIYAMOTO: That's just it. If it became a condition for this applicant, they first would
have to try to see if they can work out an agreement with the property owner.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MR. MIYAMOTO: And if that was unsuccessful then they would have to sort of ask us to assist
them with the condemnation of that land to provide, to assist them to...so that they can
meet this condition.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And who would pay for the condemnation of the
land, the eminent domain?
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MR. MIYAMOTO: We would...obviously from our side, we would hope that the applicant -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The County?
MR. MIYAMOTO: --would have to pay for it, would, would pay the cost, because it's their
condition and not our condition.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So the, the developer would be responsible for the
purchasing of the property?
MR. MIYAMOTO: That, that would be what we would request if they wanted our assistance in
condemning land -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --for this roadway improvement.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And as far as the speed tables as you talked about,
yeah, the County does have certain requirements to meet on speed tables. And in looking
at this area...and the speed tables are, are placed at what distances apart?
MR. MIYAMOTO: There's a lot of engineering that has to go into it. We'll have to look at the
topography of the roadway, the, the curvature, and right offhand, I'm not aware of what
the specific regular distance of that would be. You certainly don't want 'em too close
together. Then it...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: But you don't want them too far apart, because between speed humps you
would, the speeds would then climb back up. So I think that's something we can
determine in the, in an engineering study and with the community also out there. 'Cause
you don't want to be putting something right in front of someone's driveway. You want
to look at the, the drainage in the area, so there's a lot of engineering aspects that help us
determine -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --that distance.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And by, by looking at Exhibit 7, can you tell us what is the
distance that these improvements will take place? What is the length of the distance?
MR. MIYAMOTO: I think the applicant may be better --
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --equipped to answer that as he, he prepared this drawing.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the applicant that
question?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Munekiyo, would you know that? What, what is the
length of the distance where the improvements will be constructed?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Council Members, about 530 feet.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Five hundred thirty feet. Okay.
MR. MUNEKIYO: And if I may, Council Member and Mr. Chair, just clarify the, as
Mr. Miyamoto did indicate, the proposed sidewalk, as shown on the plan, Exhibit 7, is on
the mauka side of the roadway.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MUNEKIYO: And we actually did an engineering study to determine how best to
accommodate that sidewalk given the very limited right-of-way that we have available
along that segment of roadway. We did approach landowners on both sides of the
roadway and were able to get agreement from mauka landowners that they would be
willing to negotiate an easement with the land, with Mr. Nishikawa to allow this sidewalk
to be implemented. So there is still process involved in terms of finalizing those kinds of
understandings, but yes, there are...we did need to get outside of the right-of-way to
private lands to accommodate that sidewalk construction.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I think finally, Mr. Miyamoto, you know on this speed
tables, in our Infrastructure Management Committee meeting in discussing persons with
disabilities, they, they said the speed humps and speed tables give people on a wheelchair
a rough time when they, they have to traverse along the pavement area. What would be
the requirements of those speed tables in this area in order to address that? Because
certainly they can go on the sidewalk up to a certain point, you know, and being that
there's no specifics about where the speed tables gonna be, it may be beyond the
sidewalk areas. And, and then, you know, we have to be concerned about persons with
disabilities, because they already told us that that area is very narrow. There's no
shoulders so it forces them to go on the pavement, and when you have the speed tables or
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speed humps, it becomes quite dangerous and unsafe for people on wheelchairs to
traverse that kind of parts of the road that have that. What would be your comments on
that?
MR. MIYAMOTO: It's unfortunate that the, the people with disabilities would be forced to use
the roadway as a, as a...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: But the speed humps in general are intended for vehicular traffic.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: To try and make an accommodation for, to, for the persons with disabilities
would sort of diminish the effectiveness of the speed hump.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Basically you would look at trying to create an area of no speed hump, and
then you might create more problems because of liability because of vehicles that
traverse these speed tables you're going to have two wheels that are flat, two wheels that
are gonna...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Off, yeah.
MR. MIYAMOTO: So you could create more of a hazard for vehicular traffic while trying to
accommodate -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --for the persons with disabilities.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, so in planning out something like that in the area we're
talking about, and the widths that are available, there would be no consideration as far as
changing the design to accommodate persons with disabilities that utilize wheelchairs?
MR. MIYAMOTO: That may be a place where the engineering consideration where we'd have
to look at to see if we even want to put one in an area. For example, let's say there was a
grade. Obviously if you're going downhill it's easy to traverse, but if they have to come
back up then it becomes -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --more difficult to do so. So that could be something that we could evaluate
and say, you know, maybe it's not a good place to keep it on. Let's put it only on flat
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areas. So it's something we'd have to look at engineering-wise when we get more detail
on the plans -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --of the roadway.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Miyamoto. I appreciate the
responses.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I, I, I don't think we can be specific in that -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: --because we don't know the area. So that would be best left for the
Department. "l'hey know . . (coughs). . . excuse me, the concerns. Gladys wants to say
something, area representative, so -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I can wait.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --maybe the, the concern on the mauka/makai sidewalk and I, I have no idea,
but go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. But I'm, you know, I'm willing to
defer to a Member. But, you know, I am the area representative and because of it I'm
deeply immersed in the community controversy about where the sidewalk should go, and
it's been going on for a very long time. And of course the, the folks in the area would
much prefer to have that sidewalk on the makai side, and the reason is because of the kids
having to cross the road twice if it's on the mauka side. And so they're concerned about
the safety of the children. They also have been thinking, and I think there's been some
discussion already with the landowners on the makai side who have children in school
and might be willing to, you know, make a deal. So I just wanted to, you know, let
everybody know that those are, you know, the concerns that people have. The only thing
that gives me any kind of comfort is the idea that the speed tables are going in, and
maybe with the speed table it will slow people enough in the crosswalks that they're less
likely to hit one of our kids. But, you know, we don't want that to happen, and of course
it's...you know, we're trying to be reasonable. We know the developer can only do so
much. But if there's any possibility that that sidewalk could be built on the makai side, I
know that that would be the preference of the residents. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Developer, you heard the concern, safety, not who you, you dealt with. Your
comments?
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MR. MUNEKIYO: I think, Mr. Chair, the concern, as expressed previously, is one of design and
engineering and constructability on the makai side. If it is that a sidewalk can be
installed reasonably without significantly adversing [sic] the property owners on the
makai side, I think the applicant would be willing to look at it. However, we did, our
civil engineer did do a study and I think based on that engineering analysis that he
concluded that the mauka alignment was better from a design standpoint. And we
understand that there is that concern in respect to safety. What we sought to do was to
provide a solution which was workable to the best extent, to the extent that we thought
we could best achieve. And so there are some limitations that we face with respect to the
makai, makai side sidewalk.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I, I, I think, I think, Mr. Munekiyo, that concern of children crossing,
and I don't know, you know, is, is, is a big concern, you know. One death, because we
put it on the wrong side and somebody had to run across, I think is monumental for us
that are making decisions on where the placement is. So if it is safety, then the makai
side is where we want to do it. You are objecting still?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Cannot.
MR. MUNEKIYO: I think, Mr. Chair, if it is that a makai alignment can be accommodated from
an engineering standpoint, and that probably would require a restudy of the area that
we've already done, I, I, I don't think Mr. Nishikawa would have an objection. Again,
based on his previous study however, it looks like, at least from an engineering and
constructability standpoint, that makai alignment might be problematic. Again, I would
not want to, I guess -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
MR. MUNEKIYO: --not consider a second look at it, but I think we, we looked at it fairly
carefully and tried to come up with a solution which we thought would be most suitable
for that segment of roadway. And I think Mr. Otomo would like to add.
MR. OTOMO: Chair Nishiki, Stacy Otomo again. To expand a little bit, when we initially took
up this sidewalk issue, we did have a plan with a sidewalk on the makai side of the road.
It was presented to Mr. Nishikawa, who in turn spoke to a landowner that has a
substantial frontage on the makai side.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Preseault.
MR. OTOMO: I don't, I don't remember his name, I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Preseault.
MR. OTOMO: But the, the feedback he got at that time was absolutely no way he was going to
give him any land for widening, nor did he want a sidewalk in his property, and I've
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heard something different today. If if it did change I, I think we'd be open to taking a
look at that again.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Good.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Comment?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, you know, I, again, I put it out there because that's the
information I have. If it can be done I think it would be great. If it cannot be done then
it's okay. I think that the speed tables, the crosswalks will slow cars down. Of course
the, the least, you know, exposure for liability or anybody getting hurt would be to have
that sidewalk on the makai side, but if it's not practical, it's not practical. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. What I wanted to add to that is again if
we can do the makai that's good, you know, and maybe need to contact the landowner,
tell him that the County Council would like to see that done. Just tell him I would. You
can use my name, I no care. What I would like to ask is along here, if you're going to put
in crosswalks, let's make them raised crosswalks. I would like to request that, Mr. Chair,
because it is my experience in all the school zones in Central Maui that we do have
crosswalks and, and the yellow blinking light to warn that it is a crossing area have been
very effective. It has been very effective. And those can be done whether they're makai,
mauka, I don't care which side of the road the sidewalk is at that point, but those need to
be implemented. And all sidewalks along that roadway just like we've done on Kanaloa,
like we've done on Hina Avenue and others all around Central Maui, raised crosswalks
will be a part of this development, because it's not that much more expensive. And it
also gives better view for the car coming when little children cross the road, they stand
out a lot more, Mr. Chair. So I would like to be put somehow that requirement to the
developer that the traffic safety lights and as well as raised crosswalks be put in this area
along with the traffic calming devices. I don't think that's a major issue. Also I
understand that for, for people with, persons of disability, many times that's an easier
cross for them than crossing over a regular sidewalk, I mean a regular crosswalk, because
it's not quite as damaging and they're seen from a distance also because the, the raising
of the crosswalk. So that was what I was waiting to, to interject if I may, and all of those
would not really put a lot more cost to the developer and would make sure that the safety
of the children of that area would be even further ensured, Mr. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Department, comments?
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MR. MIYAMOTO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. In raised crosswalks, we'd have to look at the
functional classification of the roadway to see if it's appropriate. Obviously we've put
them on some other roadways that were, but we just want to make sure that it's, the
functional class of the roadway is appropriate for these raised crosswalks. As far as the
flashing lights, speed feedbacks, yeah, that's pretty standard, we can, that can be included
as part of this type of design.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Staff, take into consideration flashing lights. Any other comments
from Committee Members in regards to -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: --statements made by the Department of we gotta look at raised crosswalks?
Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDE1ROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Yeah. Mr. Miyamoto, the raised
crosswalks are very similar to the speed tables, is that correct?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Typically yes, but they tend to be a little bit wider at the top end.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. Okay. The other thing is if a decision is made to put
sidewalks on both sides, in the zoning of this area, I know that our Code doesn't require
sidewalks on both sides depending on the zoning of that area. So are we...what, what's
the zoning here? Is this Rural or is this Ag? Mr. Munekiyo, if, Mr. Chair, you'll allow it.
MR. MUNEKIYO: I believe, Mr. Chair and Council Member, the mauka side lots are
Agricultural lots.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, Ag.
MR. MUNEKIYO: And then as you approach the or pass the Holy Ghost Church and approach
the Haleakala Waldorf School, I believe those are probably Public/Quasi-Public zoned
parcels.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay. So, Mr., Mr. Miyamoto, hearing
Mr. Munekiyo express that, I know in like in rural areas sidewalks is only required on
one side, is that correct? Or Ag?
MR. MIYAMOTO: In rural areas?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
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MR. MIYAMOTO: Rural and Ag areas, we don't require the sidewalks.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No sidewalks?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So the Ag being this is part of the Ag it's just that
it's something that the developer has agreed to put a sidewalk?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Pretty much. It's above and beyond.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: It's, it's not even -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It's not required, right?
MR. MIYAMOTO: --their frontage, their property frontage to beyond.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: It's outside of their project area.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. I think I just wanted to be sure everybody
understands that, right, the zoning has a lot to do whether a sidewalk is required or not,
and I think the developer is doing this just out of the, you know, the community would
like to have that as part of the safety measures that he provides. So thank you for that
clarification, Mr. Miyamoto.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. No, no, this has nothing to do with the discussion.
but I have another appointment to attend to.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We'll discuss it as soon as...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I gotta leave right now, so 1 wanted to know what is your
plan? Do you have a plan yet?
CHAIR NISHIKI: We, will not discuss --
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --this right now.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Then I will leave it up to the, my, my colleagues to decide,
and then I'll find out when I get back. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And I just wanna, I just wanna tell, tell you people, you know, this is a fast
track, we've tried to really accommodate, and I thank all of you, Members, for, for
making your presence here. And so in regards to you having to leave or whatever, I have
no control over that, but, you know, these conditions are important. We either do it now
or we're going to do it at the Council level. I would think that it would be so much easier
that we have this discussion here with the departments, and you can see how long we've
taken so far. And so I'm not here to rush, I'm here to have this discussion and, and then
vote either way, and, and I thank you. So I'm not going to make the inability of
Members to not participate at this point now a must. I, I thank you that you guys have
come, Mr. Molina and Gladys, not Members, they have participated and, and, and we
need their input, but, you know, I wanna, I wanted to continue to, to move on if there are
no objections.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No objections.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And then once this area has been spoken, then we'll discuss the scheduling
and the further discussion of these along with Mr. Kaho'ohalahala, who I know has a
meeting at 1:30 this afternoon. Mr. Pontanilla, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. No, thank you for those comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You're welcome.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm willing to continue this thing after the Planning Committee
meeting is done, probably at 6 o'clock. I, I just have a fast question for Mr. Miyamoto.
This is in regards to the sidewalk that's on the Catholic church side, the makai side. You
say that we constructed that, so the County, I'm assuming, that the County of Maui did
that, and by, and the reason why you couldn't go further down the road was because of
the topography, the condition of the land itself. Did we inquire about additional land
from the property owner so that we could continue that sidewalk? And the reason why I
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bring it up is that, that that safety issue has been on our minds for many years, even for
the kids at Waldorf School. So if you can answer that question.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. In early, I guess, it was 2002-2003 we, we finally
completed the remainder of the, the sidewalk up until I think it's Alanui.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Alanui.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Alanui Place. Beyond Alanui Place going to the north, the right-of-way
really does narrow. At this point, we haven't, we don't have solid plans at this point to
continue that sidewalk. It's, given the situation, it's something we certainly we could
look into as to...but given the topography of this area and the mauka side being sort of a
vertical mound on the mauka side, and on the makai side you had that drop off -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Right, right.
MR. MIYAMOTO: --that really drops off. To continue the sidewalk, to acquire the land, it's
going to be a pretty expensive segment at this point. You're looking at possibly retaining
walls on the makai side, possibly even on the mauka side to hold back the slope to
provide the right-of-way width that would be required to provide the, the sidewalks
you're speaking about. But at this point, we have not gone beyond this point as far as
planning at this time.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good. Thank you. Thank you for your comments in regards to
the sidewalk that was constructed the year 2001 or 2002, and, you know, it kind of makes
me wonder about some of our responsibilities as trying to provide safety measures, and,
and that we should put high priority on those things. And, you know, with this developer
coming here proposing the sidewalk, you know, it behooves me that we couldn't have
done it at that time way back when. So thank you for your comments, Mr. Miyamoto.
Thank you, Chairman. So I await your recess at this time.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other question in regards to Condition "F" at this time? Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Just one final question.
Mr. Moto, [sic] in your, well, quick assessment of just looking at Exhibit 7, because
we're talking about some places where the right-of-way width makes it really difficult to
accomplish some of these improvements, is that with the understanding the sidewalk will
be five-foot wide to meet ADA compliance?
MR. MIYAMOTO: I guess it's...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Which would be another, another foot than other sidewalks.
MR. MIYAMOTO: That may be a better question for the designer, to be honest, at this point.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No. I'm, I'm talking about the requirements to the County
if we're going to require sidewalks.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Oh, a new sidewalk?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yes.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Oh, yeah, definitely it'll be the five foot.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: That will be five foot?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Five-foot wide. So does that make it even more of a
challenge for that additional foot in this very narrow right-of-way?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Yes, it does.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you very much for that answer.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. Okay. So we hit "F". Twelve ten, Members, Staff, what are our
different choices now? Is someone gonna grab the mic so that we can let people know?
MR. JENSEN: Mr. Chair, the Chamber is not booked at the conclusion of the PC meeting this
afternoon.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. JENSEN: So it depends on the Members' availability and the Chair's.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We have that and then is there another date that this Chamber is open
also?
MR. JENSEN: Mr. Chair, there's also the currently scheduled, regularly scheduled meeting date
of Wednesday morning for which an agenda has not been posted, so that's available to
recess this meeting until then as well.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So, Members, Sol, you're running your meeting to 4:30?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I think probably 'til 4:00, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Four o'clock?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So we've got choices now. I realize you need a break prior to
Mr. Kaho'ohalahala's meeting. The...shortly thereafter if you need a break there, we can
reconvene at 6:00 or we can come back on Wednesday or try to wrap up tonight. Any
discussion? And then we'll set the time.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Can, can we have a short recess, maybe couple minutes?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Short recess 'til 12:15.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS: 12:12 p.m.
RECONVENE: 12:25 p.m.
CHAIR NISHIKI: . . .(gavel). . Public Services Committee meeting please reconvene. The
Chair met with Staff. Staff, you have anything else before I give some suggestions?
MR. JENSEN: Mr. Chair, as has been pointed out, we wanted to make sure that the Committee
modifications do in fact modify. Some of the ones that have been discussed this morning
clarify the, the project as detailed in the application. So I guess that would be the goal of
the Committee discussion to just clarify that they are in fact modifying what's been
presented and not just redundantly repeating what's already in the application.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And, you know, we are drawing this out, but the Chair's preference is
to meet tonight after Sol's meeting. This would give Staff enough time. I think, you
know, we've come to the tail end here today, and then we'll be able to vote up or down
the conditions and, and move on. Is there any problem with meeting later this afternoon?
And I will preface this by saying that even if we have just bare quorum, the Chair would
like to move out. Those of you that may not be able to make it, you can get your staff to
deal with the circumstance. If you've got conditions that you definitely want to put in,
then make it known to Committee Staff, and that's the direction that I'd like to pursue on,
meeting through the evening. And I think we can come out of this Committee with a vote
and a recommendation. That in itself would eliminate the, perhaps the possibility of
having more discussion on the Council floor without taking any action, but that would be
the ideal goal that I hope to reach as your Chairman. And so maybe I would like to hear
from any of you who cannot make the meeting, cannot make the meeting today...tonight.
Jo Anne?
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. As I advised you earlier, I will not be able to make the
meeting this evening, but the condition with regard to the park and the community
association, that is in there. So that's already there, and that would have been the only
condition that, you know, I was looking at.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. The condition that you're speaking of is?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Condition "A" in -CHAIR NISHIKI: "A" in number -COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --your number -CHAIR NISHIKI: --six -COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --six. Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Members. Okay. But you will not be able to make it?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Fine. Who else cannot make it? Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. No, I can make it, but I just wanted to know what
your schedule is. Once Planning Committee's meeting is over you're gonna start your
meeting?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Well, that's what I need the input from. I, you know, I don't know if you
need a break. I think that you would want to fuel your intestines and esophagus. but I
don't know.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Wow. What is this, class on anatomy?
CHAIR NISHIKI: And, and then move on. And then -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --you need to tell me, you know, how much time you need.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And I take it that we are going to meet this evening. Okay?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Now, when? What time?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: That's...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any of you have any problems in giving me a time? Five o'clock'?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Gives us one hour.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Five thirty, hour and a half.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Hour half, okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Five thirty. Any objections to those -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --that are making the meeting? Okay. So, Members, 5:30. This Committee
is in recess 'til 5:30 this evening, eighth floor. . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS:

12:31 p.m.

RECONVENE: 5:32 p.m.
CHAIR NISHIKI: . . .(gavel). . . Chair would reconvene the Public Services Committee. Let
the record show the presence of Members Victorino
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good evening, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Pontanilla -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good evening.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Danny Mateo -COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good evening.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Bill Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aloha. Good evening, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Excused are Members Kaho'ohalahala and Jo Anne Johnson. Also in,
present are Members Gladys Baisa
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good evening, Chair.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: --and Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good evening, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you so much for being so involved, Members, in -COUNCIL MEMBERS: . Aaughter).
CHAIR NISHIKI: --this project. We left off...turn to No. 6. I think that I will ask Members if
you have any questions in regards to Condition "F". I think we thoroughly discussed it,
and when we bring it up again, should you want to add or take away or not put in this
condition, we'll have that discussion. Condition "G", Mike Miyamoto, it says Internal
Road and Safety. Because there is only a single access road to this project, the main road
up to Lower Kula Road to the emergency access on Kolohala Drive shall be wide enough
for fire trucks and other emergency vehicles. The Department of Public Works and the
Fire Department shall approve the proper width for this road. Comment?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. In looking at the, the roadway, so long as it's, if it's
fine with the Fire Department, technically their standards are a little bit above and beyond
our, our minimums which is 20 feet of pavement. If the Fire Department is fine with a
wider roadway then we certainly can agree to that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And, and they did say, Members, that that is a road where there is a
turnaround and they're fine with the 20-foot width. Okay. So that question was
answered. The last one that I see in this page handout is Condition "J", Drainage from
Kula Ridge Mauka. Because the Final Environmental Assessment for the Kula Ridge
project does not include a drainage plan for the adjacent Kula Ridge Mauka project, and
because the project will have a, will have drainage that may seriously impact the Kula
Ridge project, the County's Kula Community Center, the developer first must approve
from the Department of Public Works for the drainage plan for the Kula Ridge Mauka
project before applying for a subdivision. Comments, Mr. Miyamoto?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Our general rules for drainage is that your property
does not discharge any additional runoff when you develop it. So generally our drainage
rules will handle that, the situation that as development occurs there will not be an
increase in runoff. Typically what that means is any more impervious areas would be
handled by the developer, whether it be through detention basins or some kind of drywell
system. So typically it's pretty much handled by our drainage rules. As we get into the
development, the details can be worked out, and sizing of culverts, the different strategies
they may want to implement whether it be little catch basins per, per lot or something
bigger with a centralized facility.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So this is all done prior to applying for a subdivision?
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MR. MIYAMOTO: It's part of the process of applying for the final subdivision. Typically what
we do is in this early development phase, we do a typical...a very mechanical process
where we just go through computations, make sure they know what their incremental
amount. When they get into the design phase and they do a little bit more detailed design
then we get into a little bit more detailed as to how big things really need to be, where are
the drainage patterns, how are they going to discharge it back into the existing flow
pattern.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Question?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any questions? Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, Mr. Miyamoto, the review as far as the
drainage for Kula Ridge will be very comprehensive?
MR. MIYAMOTO: As the design, as the plans are developed, yes, it gets a little bit more
detailed. We look at the sizes of pipes and whether or not we agree with the sizes of
pipes, whether they can handle the flow and the velocities and...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So you will be working with the developer in ensuring that the
drainage...well, the sheet flow is in accordance to our standards?
MR. MIYAMOTO: A drainage, yes, we will, we'll be working with them.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And I don't know if you, you have this authority, Mr. Miyamoto. The
preservation of the four ag lots on the top of the Kula Ridge project, these four lots
remain Agricultural lots. They may not further be subdivided nor be reclassified or
rezoned as Rural. Keeping the existing Agricultural land designations for these four lots
will allow future landowners to qualify for the reduced tax rate and water rates if they are
farming. Agricultural zoned lands also have a greater right to farm protections. I think
that we're asking that, and also, Members, if you look at No. 5 that I passed out. No. 2,
the language is, the four Agricultural lots at the top of the Kula Ridge affordable housing
project shall not further be subdivided, nor reclassified or rezoned. The justification
again, Mr. Miyamoto, further subdivision or rezoning of the large Agricultural lots at the
top of the project will only further detract from the rural nature of the existing
community. Comments?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Whatever is planned for those four lots, it would he our requirement still
that they comply with our drainage rules that what's there today doesn't, is not increased
with the development of those four lots. Whether they be Agriculture or Rural we would
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still imply...apply the same rules where they would not be allowed to increase the runoff

from these four lots.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I think the, the modification is a, is a policy decision to be made by
the Council and, and, and I guess, do you have anything to say about keeping these four
lots basically from being subdivided, reclassified, or rezoned?
MR. MIYAMOTO: The, the use of the land really is not in our purview. Typically it's Planning
that determines land use, and we primarily just focus on making sure that development of
those lots are within our, compliance with our rules.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So we will vote that policy question being that it is not in your
purview. Any other areas that I see may not be, that you may have for Michael? Maybe
"FI". Let me ask you that question. On No. 6, pass out No. 6. Condition "H" says
Affordable Housing and Senior Housing. Because the developer is receiving special
exemptions for this project, it is required that the developer provide to the Department of
Housing and Human Concerns, a plan that will ensure that the housing designated for
seniors and housing designated as affordable will have mechanisms in place to guarantee
that these housing units will be provided "in perpetuity" for their stated purposes and the
appropriate "HUD Indexed" prices. I think that's better left for Housing and Human
Concerns to answer. So any other questions for Mr. Miyamoto should you have any kind
of conditions in this area? I think you've addressed and answered all our questions,
Mr. Miyamoto. We thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Wait, wait.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, I'm sorry. Gladys?
Chair, your Condition "M", would that fall under
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:
Mr. Miyamoto's responsibilities? The electric power lines.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. I'll read it. Condition "M".
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Electric Power Lines. Because the Final Environmental Assessment
indicates a potential problem in supplying electricity to this project, the developer shall
provide the electric power lines necessary to connect the project to the MECO grid,
power grid.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Any comments?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Mr. Chair, it's pretty standard. I mean, you know, obviously they would
need to connect to the electrical system or develop their own power supply. Where we
get involved is whether that is above ground or below ground, and that's about as far as
we go.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, in this condition we're not asking or stipulating -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --that it be underground -COI_TNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --or above ground.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Unless any of you have any questions to that area? Okay. Any other
questions? Thank you, Mr. Miyamoto. We'll get to the conditions in regards to the
archeological concerns now. That would be under Page 5. And, Mr. Victorino, right
now the archeological, under archeological sites the proposed modification says, the
applicant shall comply with all requirements and recommendations of the State Historic
Preservation Division for the Kula Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka project areas including,
but not limited to, obtaining SHPD's acceptance of archaeological monitoring plans and
burial site components of the preservation plans. The justification for this modification,
residents and representatives of the State Historic Preservation Division, Morgan Davis,
Lead Archaeologist Maui Island Section, and Hinano Rodrigues, Cultural Historian, have
raised significant concerns relating to burial sites discovered on the subject parcel and not
included on the current plan maps. They also informed the committee that the Burial Site
Component of a preservation plan has yet, has not been approved for the inadvertent
burials discovered. Any questions for Mr. Munekiyo?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Are we going to also identify Mr. Pontanilla's one
or are we just using yours?
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, we can, we can modify if you wish to.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR NISIIIKI: But I think -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Because...
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Mr. Munekiyo...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Mr. Munekiyo, if you would please. I think you
saw Mr. Nishiki's proposed modification, right?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And you've also seen Mr. Pontanilla's modification?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That would be Item No. 4, yeah? No. 2. And mine which
was No. 3 which I set aside because I wanted it to all be incorporated in one. I like what
Mr. Pontanilla has said. Mine just went a little bit further by having a qualified
archeologic [sic] -MS. RIDAO: Archeologist.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --archeologist--yeah, sorry, sorry, I'm trying to get that
word out--monitor shall be present during all ground-altering activities, and that's the
only thing I would like to add to either yours, Mr. Nishiki
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --or Mr. Pontanilla's one that a qualified archeologist is
there when any ground, any earth movements are made. So that if any inadvertent burials
are found they're right there to make sure that immediate action is taken to, to mitigate.
Because I have been told by people who live up there, and, you know, Mr. Munekiyo,
you know, if I'm saying this it came from people that there is more burials that you'll
probably run across in this site. And I'm talking everyday people. This is not people
that, you know, that have been to testify. So I, I have been concerned from the
beginning. I just want to make sure that whichever one we accept, a qualified
archeologist, archeologist is there during any earth movement. So do you find that, is
that acceptable with Mr. lshikawa? I mean Nishikawa, I should say.
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MR. MUNEKIYO: That would be acceptable, Mr. Victorino. I think the only clarification that I
would want to ask the Committee to consider is that Councilmember Nishiki's proposal
incorporates both the Kula Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka projects. And that what we
would really want to focus on is the Kula Ridge project and not get into the Kula Ridge
Mauka proposal just because these are two separate projects. And however, you know, I
think we could certainly work with Chairman's language without reference to the Kula
Ridge Mauka project, include the reference to qualified archeologist, as you, as you
suggest, and make a condition that is workable. Again, however, I, I hope that the
Committee will consider the distinction between what we are proposing in terms of Kula
Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, thank you and I know there's been a lot of intertwine
of the two projects, and we are here for the 201H and not the other one. So at a, at a time
I will make my proposal, Mr. Chair, and, you know, whichever one, you know, I, I, I like
both of yours, but I just want to make sure that the qualified archeologist is on site
whenever earth movement is done, anytime ground is being moved, yeah. So if other
Members have questions I'll, I'll wait. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Maybe, Mr. Munekiyo, just a fast question, yes/no.
During excavation of or any ground movements, there is an archeologist that is present
while excavating or doing earth movement on, on the project?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And basically all archeologists are basically qualified.
And I, I, I think Mr., Member Molina had referenced Mr. Dega and, and the work that he
does, you know, both Ms. Davis as well as Mr. Rodrigues, you know, really didn't have
anything to say regarding Mr. Dega's work. The proposal that I had actually given our
Chairman here is basically one from, you know, that was proposed by you folks, and,
and, and this was in accordance to the testimony that were given by both Mr. Rodrigues
as well as Ms. Davis. And, and, and I think, you know, No. 2 and No. 3 of the proposal
that I had provided the Chairman and this Committee, you know, really covers their
concerns. So thought I'd make that point. Thank you.
MR. MUNEKIYO: And I, I would agree, Councilmember Pontanilla, with your statements.
CHAIR NISI IIKI: Any other discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Question -CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah, go ahead.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --or discussion. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Under
Mr. Pontanilla's submittal which is No. 4 that you gave those numbers, and on his
submittal--I'm trying to find--oh, yeah, No. 3.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Two and three.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. No. 3 says the applicant shall coordinate with the
State Historical [sic] Preservation Division to ensure the archeological review
procedures...wait, that's not the one I want. Oh, yeah. No. 2, the archeological
monitoring for the Kula Ridge affordable housing project shall be required for
ground-altering activities. Said monitoring shall be undertaken in accordance with a
monitoring plan approved by the State Historical [sic] Preservation District. My question
for Mr. Munekiyo, if I may, Mr. Chairman, is that, Mr. Munekiyo, what is your
understanding of the approved monitoring plan by SHPD? That it includes having an
archeologist there to monitor any ground, ground-changing activities?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct. The monitoring plan would actually outline protocols for
archeological presence and-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --observational methods -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --during ground-altering activities -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --and that is what the SHPD would approve -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --prior to any monitoring or activity being undertaken.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, and, and so that has been approved by SHPD,
right?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That plan is to be prepared and approved by SHPD.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, to be prepared and approved. Okay. And if, if that is
approved I'm just wondering...you know, Mr. Victorino has suggested he would like to
see the verbiage in it that an archeologist be present for any and all ground-altering
activities. And so my question is, in the SHPD required and approved plan, isn't that
included in that plan?
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That is, Council Member; however, we could I think address
MR. MUNEKIYO:
Councilmember Victorino's wishes by stating in the second sentence that said monitoring
shall be undertaken by a qualified archeologist in accordance with a monitoring plan
approved by SHPD. So I think the emphasis here...although there, these are stated
requirements -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --I think what the Council or the Committee would like to do is, I think, just
point out what is important in terms of what the Committee feels as -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --being needed, and so we could accommodate Councilmember Victorino's
wishes as well.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. And, and I, I noticed that you, you specifically
mention a certified or qualified archeologist. Wouldn't that be required under the SHPD
plan?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That would be, yes
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. So I'm, I'm just wondering if we're, we're being
redundant in a lot of things. If the SHPD plan requires all of that then, then to me that
seems to be, you know, what, what the developer should be abiding by. Is that your
understanding?
MR. MUNEKIYO: We would again comply with all of the requirements of SHPD as set forth in
the approved monitoring plan. I think what my comment referenced was whether or not
the Committee as a matter of preference would like to emphasize certain elements -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, okay.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --of the monitoring, but I think that's certainly a -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --prerogative of the Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank, thank, thank you for your views and
comments on that. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair? If anybody else doesn't...
CHAIR NISHIKI: None on this side?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, and again if you remember when Ms. Davis and
Mr. Rodrigues was here, you know, they did mention that it would be something that they
would request. They cannot require. Again, I remember that being distinctly said by the
two of them. It is part of the plan, but it's not...we can put the requirement, they cannot.
So if, so what I'm trying to do is to make sure it happens. Yes, I, I, I trust these people.
Yes, we've seen good, good development and good contractors come through before, but
I want to make sure that so Mr. Hall, I mean, Ms. Hall and, and Mr. Hall and all the rest
of them and all those people in up Kula that have this concern that that requirement be
there. It's a requirement, it's not a request, and it's a requirement that we put in so it has
to be followed. And I think, Mr. Munekiyo, you agree that's basically what I'm trying to
get to? Okay. So that's all I'm trying to do, and it's not redundant. It's really to put
some, some real teeth into it by having the requirement in there. Not, like SHPD said,
it's their wish, their request, but that's not a requirement. Am I, and I may be wrong,
Mr. Chair, but I remember that being specifically said by the two parties when they were
here.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And, and I, and I can't speak for the rest of the Members, but I think that that
was what you said was what they had pretty much said that they can't do it, and so it's up
to this Council. So your, our integrity is, is at stake tonight, and so let your conscious be
your guide.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I, I think Mr. Munekiyo offered a suggestion. If the Members,
you know, agree with that suggestion, you know, add that second sentence that a
qualified archeologist should be on site.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other questions or comments?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chair, just...Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Real quickly. Mr. Munekiyo, the
project site itself, it was you guys recognized two specific sites: one which, which was
the actual burial site, and the other was part of Lot 023 on the roadway where they
discovered another site. And aside from the actual historic house or home that is there,
what other burial sites exist on, on lot, on, on this project site?
MR. MUNEKIYO: There is one burial site only, Council Member, and that is the one you
referenced.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And that is the one that right now the burial plan is still waiting
for SHPD's approval? The Burial Treatment Plan I believe is still pending SHPD's
approval of?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That is my understanding.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Were you here the other day when SHPD did come and made
their, their concerns known to us in terms of what was, what they recognize on Lot 023?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I was here that afternoon, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So the affordable component at this point does not go into
Lot 023 at this point other than the access road?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. So all that we are aware of in terms of the iwi that, that
is on this project site is the one burial that SHPD is yet to approve the Burial Treatment
Plan for and the access road site that there is also another Burial Treatment Plan for?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Actually my understanding, Council Member, is that the Burial Treatment
Plan is for the single burial found on Parcel 174. There are other features that the
archeologist had identified on 174, and those are documented in the Archeological
Inventory Survey. However, for burial treatment purposes it is focused on that single
identified site that was encountered during Archeological Inventory Survey.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions? I just, I just want to remind Committee Members with
what I stated earlier. The Kula Ridge Mauka agriculture subdivision in this EA, and
that's what I said about when the developer finds that it is convenient, he'll mention it,
when it's not he won't. But in this EA, not me, not Victorino, not Baisa or Molina, this
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EA was prepared by the developer, and in it he mentions Kula Ridge Mauka ag
subdivision, as I said, 11 times in the first 15 pages. These projects are the same, and he
even goes on to say the projects are the same, so on March...so much that the applicant
discusses workforce housing that is being provided in the Kula Ridge to satisfy
requirements for the Kula Ridge Mauka ag subdivision, and he's so specific as to say
11 units. So all I'm saying when it's convenient, fine, when it's not, fine, but these, as far
as I'm concerned, I don't know what you think, the applicant is putting these two
developments together. Not me, not anyone else. Read the EA and make that
determination.
And, and, and so, Mr. Munekiyo, I know you're trying to get away from the
archeological concerns in the Mauka, the project, and, and, and when--I don't know if
you were here--but when Hinano and Morgan Davis gave their testimony, Hinano told all
of us, and, and, and I think that either we respect what he has to say and act, or I guess it
is up to us. That when you look at this project, just as the burial sites were found in that
portion of 23, and then of course one in which the developer said in the area where the
multi-family senior housing and, and, and, and, and when the burial plan and, is
discussed they may have to move and adjust that area.
But, Mr. Munekiyo, so why do you in your EA mention in the first 15 pages your Kula
Ridge Mauka ag subdivision? And why do you even mention in it about the workforce
housing in this project if you say that this is so separated? That is where I think the
archeologist, many people that testified have some questions. Why would you not satisfy
those, especially in the Hawaiian community? And not that they may be in the Hawaiian
community, but they themselves have said many times--and I'm sure that you were at the
Burial Council meeting--of their concerns for the entire area including the ag area. And
we are merely, well, the Chair is merely trying to address their concerns, because they
said that you cannot look at archeology in a specific project, you have to look at the entire
area which is the ag area. And, and you have to look at the mounds, and they said that
even with the mounds they're not sure if there may be burials there, because this is a area
where native Hawaiians set foot and lived and buried those that passed in the area. And
we've seen two burials that were discovered inadvertently after the initial archeological
find.
So, Michael, in, in trying to be sensitive, why would you not satisfy this community, this
group who have stated that, to us that they'd like to see the entire area, you know,
surveyed? Your monitoring plans. I think that, God, just as for me anyway, you know, if
I had a group of people that were passed...and yet I think all of us are...no matter where
we come from, the Philippines, Japan, Portugal, USA, you know, our Arlington
Memorial Cemetery, Japan, the Emperor, the roadway, wherever you go, you know, the,
there's one thing that we as different ethnic groups cherish a lot which is the culture, and,
and, and we cannot forget this. But you don't seem to, well, not that you don't seem to,
you don't want to include the Mauka project. Why if we are being told that you need to
look at it as a whole and the Mauka project includes many cultural and archeological
sites? I don't understand really why you're balking at it when we want to add it in.
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MR. MUNEKIYO: I think, Mr. Chair, Mr. Nishikawa and Kula Ridge, LLC, I think, shares the
same respect for cultural resources. What we are seeking to do is to approach this project
as a singular unique project--and I'm speaking about the Kula Ridge parcel--without
disrespect to what might occur on Parcel 23 or any other parcel in that area. Again, how
this application has been constructed was to provide for affordable housing on this
project site, and that the applicant's obligation is to ensure that all of the archeological
requirements on that site are complied with. And again it's not meant to be taken in any
disrespect, and I can maybe note that the reason there is reference to Kula Ridge Mauka
in the EA, it was so that we could provide to the reader of the EA an understanding of
how it is the Kula Ridge project was related to the Kula Ridge Mauka project. It was not
for purposes of combining the project, but for purposes of explaining the relationship
among the two properties. And so I can see how the references to Kula Ridge Mauka in
the EA may imply that these are two...a single project, but really it was to describe the
relationship between Kula Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka. And that relationship includes
the provision of II affordable or workforce housing units within the Kula Ridge project
to satisfy the Kula Ridge Mauka workforce housing requirements. And again it, it's, it
was for that purpose only, and again it was not meant to be disrespectful of any cultural
issues or resources that may have been raised by, by others in testimony.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Okay. And, and, and, and, and, Members, that, that's my final say.
You know, you've heard the developer that, you know, he doesn't feel that this area that
has much historical and archeological concerns needs to be, to be addressed. And this,
this tells me that he doesn't want to listen to perhaps the pleas, but that is a policy
decision. We shall make it. And, and, and I wish to move on unless there are any other
questions? Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo, in, in that response. Sorry I couldn't move your
heart. Any other area on the archeological concern?
We'll move down to the park dedication. That is on Page 6, Members, and that's
Condition "A". Park Dedication, the park dedication will be satisfied by the transfer to
Maui County of a three-acre parcel and comfort station on the lower (western) boundary
of the project, and the transfer of 7.038 acre parcel (TMK 2-2-3-037:026) immediately
adjoining this three-acre parcel which contains the Maui County constructed Kula
Community Center, tennis courts, gateball court, and parking facilities. (According to the
County's Property Tax web-site, this property's most recent sale in 2006 was $274,500).
This transfer shall be at no cost to Maui County and shall take place within 90 days from
receiving the 201H-38 project exemption approval. Any comments or questions from
Committee Members to Mr. Munekiyo in regards to this condition? I know Jo Anne was
concerned about it, but I think she's made it very clear to all of us. Any questions?
Okay...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Munekiyo, I don't know if you've seen the
condition for park dedication. If you would agree to that, you know, once we approve the
20111-38 project, and, and you having all of the exemptions. I don't know if you had
time to study that. Can I have your comments?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Council Member, I'm looking at the proposed condition, and the limitation
on this condition relates to ownership of the Kula Community Center parcel. That parcel
is not owned by Kula Ridge, LLC and so from an implementation standpoint that would
not fall within the purview of what Kula Ridge, LLC can do, because they do not own
that parcel. I understand that the owners of the Kula Ridge Mauka subdivision, that
separate entity does have ownership interest in the Kula Community Center parcel, and I
think that project, Kula Ridge Mauka, certainly would be willing to discuss parks and
playground assessment compliance requirements which would include the Kula
Community Center. However, again, that is a separate entity, and Kula Ridge, LLC itself
has no authority to dedicate that parcel to the County.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you. That, that throws...I, I was, you know,
the, under the impression that was all one owner, but I guess not. So thank you for your
response.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Questions? Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, Chair. This condition is of great interest to the people in the
area of course and to the County. The owners of both projects are not the same people?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct. There are two different entities. Mr. Nishikawa is the
managing representative for both investor groups; however, those are separate investor or
ownership entities.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Those owners' identity, is that available or is that something
proprietary?
MR. MUNEKIYO: No, I think we can get that information from Mr. Nishikawa, and I might
explain that Mr. Nishikawa was on his way back from Los Angeles and the aircraft that
he was supposed to be in was, had mechanical problems. So he should be arriving in an
hour or so, he was delayed. But I, I think that's something we can certainly pose to him.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: .(Inaudible).
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think that, you know, I understand that if it's owned by Kula
Ridge Mauka that it might be difficult, but it certainly would be something that would be
much appreciated by the community, and he might want to think about it. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion in regards to this? Mr. Medeiros?
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. So this condition is being proposed
by you? Or is this part of the Department of Parks and Recreation's wishes?
CHAIR NISHIKI: This was part of Kula Community Association -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --and do you want some clarification? I think Mr. Mayer is here.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No. It if you're saying that, you know, it came from Kula
Community Association, I, you know, honor your, what you're saying. I, I just wanted to
know in relationship to where things are, it's my understanding, looking at one of the
maps that was part of the documents, that we have the Kula Community Center, and then
adjacent to that a little ways is the tennis courts. Does the tennis courts have comfort
station, do you know?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chair? Or do I ask the Department'?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, they don't.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Does the tennis courts have comfort stations?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think Gladys can answer that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Gladys, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. There are no, there is no comfort station at the tennis court.
They use the comfort station -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: At the -COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: --in the Center.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --Community Center?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And they would like to have a comfort station up there.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And so the developer is being required under this condition
to construct a comfort station? That's not part of the, that's just part of this condition?
That's not part of his construction requirements? I don't know, Department? I think
getting late. No, nobody wants to respond.
MS. RIDAO: I'll, I'll try the best I can, and Mr. Munekiyo can assist me -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. All right.
MS. RIDAO: --if I'm not correct. Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. I believe the requirement for the
Kula Ridge project is the three-acre park that is identified on Exhibit 2 of the map, and it
is adjacent to the Kula Community Center and the tennis courts.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MS. RIDAO: And so it'll just kind of like make that park area larger. But I think the developer
is proposing to meet his requirement by this three-acre open space and park area.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But Mr. Munekiyo's explanation is that this property
belongs to investors that are part of the Kula Ridge Mauka area. So he doesn't think they
have any, you know, jurisdiction over that property as the Kula Ridge part of the
development. But I guess he's going to consult with Mr. Nishikawa. Okay. I, I was just
wondering, but I think the explanation from Mr. Munekiyo, you know, was good for me
that, to understand that part. And, okay, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know what Ms. Ridao just said, yeah, the
developer is required to create a three-acre park, and, you know, like every small park
one of the greatest things that we always talk about is comfort station. So,
Mr. Munekiyo, is, is the developer willing to put up a comfort station for that three-acre
park so that, you know, some of the other users of the existing tennis court and the, that
gateball players may be able to utilize a comfort station in the park?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Kula Ridge, LLC's commitment is to put a comfort station within the
three-acre park. That is a part of the Kula Ridge project. However, as a matter of
convenience, practical convenience whether the users of the tennis court and gateball
areas whether that comfort station versus the restrooms in the Kula Community Center,
you know, that I'm not sure what would be of greater convenience to, to those users. It
may be that the Kula Community Center restrooms might be of more convenience.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. It would be more convenient, but I was kind of taking a
look, like, weekends like that, and maybe, you know, the comfort station at Kahului--not
Kahului--Kula Community Center might not be available. So at least there's a comfort
station for the users of the lower side of, you know, the park.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yeah. Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIK• Any other questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. So just so that I'm, I'm clear on this, this, this park
issue. The three acres that is being proposed with a comfort station for the Kula Ridge,
LLC project which is this 401-H, right, 201H. I'm getting tired again. There's too many
numbers in my mind. That ownership of that property is different than the ownership of
the Kula Community Center, the gateway [sic] park and the tennis courts?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Different owners all around?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Different owners.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I just wanted to make sure that I was real clear,
because you can put a restroom and then I'm like I'm getting it. Okay. So long as I
understand that, thank you very much. That's all I needed to know.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. Just a quick follow-up on
Member Pontanilla's questions, Mr. Munekiyo. So the, the applicant understands that
you're going to build this comfort station, then it's dedicated over to us, the County for --
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MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --future maintenance?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Just wanted to get that clarification in. Thank you.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions? The Chair wants to say something now. Again this is
where developers, this, this development uses it for their benefit to combine it, and when
not, to, to, to separate it. Look at the EA. What does it say? Part of Parcel 23 and
Parcel 174. They use the sliver and only the sliver, deal with the burial when we know
it's part of the bigger parcel, that ag subdivision. And what'd they do? Then they say it's
totally two different owners, so therefore we don't have to address this situation. What,
what does this see for, for me? The community always loses. When they want to talk
about water and they say, oh well, this is a combination of...the 120,000 is for the ag and
for the affordable project. They use it for their benefit and they don't separate it. These
are the kind of concerns that this Chair has.
Now I just ask Members here tonight to please think this through, be strong. This is, for
me, a way in which so-called LLCs or whatever manipulate the, the system and are able
to, so called, not address the concerns. When they want to, as I said, use 23, they do it as
to how they're going to get their roadway built for the project. Then when they don't
want to deal with this park dedication that 23 owners own, then they say new owners.
Come on. They're working together, can't you see? I, I, I, I leave it up to you, because
you've heard Mr. Munekiyo. I'm not happy with the answers, and, and I think it's a way
to, again, put these, this community in, in what they want in a circumstance where again
we get nothing for these two parcels and projects being combined.
Again why I say this, when you combine both projects the affordable area is a measly
3 percent of the entire area. Three percent. And they squeeze it, and of course I want to
leave this, because I'm going to next address the size of the lots in this affordable project.
Any other questions in regards to the Condition "A" in Park Dedication despite of my
frustration?
I want to get now to the area of lot size. If you turn to No. 5, Lot Size, No. 4 says
Proposed Modification. The minimal lot size for a single-family unit (house/lot
packages) shall be at least 6,000 square feet is the proposed modification. Consistency.
Justification: when the County requires housing to be built as a requirement of the
development of market-rate units (Residential Workforce Housing Policy), the minimal
single-family lot size is 6,000 square feet. Reduces the perceived disparity between size
of the market-rate homes that those that are built as affordable. So, again, questions in
regards to this condition?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Munekiyo, you see this proposal
that has been brought forth, and I guess my question is, how would this impact your,
actually, your conceptual design you've already have set out? You know, you have
everything laid out. How would this affect it, if I may ask?
MR. MUNEKIYO: After reviewing this condition, Council Member, we actually went back to
look at the layout -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --and this requirement would be in keeping with how it is that the site is
currently laid out. We do have minimum 6,000 foot, square foot lots for the affordable
units, and so the only clarification that I would ask the Committee to consider is that to
insert the word "affordable single-family units". And that is the minimum lot size for the
affordable single-family units shall be at least, at least 6,000 square feet, and I think that
is, that would be workable for Mr. Nishikawa.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, so you're saying that you can change the configuration
enough for taking it from the 5,200 to the 5,800 square foot which was the original
proposal -MR. MUNEKIYO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --and make it a minimum of 6,000. No major changes in
the overall, overall plan itself?
MR. MUNEKIYO: We can make that work.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You can make it work. Thank you. That's good enough
for me.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And so you can look at also Page 6, because I think it's a, it's a
duplication there in regards to the...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page 6.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, it isn't in there.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: What was that?
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Excuse me. I thought it was, I, there was a duplication from what some of
the concerns for the Kula Association is, but it's not. Same, same No. 5, and buildout of
affordable units. No. 5, Members. Proposed Modification, the affordable single-family
homes and senior affordable duplexes shall be built before the market-rate homes, or at a
minimum, built at a rate of one affordable single-family or senior affordable duplex for
each market-rate home built. Justification: continued priority. Affordable homes were
of the utmost importance to those that testified; therefore, this modification ensures that
the buildout of the affordable section continues to be a priority and that is not deferred in
order to produce market-rate homes first. Again we put this in, one affordable, build one
market, so that...we've seen in many instances that developers have a tendency to build
their market and then sometimes forget about the affordable. This way, one for one. I
think it is fair. Any questions or comments from Committee Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And, you know, I, I concur with what you're
saying. But, Mr. Munekiyo, you see any challenge with, with, with this particular
condition?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I think the condition is fair. The only, I think, thing to consider is that the
market lots will be sold as lots only, and so, but I, I think we can make it work that the
concurrent, the construction of affordable units and market units.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So if I'm correct in what I just heard from you,
Mr. Munekiyo, you're saying that basically the market side, it's going to be sold as lots
and then the owners then decide when they want to build?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's correct?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So would you have any objection if we put...and that,
Mr. Chair, may be a problem in its own respect, because people buy lots for futuristic
use, and I'm talking market. And if we're going to go on a one-to-one basis and all of a
sudden, they decide they're not going to build for five years, now what happens? And so
I think I'd like to have something put in there where a specific timeframe along with that
be put in, within five years or something of that nature, Mr. Chair. Because, again, if
they do not build and it, this is what I heard from Munekiyo, hey, no house built, I don't
have to build an affordable housing yet, affordable house, and I, I don't want that to
happen. I mean that could be counterproductive, Mr. Chair, if you know what I'm
saying. So I would like something where there's some time limit so there is some
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expediency, because we heard from these people, they want affordable homes. They
want something, and they wanted something fairly quickly, not ten years from now, not
five years from now. But I'm willing to look for some kind of timeframe that it either be
a one-to-one and/or completed by a specific date, a date certain. So I'll leave that open to
the Members for them to, to, to digest, and I can, I can put any number that you think
would be fair. But I think we want to make sure, Mr. Chair, and you put it in here to
make sure that affordable housing is built. And I'm concerned that if it's lots being sold
only as lots, not with a house, and they do it when they feel like they wanna do it, there
are those who won't be building houses for a while, and then I don't want to see
affordables lag because of that, Mr. Chair. So I'll, I hear, I'll wait to hear what my other
colleagues have to say, and then, you know, I'll stick something in there with your, with
your concurrency, sir.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Anyone speak to the Lord?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Who?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Who?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla...oh, I'm sorry. Mr. Munekiyo?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I, I, I think we can make this condition work as it is worded, Mr. Chair,
because it is the commitment of Mr. Nishikawa to build those affordable units. And so
the choice is build it before the market units or build it concurrently with the market units
being constructed. So I think that can he worked out, because he's committed to building
the affordable units.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Well, I'd like to accept your sincerity, but I think that the Members may have
other ways in which to deal with this. Mr. Pontanilla, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Mr. Munekiyo, what Mr. Victorino just
told all of us that sometimes we approve projects, we, we don't see any results in regards
to affordable homes being built for many years. And, and, you know, one of the testifiers
provided us with numbers that is staggering, like 15,000 units approved, but we really
don't know how many of those units are actually affordable units, maybe 2,000. And,
and, you know, some of the projects go back ten, maybe 15 years. In, in this case here,
you know, once you receive your subdivision approval, how long will it take to prepare
that subdivision to receive homes?
MR. MUNEKIYO: The question, Council Member, is how long would it take to actually start
the construction once subdivision...
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Once you start construction, you do your grading, you
put in the road, you identify the lots, how long does that process take before we can
realize that, okay, now we can build the verticals?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I'm, this is just a best estimate, and Mr. Otomo probably can help me with
this, is that subdivision improvements might take 15 months, one year or 15 months to
get that phase of work completed. And once the subdivision improvements arc in, then
we can start the vertical construction.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So within two years after you start then, you know, a great
possibility of, of creating those affordable units, you know, so people -MR. MUNEKIYO: Right. Right.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --can move into either the affordable side or the senior housing
side?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I think that would be a reasonable timeframe.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Okay. So the condition that is written, one for one,
actually doesn't mean anything other than, you know, let's say two years after you finish
your subdivision, identifying all the boundaries, that the verticals now will be
constructed?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Again, you know, the way I think the Chair had worded the condition is that
affordable units will be built before the market units or at the minimum, at the same time
market units are being constructed. And so I think the, the, the threshold is, is quite tight
here that, you know, there is an obligation to do the affordable units fairly soon in the
construction phase of the project.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Maybe we can talk about this...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: A little bit more, yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Because, you know, when he mentions market-rate
homes built and here we're talking about lots, then, you know, as you sell the lots then,
you know, the possibility of creating these affordable units, meaning that rather than
verticals on the market value lots. So whenever a lot is being purchased then you create
affordability in units for both affordable single-family housing as well as senior duplexes.
You know, that, that, at least that would be fair, people will see something that they can
look forward to, you know, financing...I don't know about the financing, it may be a
problem, but, you know.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Let me tell you this. As I listen to this whole thing, Council Members, just to
because...
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, I just want, I just want him to answer my question.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Go ahead. I'm sorry. Michael, go ahead.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Again, say a lot is sold and there may not be a, a specific timeframe upon
which that lot purchaser will build his lot. The hope is that it will be timely, but
nonetheless the affordable units will still need to be constructed. Say the market units are
sold, the market lots are sold, and we have, I believe, 42 market lots, I believe that's the
number. And so say 15 of those purchasers choose to build the, their homes immediately,
the others may choose to build it over a course of time. The idea is that the affordable
units would be constructed concurrent with those, say in this case 15 or even before any
of these lots are built upon, and I think that's how I interpret the, the Chair's condition
here.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other comments before I...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, you, you can ask for comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. The wording on this condition says the affordable
single-family homes and senior affordable duplexes shall be built before the market-rate
homes. There are no market homes. There is the market lots. Is that correct,
Mr. Munekiyo?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Market-rate lots, that's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. So how can you comply with this? Because there
are no market-rate homes. If they built...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros, you are right, and so we are trying to now -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Change it?
CHAIR NISHIKI: --think about how -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --to do it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Because, yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We want some answers as to how we do it now.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We can come up with it. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And, and the other thing is, what's the breakdown,
Mr. Munekiyo, of the market-rate lots and the affordable single-family and senior
duplexes?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I believe there are 34 senior duplexes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. MUNEKIYO: I, if I may just get my reference, I, I'm sorry, I can't recall the numbers right
off...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Unless Housing -CHAIR NISHIKI: Staff?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --has that breakdown.
MR. JENSEN: Mr. Chair, yeah, all of the Members will find it attached to the resolutions before
them today on the map -CHAIR NISHIKI: The answer is?
MR. JENSEN: --listed as Exhibit, Attachment A. So it was 42 market -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh.
MR. JENSEN: --36 affordable single-family -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. JENSEN: --four rural, and 34 senior affordable duplex.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay. So, yeah, Mr. Chairman -CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --I mean somehow the wording gotta be changed, because
once they sell the market lots, their obligation on that is done. Because they don't build
the homes for the market lots, that's going to be built by the property owner. So it has to
be where if you consider the obligation on the developer at the time of selling the lot is
their obligation is done, and you, you're going to build units according to as they sell the
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market lots. Then that makes, you know, a little bit more sense, because they're not
building market homes. So somehow the wording has to be changed. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you for the input.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: If, Mr. Chair, if, if we were to take your, your verbiage and
instead of the buildout, instead of reading single-family homes, I mean I should say built
before the market-rate homes or at minimum built at the rate of one affordable family or
senior duplex for each market-rate home built. What if we changed it to read something
of this nature, read the first line, the affordable family homes and senior affordable
duplexes shall be built before, well, I guess would have to be at minimum one affordable
single-family or senior affordable duplex for each market lot sold.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Sold.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. What if we, that's what I'm saying, I'm saying that.
We are putting it in words now that we can either accept...that's what I'm trying to do
right now. That's what I'm talking about, putting that word, that verbiage in, I don't
know. And what do you think of that, Mr. Munekiyo, if we were to put that verbiage
instead of each market-rate home, put when each market, market-rate lot was sold?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I think, I think the only concern that I would have is that once the
subdivision is finalized -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --all of the lots become available for sale, and that the sales process may
proceed at a fairly rapid rate depending on the market at that time. And I, I guess what
we don't want to do is to slow down artificially the rate of sales at that point in time. I
think perhaps the language could...and it's somewhat of a hybrid of what you're
suggesting, Mr. Victorino, is that that the single-family units and affordable duplexes
shall be built prior to construction of market-rate homes. I, I, I think the, the idea is that
you'd have these lots sold and purchasers will be building their units on these lots, but
before those units are constructed by these market buyers, the affordable units should be
well under way in terms of that component of construction.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, Mr. Chair...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. I, I, I want to say something at this point now. Because as much as
we're trying to work with the developer, Committee Members, we have to establish
exactly what we want to see done. This is a fast track process. They're asking for all of
these exemptions. Okay. And, and whether you agree to them or not we've not
discussed this yet. Okay. So, so we're giving the developer all of these benefits. Okay.
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You have to decide tonight what is the benefit for us, and we've heard time and time
again the benefit was the affordable housing. Seniors came in, the senior housing. Okay.
The developer made a policy decision that he's going to sell lots. Our decision should be
now is it going, are we going to put a time limitation when these affordables, senior and
single-family be built? Okay. We should not concern ourselves with when the actual
homes are being built on the lots that they sell. Should you decide that for each lot that is
sold an affordable is built, that may be fair. I think it's really fair in lieu of what the
policy is. We're trying to get the affordables. Should you decide to put a time limitation
on when these entire affordable units have to be built, that's another one. But I think we
need to wrestle with in lieu of what representations this developer has made that they
want to have a fast track, that they want to build this quickly, that they're asking for the
exemptions that we're giving them, what are we going to get and how soon? The, that,
that return on what we give them you need to, we need to work together and, and, and,
and, and deal with this. We heard that they're going to sell it in lot, so I don't think that
we can say that when the homes are built. I think that is...don't even put that in your
mind right now. So -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: We not.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --how are we going to deal with it? And, and, and, and, and really the Chair
is sincerely wanting to deal with that. I think that we need to have this discussion, and I
don't know if any of you have some ideas. But I'd really like if you can't decide at this
time, think about it and we can come back to it later if that is what you want to do. Later
tonight, not tomorrow or the next day. Mr. Medeiros? But -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --we insert language.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Mahalo, Chair. I just wanted...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you. I just wanted to ask Mr. Munekiyo.
Mr. Munekiyo, part of the breakdown is there's four, four rural, four-acre lots. Is that
considered market lots also?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that information.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman? You know, thank you for your comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Thank you.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I take heart to that, because we had a 201H project right here
going towards Kihei, Waikapu Gardens, and that's what I want to see, concurrency, you
know. As they build the subdivisions, the verticals come up. If they're going to sell only
lots then fine and dandy but continue the process. We had testifiers come before us, you
know, construction workers. Here we are struggling right now to say, okay, you build the
verticals once you sell your market value lots, but for me it, it's more like concurrent, you
know, once you have your subdivision going you, you continue until you finish, you
know, all 70 units. Or maybe I'm wrong, not...yeah, 70 units, you know, are, are done,
but, you know, when the subdivision is fully accepted by this County.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. And, and, and I don't want to make it hard for the developer, but I
want to make it sure that it, it happens, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I agree.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So I was asking Staff maybe for some language, and, and something to the
effect that a time, a year after these lots are put up for sale the market, the, the affordables
and the duplexes shall be built. Or as suggested, as one lot is sold, they chose to, to, to
sell these in, in, in lot packages, so we should not be worried about when the houses are
built. Take that away.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So if one lot is sold then one duplex is built, one affordable is built. I think
it's fair.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let, let, let me ask the...can I ask a question to Housing?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yes.
VICE CHAIR PONTANILLA: In creating affordable homes what is, what is your perspective
-

in regards to, you know, what we're discussing here tonight? We have market value lots
and then we have affordable homes for single-family as well as affordable duplexes for
seniors. When you see a project come forward what do you want to see?
MS. RIDAO: Thank you for that question, Councilmember Pontanilla. I think my thinking is
similar to yours and Chair Nishiki's. I would like to see the affordable components built
simultaneous to the sales of the lots, the market lots.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Then maybe it should be like that. Thanks.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you. So, Ms. Ridao, the, the current law
actually dictates one for one, but, you know, because we've already run into another
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situation that is so similar with, you know, I'm not going to mention the development
name, Kapalua Mauka. Because they've already, we've already experienced this. They
have not developed the home but they've sold lots, and in the meantime they still owe us
125 units that we haven't gotten. So if we would take, if we would take the Chairman's
language and just--I'm going to read it under No. 6--and just include the affordable
single-family homes and senior affordable duplexes shall be built at a rate of one
affordable single-family or single...or senior affordable duplex for each market-rate
home built or each market lot sold. Because we don't even know if they're going to
develop a house on their property or not, so we've gotta, we've gotta be sure that if they
do, we're covered, and if they don't, we're covered. So that we don't lose out on
getting...once they start to sell, they're already making money off of that project. So
we've got to take a look at being able to recoup the affordables. So would that make
sense for the Department in addressing not only this project but other projects that we
now need to take a look at?
MS. RIDAO: Yes, it does make sense. And I think it is very clear under the 201, 201H process
that this project must provide 51 percent affordable units.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Danny, the, the, anyway, we can have this discussion, but the lots
have to sell first before the house is built, because under your condition you're still
addressing the house and lot packages. But I think it should be just lots. I think you
bring up a really good point, because we did find out also that the developer in that, what,
ridge mauka project on the West Side?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Kapalua.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Kapalua Mauka.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Kapalua Mauka.
CHAIR NISHIKI: He sold --

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Lots.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --a portion of his development to another entity, and therefore who knows
who's going to build the affordables now, because we didn't address this concern. So as
I said, there are circumstances that we should learn and not repeat in how we deal with
these conditions, and they need to be as tight as possible so we can see these affordables
built.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. And thank you, Danny.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. And if I could, could I ask, could I ask the, the
developer's representative, Mr. Munekiyo, are, are you telling us at this point that there,
you do not expect to build any market homes, packages up in this development? Is that
the expectation of the developer?
MR. MUNEKIYO: There may be house/lot packages depending on what the purchaser wishes
to do.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah.
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's certainly an option.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. So, Mr. Chairman, the only reason I left it in is because
they don't know and we don't know, so if they're building a house and lot package or if
they're just selling the, the lot at least that way, you know, you get 'em coming and going
I guess is, you know.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. To add the language maybe whichever is first.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Yeah. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: You guys want to fight, Medeiros or Pontanilla? Medeiros, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you for your leadership, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: ... (Laughter). . Right. Because, you know, we're talking
about lots and then the, I mean the units. If, if we're looking at, you know, building the
affordable units in, in conjunction with selling the lots, then, you know, the ratio as it
exists now is one to one and a half. So if they sell one lot or they sell two lots, they
should build three units, because there's 46 lots and 70 housing units. So if you only
build one to one the affordable units are going to lag behind.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We need to figure out that formula now. Is the formula correct?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Is 46 to 70. Forty six lots to 70 housing units.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, but isn't duplex as one?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Anyway, Staff, can you make sure that those numbers are correct?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It's...
CHAIR NISHIKI: And then, and then we need to calculate that in regards to the formula of
equal lots and house lot packages —
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Well...
CHAIR NISHIKI: --to the -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Well it'll come out pretty even.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --market one, to market one.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. It'll come out even at that ratio.
CHAIR NISHIKI: What is that ratio you said?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The ration is, I mean the, it comes out 1.52-something.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So if you round it off to one and a half units per lot sold -CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --if you sell four lots you, you build six units at that ratio.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But what, what my concern would be is the economic
climate right now is not very good for financing and loans. If the lots should lag behind
because of the price of the lots, so will the housing units being built. And I don't know if
Mr. Munekiyo can share with us or wants to share with us what the approximate range of
costs will be for the lots only. And if it's something that's affordable that people will
more likely purchase quicker, then the whole project will move quicker. But if it's at
prices that will require a sizeable investment, then the project will, you know, probably
move slower. So my, yeah, just my concern's that, yeah, if we build one to one we, we
going end up with, you know, lagging behind on the affordable units.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. That's one point you bring out.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And the second point is -CHAIR NISHIKI: The other point?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --if the lots...we don't what they're going to sell for, but if
they sell for a lot, a lot of money and people can't get the financing for it, the lots may
not sell as fast. And I don't know what the prices, you know, are going to be expected
for the lots.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Do you have an idea what you're selling your lots for?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I don't, Mr. Chair, but perhaps we can ask Mr. Nishikawa when he gets here
later this evening.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Does anybody know?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Housing know? No?
MS. RIDAO: No, we don't know, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. This is the first time I, I heard lots also, so...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. And, and besides the lots going to be from, you
know, different sizes, I guess, because the, well, we know four acres is the rural lots,
there's only four of them. But I'm not sure about the lots only, what sizes, if they're all
equal or going to be different. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And then, and then in, in the back of your, in the back of your pack -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Handout. Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --look at a time, you know. So many months from the time that the market
lots are made available the developer shall have so many months to start building the
affordables.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
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CHAIR NISHIKI: I know that Mr. Pontanilla, he suggested that at one time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know after hearing from the Housing and
Human Services [sic] Deputy Director, you know, I, I agree with her, you know, should
be done all at one time. You know, as a project moves then the housing moves also. You
know, you and Chairman Mateo you, you mentioned about the Kapalua Mauka project.
You know, Kapalua Mauka was a district approval. This is a 201H, and what interests
me is that what you mentioned about the developer selling portion of the development to
somebody else after he got his district designation approval. On the 20111 because this is,
the applicant is identified, State law, can they sell the development after 201 H has been
gotten approval?
MS. RIDAO: I don't believe so. We might to ask Mr. Giroux, but I believe that the 201 H goes
with the project as being described to you today.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MS. RIDAO: So if the developer wants to sell it, he would have to come back to Council and
seek your approval to sell it to another developer.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, you know, maybe when
Mr. Nishikawa comes in--hopefully it's not midnight--that we can ask him, you know,
these tough questions in regards to, you know, this affordable units being built. So, you
know, I'll just hold my questioning about the affordable housing and how they should be
built out at this time. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISH1KI: Mr. Victorino?

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I just wanted some clarification. Because I understand the
senior affordable duplexes. right, though we show 34 they're actually 17 units, because
they're two per unit. They're called duplexes, is that correct, Mr. Chair?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: They're buildings.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: They're buildings, right? One building. And in fact,
your, your wording is for, or one senior affordable duplex. Okay. So if you figure that
that equals out to 53 which divided by 42 is 1.26. So just so that we get the, you know,
ratios, because each duplex has to be built with one affordable lot or one affordable house
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or I don't know what affordable, but it's the duplex. It's not half the building, not one
unit. It's based upon the duplexes. Am I correct, Ms. Ridao?
MS. RIDAO: Well, you're right. I don't...I'm sorry, Councilmember Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It's okay. Everybody's so tired. We're tired.
MS. RIDAO: I don't think you can build half a duplex.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. I, I not sure if you can. Maybe. you know,
somebody could, you know. But I mean, you know, we, we've, we, we've thrown so
many things at you, Mr. Chair, even you are beginning to roll your eyes, and I don't
blame you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, no, no, no.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: But we're just trying to -CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think the bottom line, Mr. Munekiyo, the bottom line in
all of this is we've been promised things before and we've never received our promises.
For once we're going to put the promises in the condition, so when you walk out of here
if we approve this, the only thing that's going to happen, either you do it or we're going
to be up there with, with, with my sledge hammer helping take it down. That's my only
assurance on this whole thing. Mr. Chair, I'm becoming like you, I apologize for that.
Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Please don't become like me.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We can't handle more than one.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: One's enough.
CHAIR NISHIKI: One is enough. . .(Laughler).
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: One is enough.
CHAIR NISHIKI: One is enough.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: One is enough.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank, and, and, and, and thank you. So any other comments from
Committee Members? Gladys, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I, I am really happy to listen to this discussion, because,
you know, what we want out of this is whatever is entitled. We want to see it happen,
and we want to see the affordable homes, we want to see the senior homes, and we really
want the jobs. So we want this thing to go, and, you know, we don't want to give
entitlements and then not see the affordable housing. That was the whole purpose for the
fast track. So whatever we're going to decide, I also think we might want to look at a
time limit, a serious time limit. You know, whether it's one for one or one for one and a
half or whatever it is we're going to do, but I'd like to see a serious time limit on getting
the affordables built. And I think once we start, you know, if it's financially feasible and
the lots are selling, I'd like to see all these affordables built within a couple of years,
because we need to get this done. Affordable and fast track just have to...I mean if this is
what it's about then this is what it's about. And we've had bad experiences, and I
understand what my colleagues are saying. You know, the story of the scolded dog, once
hurt, once bitten, twice shy, right? So we're trying to be careful, because we want to see
this happen. And I know that the developers are, are promising in good faith, they want
to do it, and there may be something unexpected happen, but we certainly would like to
try to see the results of all this work.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you, Gladys. Okay. So, Members, I think it's time for a five-minute
recess right now.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I took my break.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Think about it, and then I've got some language in here that we could
possibly look at.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: But we'll be in recess 'til 7:20.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, all right. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. Committee in recess. . . . (gavel)..
RECESS:

7:10 p.m.

RECONVENE: 7:25 p.m.
CHAIR NISHIKI: ... (gavel). . . Public Services Committee please reconvene. When we left
off, the Chair was looking for language. Anyone have anything to add to this?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I await just to see what you have, Mr. Chair, so I can see if
we need to incorporate anything more. So I await your suggestion, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Okay. So we, we can, we can move on from this area in regards to
the buildout. If you'll look on that same page, No. 5...No. 6, Updates and Compliance
Reports. The applicant, through the Department of Housing and Human Concerns, shall
update the Maui County Council on the status of the project and the progress in
complying with the modifications adopted by the Council's resolution on at least an
annual basis, commencing one year from the effective date of the Council's resolution.
For modifications that contain specific due dates, the Department shall update the
Council as to the status of that particular modification no later than two months prior to
the date specified in that particular modification. Justification: it ensures that the project
will continue to be monitored on at least an annual basis or prior to established due dates,
regardless of the employment cycles of elected officials and appointed department heads.
I think that's pretty self-explanatory. Any questions or comment? Okay.
Seven, Project Completion. Proposed Modification, that the construction of the Kula
Ridge affordable housing project shall be initiated within six months of the granting of
the final subdivision approval. Initiation of and continued construction shall be defined
in the Maui County Code. Justification: the 201H process is a "fast-track" process
intended for "shovel ready" projects. Support of this project came from laborers,
carpenters, electricians, painters, glazers, those that work with tile and drywall, all who
said they needed jobs immediately. This condition would address the immediate
employment needs of those of the construction industry that testified. Comments?
Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. In my proposal, No. 4 -CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --that the construction of the Kula Ridge affordable housing
project shall be initiated within one year of the granting of a bonded final subdivision
approval. In the event the applicant chooses to implement construction of subdivision
improvements as part of the normal final subdivision approval process (i.e. non-bonding
scenario) construction shall be initiated within one year of receipt of approval of the
project's subdivision construction plans. Initiation of construction shall be defined as
initiation of subdivision grading work or subdivision-related offsite infrastructure
improvements. A time extension to the construction initiation date shall be considered by
the County Council upon timely receipt of a, of a request for time extension at least
90 days prior to the expiration of the initial construction start date. And some of the
things that, you know, we, you know, might happen is that some of the improvements
that, offsite improvements, for example, offsite water system improvements which may
be required by Department of Water Supply in the event that the project seeks to utilize
County water.
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An example might be connections or upgrade to the waterline where the project would
connect to. Also, you know, intersection improvements at the project's access driveway
and, and Lower Kula Road. The specific nature of these improvements would be
identified during the design phase of work, but may include restriping pavement,
widening at the intersection, and so forth. And lastly, you know, at the intersection
improvements at the Lower Kula Road, Kula Highway intersection, these are
improvements which will be required by the State Department of Transportation and
would include the separate southbound, left-turn lane on Kula Highway. So those are
some of the things that need to be done prior to, you know, grading of the subdivision,
you know, those small-type work once approval has been gotten. So, Chairman, you
know, my suggestion is one year of the granting of a bonded final subdivision approval. I
know you have six months here.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Discussion? Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Can we ask the representative from the developer about
what Member Pontanilla just read, if he has any comments on it?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Munekiyo?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I think what the Councilmember Pontanilla has suggested is, is fair, and I
think an appropriate way to structure something like this. Because there are two ways to
gain final subdivision approval: one would be through bonding the construction
improvements; the other would be to actually complete the construction improvements.
So what is stated here provides for either scenario depending on which way the, the
applicant chooses to proceed with final subdivision.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh. So do you see any challenges with the
requirement of a one year to...
MR. MUNEKIYO: No. I, I think it's, it'll be in the interest of the applicant to proceed as
quickly as possible. And take for example, if he chooses to bond the subdivision the, the
cost of bonding can be quite expensive.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MUNEKIYO: So we really don't want to extend that period of starting construction. You,
you really want to start as quickly as possible, because there are costs associated with
doing that -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --the bonded approach.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo. Okay. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Any questions? Seeing none, Mr. Munekiyo, this is your language
added in here. The, the question I have is when do you foresee this actual granting of a
bond?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Mr. Chairman, under a bonded subdivision approach, what would need to be
accomplished would be to have the construction plans approved, and based on that
approval of the construction plans, have an evaluation of what the construct
improvements, construction improvements would cost. And on the basis of that
construction estimate you'd, you'd come up with your bonded amount. Also of course,
in order to get the construction plans approved, the applicant would need to have, at that
point, complied with the water availability ordinance. So everything would need to be in
place in order to get final bonded approval.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Mr. Munekiyo, you know, what you've just said to us really, I think,
doesn't hold much water. I think the, the question is, being that this is a fast track and I
know that there has only been two such projects in the past, the Lanai and then the Maui
Lani, which you people added conditions and then the developer didn't like it and so he
walked. So those are the only two. Now, my concern is what do you hope...because I
think a lot of people out there are going okay, let's, let's, let's hear when the developer is
really going to start making it a reality that if I'm one of the lucky 54 or so...which is
very...you know, whatever it is, no, excuse me. The, the, the affordables I think are
26 senior and 34 affordables.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, 42.
MS. RIDAO: Thirty six, thirty-four.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thirty six and 34.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thirty six and 34.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So 80 [sic],
CHAIR NISHIKI: So when do I hope to see this project become a reality? What, what, what,
what, I'm, I'm sure you've got to have some estimates, so can you tell me so we can
maybe get some idea? You said you got all these hurdles and everything else. Obviously
you must have thought about it. You're asking us for some exemptions. Obviously this
is going to help you, Community Plan Amendment, exemption from whatever, seven, six
of 'em. So what is the actual date that we can perhaps see something of a structure?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Mr. Chair, we, we don't have a specific date. Again, what the 201 H process
does, if you were to look at it from a project, a typical project standpoint, this is the first
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step in getting a project initiated through the 201H process. And that is to get the
exemptions that we are seeking, including the zoning and community plan exemptions,
but following that there is still the design work to be done, the construction design work
to be done. There is still the matter of securing water availability from the Department's,
Water Supply's Director. So those are the steps that lie ahead of the applicant in this
case, and, you know, what we seek to do is upon favorable consideration of this 201H,
the next step then would be to go through Land Use Commission, get the Land Use
Commission's approval on the District Boundary Amendment. And then once that step is
done, get to working in earnest on the water source matter, at the same time, start our
design process. So the whole, even when you look at construction plans review as, as an
isolated element of the whole development process, that can be quite time consuming as
well.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Munekiyo, I'm, I'm, I'm going to tell you something. I know you
represent the developer. I feel it is a fair question, and I feel that when you look at
financing and, and, and, and the gamut of this project, you've got to have an idea of when
you're going to have a product for those that you had come and say that they need a
home. When, when, when is it, despite that you, you give all of these reasons, when do
you hope to have something like this on the market? You gotta be, you gotta be
somewhat honest with us.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yeah. I'll, I'll...
CHAIR NISHIKI: We don't want to just say that and, and, and then say I told you guys I don't
know, so therefore that's why we won't see it in five years, in seven years, in ten years.
What is the reality? Let's be honest. You wanting us to approve this, give us an honest
answer.
MR. MUNEKIYO: I would say if everything were to proceed on a very smooth basis from a
processing standpoint, one would want to have something like this processed in three to
five years. Now again, what we, what that involves is securing the construction plans
approval, securing water source, which, you know, that's somewhat of a challenge at this
point. We're working, we're working on it. Then you've got the building permit phase,
a construction permit phase, and all of that when you stack it end to end, it does get to be
a fairly lengthy process. And so, you know, again if we, we talk about what one
normally encounters during the subdivision and construction phase, I think three years
would be somewhat optimistic, adding a couple years to that would be perhaps more
realistic. But again what we don't want to do is assume a specific timeframe, because
there are a lot of uncertainties ahead of us in terms of the subdivision construction
process.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. I, I, I just want Members to, to hear what you say, just because you
are asking for basically a lot of, you know, commitments on, on, on our part, and then
you're asking for--again, how many conditions, Staff?--exemptions: one, two, three,
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four, five, six, six exemptions, and, and this a fast track process. Mr. Pontanilla, go
ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know I've experienced many fast track, yeah,
201H and 201Gs. The latest one that I chaired was Waikapu Gardens, and once we gave
them the approval to construct, it, it took him almost seven years to complete. So but,
you know, that subdivision, of course, the size is greater than what is being presented
tonight. Again seven years -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Seven years.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --to provide 200 affordable units. Just for your information, so
it does take some time.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And the developer is saying three to five, so that's three optimistic, five years
a reality, just so that people know on a fast track what is the reality. Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Fast can be slow.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other areas that we need to, to look at? And they may come up,
but I think that we're ready to deal with conditions. Let me see.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: One, and, and, and maybe you can answer this. This is on Page 6, Document
6, excuse me.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Document 6.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Under "K", under Ohanas. Because of the small lot sizes and reduced
road widths, no ohana units will be allowed in the Kula Ridge project except one ohana
unit shall be allowed on the four large-lot lots of the property. So in regards to the
market homes, Mike, the concern for the ohanas. Members?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: What is the minimum size lot for an ohana? Do you know?
CHAIR NISHIKI: We got something being asked for by Mr. Molina to reduce it to 6,000, I
think. But right now you have the answer?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. If, if I can, Mr. Chair. Currently, yeah, I believe it is
7,500 square feet.
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COI JNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And the matter that Mr. Nishiki is talking about ironically is
coming up this Thursday for the Committee of the Whole to consider which is to reduce
it to 6,000. That's just for consideration. But right now the law stands it's 7,500 square
feet.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, Chair, you're, you're saying that this particular
condition allows for ohanas only on the four large lots, and I'm assuming you're talking
about the rural four-acre lots?
CHAIR NISHIKI: The, yeah, the agriculture lots.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Four acres, rural?
CHAIR NISHIKI: The four large lots on the Mauka property.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And so in, in the breakdown of the market size
homes, their lot sizes range from 6,000 to 22,000 square feet, so those are not going to be
allowed ohana units if they qualify in lot size? Is that what we're saying?
CHAIR NISHIKI: That, that is the condition.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Condition. So just to allow ohanas on the four rural
four-acre lots?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay. Thanks for that information.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any questions?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good. Oh, Chairman, I got one.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Go ahead, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, on the second page of my proposal. No. 5.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Document 4.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Document 4 --
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Page No. 5. Okay. We had a lengthy discussion, you know,
what is a senior, and this would clarify what was agreed upon that age 55 years or older
would be considered seniors to be qualified for the senior housing, the duplexes. That's
it.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Question?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Question?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Munekiyo?
MR. MUNEKIYO: No. I, I believe that was Councilmember Molina.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, I'm sorry. Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: It's okay. It's late in the night. Just a question, I don't know
if it's for the Department or the applicant. How did you come up with determining 55 as
senior citizen? Because, you know, you can get your AARP card now at 50. Is this
based on, I guess, Federal guidelines as to, you know, and, and I can see maybe going
with this age it might open, open up the market to more people. Is that the rationale for
going with 55? 'Cause, you know, many of us, I guess, when we were growing up we
thought, you know, 60 and above was considered to be a senior, so to speak. Can, can
you -CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla, you got a special interest?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --help me figure this one out?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No. Maybe Mr. Molina has.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well, I just curious.
CHAIR NISHIKI:

. (Laughter).. .

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, 'cause any time we talk age, you know, that's something
we have to be real mindful of -CHAIR NISHIKI: No, question. Question, Mike.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --to try to defend it.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Department?
MS. RIDAO: You know, I...
CHAIR NISHIKI: We're saying that seniors is 55 on this condition.
MS. RIDAO: Mr. Chair, I have no problem with the seniors being described or, or the definition
being 55. I know that for Hale Mahaolu you must be 62 in order to qualify for their
rental project.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Ms. Ridao. See, see that's why I asked this
question, Mr. Chair. Some housing projects you have, you know, certain age guidelines.
Even though this is a State process we're going through, and I guess Hale Mahaolu
maybe with their determination for age is based because they get Federal monies, I guess,
for, sometimes for their projects or Federal grants.
MS. RIDAO: I also believe that, Councilmember Molina, that it's somehow tied in with the
Social Security benefits.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, I see.
MS. RIDAO: I think that's one of their measures for how they came up with their age
limitations.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. All right. Yeah. I, I was curious, 'cause I just thought
how do we, how, you know, how 55 was determined to be senior, senior citizen. So just
in case any potential issues might come up legally, I'm just trying to...at least we, we
understand that we're going to agree that 55 is the, you know, age to be determined as a
citizen senior. So anyway just, I just wanted to explore that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla, do you have any justification on this?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No. Just what was said during Mr., questioning of
Mr. Nishikawa in regards to what is considered senior, and he considered senior at
age 55.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: It's a very relative thing. I used to think 55 was a senior. Now
I'm 70, I don't know if I'm a senior. But anyway, I think that because there's no Federal
money involved in this project, we probably can determine that ourselves as to what,
what we, market we want. And, you know, it's not an unusual number, 55. All of us get
our AARP cards when we're 50. Some of us can think about being eligible for Hale
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Mahaolu at 62. Social Security says now you work 'tit you're 70. I mean, you know, so
we can pick any number that we feel we want to accommodate in this project. But along
with this age thing, I had asked a question the other day, and I was told it would be
hammered out, and that was in the, in the area of succession in case the senior purchaser
or purchasers of a unit, you know, had their demise or they moved or whatever happened.
Would this still apply to successive people who...say for instance, I buy a unit, I'm a
senior, my husband's a senior. We both leave and we give the unit to my granddaughter
who happens to be 20. Can she move in?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: 'Cause these are the kinds of issues that I think need to be
hammered out, and because it's going to be hammered out in an agreement after we give
this approval, I'd like some way for us to have a role in taking a look at the final
agreement.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Jo-Ann.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Department'?
MS. RIDAO: I'm sorry. I didn't realize that you expected for me to comment on that. I, I think
it can be worked out in the agreement, and I think the Department would be more than
happy for the Council to review that agreement.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Ms. Ridao. I'd appreciate that. You know being that
this is kind of a trailblazing thing, particularly Upcountry, I think it would be appropriate.
I'm not a Member so I can't make that motion or, or, you know, I can't do anything, I can
just suggest.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion in regards to this condition? Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Just a follow-up on some of the questions being
asked about the 55 years in age. So, Ms. Ridao, in the affordable housing, senior
affordable housing, do we still use the HUD range of median income for them to qualify?
MS. RIDAO: Councilmember Medeiros, that is the, that is the gauge or I guess the, the range
that we use was the HUD -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MS. RIDAO: --requirement for purchase. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So with, with that range being a Federal agency range, so
there's no restriction on what the age should be for senior housing?
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MS. RIDAO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No? Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions in regards to this? Seeing none, the last proposal unless
any of you have any...oh, and, and we got one from Sol. Let me deal with this one from
Sol. You Members have it in front of you?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: It has to do with street lighting. He says, says here the applicant shall install
a street lighting system that will be shielded and directed downward where the light is
needed with zero scattering upon the mountain slopes of Haleakala. Justification: in a
dense complex like Kula Ridge affordable housing subdivision, street lighting is often
created for a sense of security. Current lights from the tennis courts are already
overwhelming. The use of LED technology may help to protect all of the properties
above the project from light pollution but will conserve the night light for the
observatories and utilize less energy. Also, it preserves the integrity of the mountain
slope of Haleakala from light pollution usually associated with subdivision. Sol's here.
Sol, you want to explain your condition?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. It's, it's very simple
and I was trying to find in the application itself if there were any requirements for
lighting, and, Mike, can you, can you answer that question for me?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I don't believe in the application we make reference to the specific light
standard, but I think the proposed modification is appropriate.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAIIALA: Okay. Yeah. And, Chair, the only thing since I
couldn't, I couldn't find it in the application so I thought this would be an appropriate
suggestion for modification. Because after all Haleakala is, is one of those places that I
think when you're putting an urban area on the top of the mountain slope that obviously
lighting will be an issue. And I think that to minimize as much as possible any kind of
lighting that's going to be directed anywhere but down to the ground that that might
change some of the, not only the ambiance but create other issues on the mountain slope.
You have birds that, that nest on, on Haleakala that are being redirected by too much
lights, and then you have the observatory currently that has issues with bright lights on
the mountain slope. So I was just suggesting that you consider that, and then one of the,
the things is to look at the, some new technologies in lighting that are LED lighting that
are more specific and can be concentrated to where you want the light to go, so it's not
broadcast and, you know. So these are just suggestions, but that's the only thing that I
wanted to offer.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Questions? Comments? Mr. Pontanilla?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know, I agree with Member Kaho'ohalahala,
but we do have a light ordinance that was grandfather, fathered by Member Molina at the
end in regards to light pollution. And one of the things, and it's already in, in Sol's
proposal about shielded and diverted downwards, and for the County ordinance it's
low-pressure sodium, you know, shielded, low-pressure sodiums with the light being
directed downward is, is part of the ordinance. You know. something like this will not
hurt. It will provide some guidance for the developer in ensuring that, you know, light
pollution is a great concern for this County. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Other comments? Mr. Munekiyo?
MR. MUNEKIYO: No comments. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: The applicant shall install a lighting, street lighting system that will be
shielded and directed towards, directed downward where the light is needed with zero
scattering upon the mountain slopes of Haleakala. That is the condition. Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair? Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Gladys.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Are you, are you through, Mr. Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I just wanted to make just one more comment.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Yeah. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I did look at the lighting ordinance, and
what I wanted to at least say is that in the lighting ordinance it does not include some of
the more recent developments in street lighting. And so the ordinance itself needs to be
modified at some point in time. But I'm just saying that given the fact that there are new
technologies in lighting that's available, that's why I'm suggesting that they look at some
of these things, because our current ordinance does not include these kinds of lighting.
Yeah. That's all.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Chair? Chair, shall I proceed? Oh, okay. On your
document that you labeled No. 6 -CHAIR NISHIKI: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --there's one condition that we haven't talked about that you
proposed, and that was Condition "N", School Impact Fees. Do you want to discuss that?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Members, Condition "N". The developer shall pay to the Department
of Education the appropriate school impact, "fair-share" fee for each of the market units
in the Kula Ridge and Kula Mauka projects. Discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Munekiyo, am I not to understand that isn't that a
requirement, one of the requirements by the Department of Education that every time you
build market homes that--I forget, what was it?--5,000 or there was a, there's a figure out
there, I'm not sure. But isn't there a requirement?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Council Member, there is a requirement. Up to this point, it's been fairly
informal or negotiated, but I understand that the Department of Education is now moving
into formalizing the impact fee -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --formula for Maui. And so certainly I think this is something that's, would
be applicable at the time of construction. But in the past again, it's, it's been a negotiated
item, but I understand DOE is moving forward with actually formulating the impact fees.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And that's what I was led to understand that from now on,
they are trying to formulate a specific amount per unit built, and that way, Chair, you
know, before it was kind of like a negotiated thing, sometime 5,000, sometime 3,000. So
they decided that if they can come up with an actual figure so that every time a new
subdivision which has an impact to schools in the area that this monies would be set aside
for expansion or maybe even at the point of building a new school in the area, yeah. So
that's fine. I mean I would like to maybe add the word as, or the statement "as applicable
to the Department of, the State of Hawaii, Department of Education's requirement" so
that whatever they come up with is what we're going to make sure that these, that they
have to put in, yeah. So something like that, Mr. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Staff, will take into consideration the language there, but remind us
when we have, we vote up and down on conditions.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. I think there's two more that has to deal with senior housing, same
document, No. 6, Condition "H". Affordable Housing and Senior Housing. Because the
developer is receiving special exemptions for this project, it is required that the developer
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provide to the Department of Housing and Human Concerns, a plan that will ensure that
the housing designated for seniors and the housing designated as affordable will have
mechanisms in place to guarantee that these housing units will be provided "in
perpetuity" for their stated purposes and at the appropriate "HUD Indexed" prices.
Discussion? I think this, Mr. Munekiyo, was something that was discussed and right now
it's kind of an open-ended thing with the developer handling the concern of whether these
units will be in perpetuity. Statement?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I, I think in, in concept, I'm not, I think, I think in concept the, the notion of
having these units affordable in perpetuity is okay. I'm not sure how operationally it
works, you know, in terms of when...and this is probably something that's going to be
hammered out in the affordable housing agreement that when there's a sale from one
senior owner to the next that the affordable housing agreement, I'm, I'm assuming, would
have some guidelines as to what that sales price would be. And perhaps Ms. Ridao can
help, help me on this, but there would be some provision that would ensure the continuity
of that affordability. That's, that's kind of our understanding is the affordable housing
agreement is to be constructed.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo-Ann?
MS. RIDAO: Yes. Thank you, Chair. Mr. Munekiyo is correct, it would be addressed in the
affordable housing agreement, and usually the mechanism would be that it's recorded
with the deed. So when a sales comes up, the County is notified by the escrow company
notifying us that this property is being for sale, being sold. And I don't have the formula
with me but the Department does has a formula by where to keep the units affordable
there is an equity amount by formula that the person selling the property will receive. It's
not as attractive as a market unit; however. normally what will happen is the person
purchasing the property will know this going in. So the first purchaser will be educated
as to the fact that this property is intended to be kept as affordable in perpetuity. The, this
is the formula by which--and we've did, we've done this with this Waikapu Gardens--this
is the formula by which you are able to receive equity, and there is a formula it's, and I
don't have that with me. But so when we're notified, when the escrow company notifies
us that there is a sales coming up, we work out the formula and we provide that to the
escrow company.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Questions? Comments? Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: This is just another facet of the agreement that's going to be
hammered out, and this is why I think it would be a really good idea if Council could
review it. And Ms. Ridao has said she doesn't have a problem with that.
MS. RIDAO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair? At a, at a point of appropriate, at an
appropriate point, I should say--I'm getting tired--I will make that amendment so that we
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can have some final review on the agreement that is going to be drawn up. If that's
Ms. Baisa's intention I will do that on her behalf.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo-Ann, this, this project is approved without this condition. Are you
required to come back to the Council for the approval of the plan or how the, these
affordable units are going to be sold, whether they're going to be in perpetuity or not?
Because I think that the condition here is saying that you, it will be in perpetuity, and so
you cannot run away from it.
MS. RIDAO: Correct. Council Chair, what will happen is in the affordable housing agreement,
it will be spelled out that the affordable units, and I'm assuming the senior units will be
kept affordable in perpetuity. And that, that total agreement will come to the Council for
review and approval, and that's how we would monitor the project. If it's not in there
then it's not a requirement.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So you wouldn't, you wouldn't have any problem in us putting in the
modification to give you direction?
MS. RIDAO: No, we would not.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
MS. RIDAO: You know, that's how we're doing Waikapu Gardens right now.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Condition "F.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Because...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Before, before you go on to condition...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know, just to make sure that we don't get all mixed
up, Mr. Kaho'ohalahala's thing, can we label that No. 7? 'Cause we're up to six.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Just so that we all keep...`cause in a later, later hours we
probably all going get very, what I call, somewhat delirious, so numbers may be the only
thing that we can remember at that point, sir.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yep.
CHAIR NISHIKI: That we're very. we're at the very end, and, and we will start to hammer
out...
MS. RIDAO: Excuse me. Chair. We do have a No. 7 -COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. So eight.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: What was seven?
MS. RIDAO: --which was, so this should be eight.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Eight.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: What was seven?
MS. RIDAO: Was the supplemental to propose modification for the HRS Kula Ridge affordable
housing subdivision. Should the applicant need to rely on a County water source, water
service to the project shall begin no sooner -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: We need one more.
MS. RIDAO: --than when the applicant's position on the Upcountry water meter list is approved
for service.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, yeah. That's the one.
MS. RIDAO: Has to do with 14.13, Maui County Code 14.13 and 14.12.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, I don't, I don't have it, so...
MS. RIDAO: It's dated October 11 th , from Wayne Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Right. We have it.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We'll get back to you, Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No more, Chair. Yeah. That will be eight, I don't care,
but...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. This will be eight.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, but I don't have it.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo-Ann is right.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Mark that eight.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Thank you. You know, in regards to what our Deputy
had just mentioned regarding the affordables for senior and an agreement that's going to
be hammered out between Housing as well as the developer. Yeah. The 201 H project
for Jessie Spencer was basically the same process actually. It's going to happen to ensure
that the affordables will remain in perpetuity. So that's part of the agreement that need to
be done. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Members, we've come to the tail end. I, I, I, I've exhausted all the
different conditions and I'm ready to have a discussion on up and down, and we're going
to start moving on these. Are you guys ready?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Ready.
CHAIR NISIIIKI: Okay. Thank you, Michael. We'll start with eight, the last from
Mr. Kaho'ohalahala. We can get rid of this once we move. The Chair would recommend
that we add this to a proposed modification. The applicant shall install a street lighting
system that will be shielded and directed downward where the light is needed with zero
scattering upon the mountain slopes of Haleakala.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second. Any discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor say
"aye"
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: I'm sorry. Go ahead, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. I know Member Kaho'ohalahala, you know, has
specifically listed the, his condition so that it achieves what he wants to achieve. Would
that also include where by Outdoor Lighting Ordinance would also be part of it?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I mean...
CHAIR NISHIKI: I think the, the Outdoor Ordinance is already an ordinance that they've -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --got to follow.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. And it's very specific on what's required, so I, I, is
this additional to that, that what Mr. Kaho'ohalahala is suggesting so that, you know, we
know that, yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I, I, I, I think that when he explained it he said it -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --was much more -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --restrictive I guess, if you may add that, if that's what the word he used but
didn't say that.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know Mr. Kaho'ohalahala mentioned about
different technologies that are now being considered, and, and because it's not in the
Lighting Ordinance, I, I would assume that somebody's going to make a PAF so that we
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take a look at the Lighting Ordinance to ensure that we use the latest technology. It's a
process that need to go out to the general public in regards to having this ordinance
amended. So -CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion? Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. And I think Member Pontanilla
brings up a good point, 'cause when the ordinance first came out a lot of these
technologies that exist today weren't there, and I remember when Mr. Pontanilla came
out of his committee at the time. But maybe to strengthen the amendment we can maybe
add language after the word "Haleakala"...well, let me just read it. The applicant shall
install a street lighting system that will be shielded and directed downward where the
light is needed with zero scattering upon the mountain slopes of Haleakala and abide by
the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance. Something to that affect so just basically it strengthens
it so it, it, you know, we make notification that the outdoor light, you know, they have to
abide by the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance, as well.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Um.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I don't know if that's something the -CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --Committee would like to...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Giroux, you know, being that Mr. Molina is not a Committee Member,
can this be considered a friendly amendment if there are no objections? Or would you
have to add that?
COUNCILMEMBER KAI IO'OlIALAI IALA: Make the motion.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I think it may he--go ahead--safer.
MR. GIROUX: If somebody could just pick it up for him and make it a friendly amendment.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I, I make the motion, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. As a friendly amendment to --
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --what is being discussed on No. 8. The language again is...Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Let's see, and abide by the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And abide by the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: That is the friendly amendment. Oh, that is the amendment. Any second?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and seconded to the amendment. Any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried to the amendment to the main motion.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT TO AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any discussion? All those in favor say "aye".
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. One out of the way.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT, AS AMENDED.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Turn number, turn to number...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: One out of nine, one out of ten.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Might as well sleep at the County Building.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You know there was something that I think was really important that we were
having a, a problem with, and being that Mr. Nishikawa is here, I think I'd like to ask him
that question in regards to the, the concern raised by what Mr. Munekiyo said about the
different entities involved in the development of this project. Mr. Nishikawa?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Welcome home.
CHAIR NISHIKI: The, the, the concern came about...
MR. NISHIKAWA: Good evening, Council Members.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Good evening. Welcome home.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Good morning. Good evening, Mr. Clayton Nishikawa.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning. . . .(Laughter). . . You staying to
morning.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Well, okay. Senior moment. The concern that we had was when a
modification came out of a discussion in regards to the park dedication. Park dedication
read this, the park dedication will be satisfied by the transfer to Maui County of a
three-acre parcel and comfort station on the lower (western) boundary of the project, and
the transfer of the 7.038 acre parcel (TMK 2-2-3-037:026) immediately adjoining this
three-acre parcel which contains the Maui County constructed Kula Community Center,
tennis courts, gateball court, and park [sic] facilities. (According to the County's
Property Tax web-site, this property's most recent sale in 2006 was $274,500.) This
transfer shall be at no cost to the Maui County and shall take place within 90 days from
receiving the 201H-38 project exemption approval. The question that came up is, and it
was answered by Mr. Munekiyo that the two subject properties 1...174 of which the
affordable housing project is on and 023 which a portion of this is on, is owned by two
different entities.
MR. NISHIKAWA: That's, that's correct.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Can you explain to us who these entities are and why they are different?
MR. NISHIKAWA: There's two separate entities: Kula Ridge, LLC, which is the affordable
housing component, and there's a Kula Ridge Mauka, LLC, which is the agricultural
subdivision. The seven acres that the Kula Community Center sits on is owned by Kula
Ridge Mauka, because in the transaction of the, the sale to Kula Ridge Mauka, the access
road that is part of an easement of the seven acres of the parcel that the Kula Community
Center sits on is a direct access for the, the Mauka project, so it was attached as part of
the sale. So it's not owned by Kula Ridge, and so Kula Ridge can't, cannot, is not
authorized to be entering into negotiations for this particular project.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Questions, Committee Members? Gladys, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair...welcome home, Clayton.
MR. NISHIKAWA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm not sure this is not the best place to be after a long trip. But
a question came up while you weren't here, and the question was could we get a list of
the names of the owners, and Mr. Munekiyo said we'd have to get that from you.
MR. NISHIKAWA: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Do you have that?
MR. NISHIKAWA: Yes. I can provide that to the Council Members.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You don't have it tonight?
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MR. NISHIKAWA: No, I don't.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Go ahead.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Not regarding the park though.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. It's in regards to the buildout of affordable units. I think
we had, you know, pretty much a lengthy discussion in regards to that particular item.
And, and one of the things that, you know, I've said was that, you know, too many times
we approve projects not, you know, only to see the units for affordable housing...well for
this case the single-family as well as the seniors. You know, we, we, we have a problem,
not with you, with other developers, where they say that they're going to provide the
affordable housing, but, you know, at this time, you know, we, we don't see units. And
probably it's something that, you know, we need to correct. And one of the things that
we came out was that how do we say that, you know, you build or you sell one market lot
you build one affordable unit. But in the 201H, I haven't seen a project that sold market
value lots or units and then build affordable housing. It's all built in concurrency. So
I'm hoping that when you construct this subdivision that we see start to finish and final
approval is given on subdivision that everything will be built out. Any comments?
MR. NISHIKAWA: Yeah. I think the main concern would be that any condition that impacts
my ability to get financing, acquire financing would put the, and put the project at risk
would be a concern for me. When you speak to lenders and there's a condition that's
imposed that would require me to, for example, specifically build affordable housing
units first without building market price lots, that in, in some cases would be considered
financial suicide for lenders to be able to only build loss, loss leaders or economically not
feasible to many lenders. So I would, I would have some concerns regarding that,
because if you look at the reality of the cost of building the affordable housing units and
you add on the infrastructure cost--in this case water would be a large cost--and if there is
a restriction imposed about the market-price units, it's like creating a retail store where
you're only allowed to sell products that you lose money. And I don't think that would
be a sound project direction to move forward in, so I would have some concerns in terms
of conditions that would restrict the project from developing the market-priced units at
the same time.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, it's not more so restricting the market units. Well, we
look at this as market lots, as you sell the lots you build the units, affordables. That's
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how I perceive this thing is, you know, being done start to finish. As you, you know,
start selling your market value lots, I'm sure you're going to build some of the homes on
that lots. So as you move forward in this direction then, you know, we see some of the
affordables also being built.
MR. NISHIKAWA: We currently have over 400 names on the interest list for the 70 units, so
I'm hopeful that we would be in a situation where we could buildout all of the affordable
units as soon as we get to the point of obtaining all the necessary components that we
need to move forward. And so I, I don't foresee that as a problem on this particular
project.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other comments? Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Nishikawa, good evening.
MR. NISHIKAWA: Good evening.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Like Chair Nishiki said, might be good morning in a little
while, but yeah, you had a long trip. What we also talked about was possibly...as the
affordable housing policy determines building one for one, but because they're not equal
numbers and because the market value property is lots. The, what is your projection?
Because we're not sure what the market price will be for the lots. During this economic
climate, do you foresee investors or purchasers of the lots being able to purchase it and in
a way that you'll be able to sell most of it or at least a majority of it when you open it up
for sales?
MR. NISHIKAWA: That, that's a great question, Council Member. I really don't know what
the, the market price lots and how the absorption rate would occur in the next few years.
The economy seems to be in recovery mode, but in, in Kula particularly, it, it's really
geared towards kamaaina families, not so much transient visitor market. So the, the
market price lots needs to be priced sensitive as well, so there, there needs to be some
concerns. And of course when you, you take into the, the consideration all of the project
impacts for these conditions and how it impacts the cost of the project, the only place that
we could go for the adjustment would be at the market price lots. And if they're so
expensive that it prices the market price lots to the point where it's not feasible then it
also kills the project, so there's a concern there as well.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Thank you. And isn't it correct to say that when you
have a development project like you're proposing and it's combined or required of an
affordable housing component, that actually the market price properties subsidize the
affordable housing units. Is that correct?
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MR. NISHIKAWA: That, that's correct. Without the market price units the, the project would
not be feasible.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that information.
MR. NISHIKAWA: You're welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions or comments? Clayton, not that this is upsetting but you
know that this a fast track process, and, and you stated for the record tonight that you
have no financing yet.
MR. NISHIKAWA: That's not true. We, we have several...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Do you have financing?
MR. NISHIKAWA: We have several lenders that we have preliminary letters of approval for
financing.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Good. So, so being that you have this, because, Committee Members,
he's asking for a fast track, he's asking for exemptions. This would help him in the time
that he can now proceed. Also from many of the subdivision exemptions this is going to
amount to monies that he would not have to pay in, in regards to some of the fees that
he's asking to be exempted from.
Clayton, so, you know, for, for, for, for you to exemption from Building and
Construction, Electrical Code, Plumbing Code, Building Code, exemption from
community plan and General Plan, that, that is time and, and, and, and, and that is in, in
regards to that, that is money. You're exempting yourself from the impact fees for traffic
and roadway improvements should we ever develop an impact fee. You're exempting
yourself from Title 19 in regards to some of the concerns. So here you are saying that
you're going to fast track it, and, and, and, and this Council is concerned about you being
sincere about providing these affordable homes. That's the reason why we're fast
tracking you. That's the reason why we're saying you can get all these exemptions and
everything else, because we want to see...as many of your testifiers came out and said
that they need these homes. Now you're coming out and telling us that we're going to
strap you should we say that you need to provide perhaps for one affordable or one
market lot sold, one affordable to be built. Or the fact that we may put a condition on
that you need to from the time that you get the okay, you need, you have three years to
fulfill your affordable and senior component of this project.
We want to see you act in a most responsible way also by now completing what you say
brought many of the people that testified that you're going to provide these affordable
units, and yet now you're saying don't put this conditions on. So what is the guarantee
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and, and we've stated that we were not going to allow you, in, in, in, in what we've
learned in the past, to not make sure that you build the affordables also with the market
lots that you intend to sell. You're getting these exemptions, now you're saying you
don't know what the market will bear. Well, you know, we're trying to help you out,
and, and, and now you're not being able to tell, you're, you're, you're saying that I don't
know what I'm going to be able to sell these lots at, whatever the market will bear. Well,
you know, if you don't have your ducks in order, Clayton, why are you asking us to
approve this?
And finally, we want to put in a condition that you will build these senior and the
affordables in some way as you sell your lots. What is the great hesitation? If you're
saying now don't put any conditions on, well you're like any other developer that we had
in the past, but the only thing is we're giving you exemptions. So you need to come out
and, and, and give us some reason, and, and, and put a condition on yourself that you're
going to do it. Otherwise don't ask us to not put it on, Clayton. That is not sincere. Now
my question is, once and for all, how, can you accept one and one or whatever the
formula is, as you sell one lot you, you, you put one lot up?
MR. NISHIKAWA: That's really not how the market works, Councilmember Nishiki.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Well...
MR. NISHIKAWA: The, the conditions that the Council Members decide to add does impact
the project feasibility, the economics, and the viability of the project. If you add too
many conditions where the market does not bear the conditions, it kills the project.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Well...
MR. NISHIKAWA: It's not a case of having your ducks aligned or ducks in a row. The, the
conditions does impact the economic viability of the project.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I am not in, in, in, in, in any way asking whether it's going to kill you or not.
My whole thrust and I think a lot of us here tonight is to make sure that we see these
units. That is what this whole application is all about, affordable and senior. And I'm
not, I'm not, I'm not saying that, you know, if the conditions are not what you, you like
but it is what is responsible, then, then, then maybe you need to scrap this project.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman, don't go there.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You know, I don't know what the conditions are that you will accept. Are
you, can you accept a, a, a time, three years? Or you're going to say you're not, you
don't have any -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
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CHAIR NISHIKI: --what can you offer to us? Can I finish my question, please?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
CHAIR NISHIKI: What, what kind of guarantees can you offer to us in, in ways of conditions,
Clayton?
MR. NISHIKAWA: I'm not, I'm not sure if I understand your question in terms of guarantees. I
don't control the market, I don't control market demand, and I don't control the
economy. I'm trying to provide affordable housing for Maui families, and I'm hoping
that the Council Members will allow me to do that. I'm simply stating that too many
conditions imposed on an affordable housing project that's required to improve
infrastructure, provide water, fix roads, and then be restricted by and mandated by price
points that don't correlate with the actual economics of the cost of the, the units, puts it at
risk, and that's simply all that I'm saying. I, I don't know what the impacts of the
conditions that the Council Members will...and how it translates to the economic
viability of the project. So that is a concern, Council Member.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions for Clayton before we move on into dealing with these
conditions?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I, I, I just want to reiterate what I said much earlier about one
affordable housing project down the road. It took 'em seven years, or six years, almost
seven to fully complete. You know, Mr. Nishikawa, you know, brings up good point. I
was on the Planning Commission, now I'm Council Member. During the Planning
Commission stages, you know, we would add conditions after conditions after conditions,
come to the Council, we add more conditions. So what does that do? It increases the, the
price of a home, be in the market or be in the affordable, and, and sometimes, yeah, you
know, we impose conditions to really help out the community, and which we should.
And looking at some of the things that Mr. Nishikawa has already agreed to provide
outside of his development, you know, you, you may snicker of them, but, you know, I
look at the total project, what he's going to do for this one area in trying to create his
affordable housing. And, you know, if Mr. Nishikawa says that, yeah, we all know that
the economic downturn that we have in Maui County, hopefully the 400 names that is on
this list here, you know, all 116 lots and units can be signed up for. And, and, you know,
time will tell, only the bank will know, we don't know. Hopefully some of these
individuals, you know, already had started their process in trying to get qualified to
purchase either a single-family unit or even a senior housing. And I think if the market
bears that Mr. Nishikawa has 100 percent committed to 116 units, then, you know, I can
foresee a very successful project in this area. But again, you know, we gotta look at the
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financial condition of this State and, and, and in that matter, in the country, you know.
So that's my spiel. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, it, it, it is, it is not a snicker, Mr. Pontanilla. It is the, the, the evening
when we were talking about all of this and how you brought up the Kapalua Mauka and,
and how we need to put all of these in, and all of a sudden, the, the, all of the sudden the
Kona wind came and then what you said changes. And that, that was my, my, my
frustration, but that is your opinion, and so I'm, I'm concerned if we don't put conditions
on. And, and, and the whole thrust was all, all of you have stated we want to see these
units built. Now all of a sudden, I just hear one Member saying, I don't know what
you're saying. . . . (inaudible).. .
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know, thank you for your comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know, like I say, you know, Kula, Kapalua Mauka was a
project district which is totally different from a 201H, and I never did see one 201H fail
during my seven and a half years on this Council.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Anyway, that's open to debate. Any other questions for Clayton? Okay.
Thank you, Clayton.
MR. NISHIKAWA: Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We'll, we'll start with the next condition for modification. We'll turn to
Page 7 -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Document.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Document 7, excuse me.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: This has to do with water. In it, it says, should the applicant need to rely on a
County water source, water service to the project shall begin no sooner than when the
applicant's position on the Upcountry water list is approved for service. The other comes
from Mr. Pontanilla in water.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: His is, his is document what?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Four.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Document 4. Too many documents.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's what they told me, four.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And it states that the applicant shall comply with all provisions of
Chapter 14.12 of the Maui County Code relating to water availability. Okay. So the
Chair would accept a motion in regards to either/or.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I move to adopt No. 1 listed on Document 4, Mr. Pontanilla's
that reads, that the applicant shall comply with all provisions of Chapter 14.12 of the
Maui County Code relating to water availability.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I second the motion, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second that we adopt the condition 14.12 that says that the
applicant shall comply with all provisions of Chapter 14.12 of the Maui County Code
relating to water availability. Any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. And if you recall when Mr. Eng was with us, we
were engaged in this exact discussion, and Mr. Eng indicated that this No. 1 on
Document 4 was in fact satisfactory to the Department and it did address the same
concerns that Document No. 7 references. And he was okay with this No. 1 item on
Document 4.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other discussion? All those in favor say "ay e"

.

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. One, two, three, six ayes, no noes.
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VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We'll turn to the other water motion that states, should the applicant need to
rely on a County water source, water service to the project shall begin no sooner than
when the applicant's position on the Upcountry water list is approved for service.
Justification: it ensures that should private water agreements fall through and the project
become dependent on the County water for service that the applicant be provided service
in compliance with the water meter list. Chair would entertain a motion.
VICE-CIIAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman, can, can we have Mr. Munekiyo come up -CHAIR NISHIKI: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --on the lectern? Mr. Munekiyo, on Page 7, in regards to a
proposal being done by our Chairman here, I think this morning you mentioned that it
shouldn't be a problem?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Council Member, I'm still searching for that condition. That is on
Document No. 7?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Seven.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Although it's part of 14.12.
MR. MUNEKIYO: I'm sorry, I'm still looking for it. Okay. Okay. Document No. 7, this is the
one that states, and just for clarification, should the applicant need to rely on County
water source, water source to the project shall begin no sooner than when the applicant's
position on the Upcountry water meter list is approved for service. I think what was
discussed this morning with Director Eng is that if it is that the Piiholo Well South,
Piiholo South Well, as an example, is purchased by the County, then Chapter 14.13 of the
Maui County Code would apply, and that would be the Water Meter List Ordinance.
However, if there were other arrangements or other scenarios for securing of water
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whether it he via the Piiholo South Well or any other source...and as an example that
method of water source conveyance to the County was by means of dedication as
opposed to purchase, then there still, still could be a possibility that source allocation
could be set aside through the dedication process. So this would be, I think, somewhat
limiting in terms of allowing Kula Ridge, LLC to secure a water source to meet the
Chapter 14.12 requirements of water availability.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other questions for the applicant? Seeing none, thank you, Michael.
Chair would entertain a motion. Seeing none, we'll move on to the next item. This is,
this is the concern tonight and, and, and maybe you, Members, can, can tell me what
your, your feelings are. It would seem that every condition that we place we've had the
developer already here. I would hope that we can now move in this direction without
having the developer called up again, but that is just what I feel should occur, and we can
make things move more quickly. Okay. We'll change to Document No. 6. You've
heard the park dedication and I, and I don't know whether or not, because there are two
different owners, the Committee is wanting to pass such a condition only because, as
we've been told, the 7.03 acres is owned by the other LLC which the developer said he
will get for us in regards to the names. Any comments?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. And, and, and with that in, with that as the, as the
premise right now knowing that all we're really attaching this is the three-acre parcel
with a comfort station on the lower side according to...this other acreage is all based
upon the tennis court, gateball, and the Kula Community, Kula Community Association, I
mean, the Kula Community Center. Oh, I'm sorry, everybody, tired already. I, I don't
see how we can move on something like this. We can request, but how can we put a
condition when they don't have, this project doesn't have that land to give? So I'm kind
of like torn with trying to put a condition that may not be enforceable, and I'm, I'm going
to ask Corp. Counsel. If we put a condition like this into this project which is really not
this project's property owned and is attached to the other Kula Mauka project, how
enforceable is this? So I'd like to ask, with your permission, Corp. Counsel's take on, on,
on this portion, 'cause he told me not to ask any legal questions, but I'm going to ask
legal questions.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead, Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: Yeah. As far as conditions go, you know, all conditions need to be reasonable.
So if a condition cannot be achieved it would be deemed unreasonable. I. I think there's
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still an issue on, on the table I think that we haven't been really given names of who the
owners are, but we are being told that there are two separate entities and two separate
ownerships of, of land. So, you know, as far as the information we have at this point, it
would look to be as a condition that would be unachievable.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Giroux. And, you know, I guess that's the
one challenge, if we want to finish tonight and we got no choice, I mean this is your goal,
Mr. Chair. I cannot, I couldn't support something like this without the facts in front of
us, so I don't know what you'd like to push forward, but at this point if it's not achievable
and it's not something we can enforce I would prefer to move on and, and go to the next
area. And if you want to come back to this as, as, before first reading or something like
that, and I don't know, Mr. Mateo just hates when we say that, but if we can find fact of
connection and the same ownership or reasonably the same people that owns both
properties, now that changes the whole dynamics part. That's up to you, Mr. Chair, you
make the call. I'll, I'll wait for your, your move on this one, sir.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other comments?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Go ahead, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I'd like to offer a condition in regards to park. I
know this project has a three-acre park set, so my condition would be, that the applicant
shall fund and construct a comfort station within the three-acre onsite park as represented
in the section 20111 application.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Mr. Chair, for discussion.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second. Any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair, I think Mr. Molina was trying to get your attention.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, after, after this amendment consideration, I'd like to just
say something. Yeah. After the amendment.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, we're having discussion. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well, mine was more of a procedural question not related to
the amendment. So if you can go ahead and take action first on the amendment and then
I'll just make my comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. This is not an amendment, this is a motion.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well, I'm sorry, yeah, well the motion to add a condition.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any discussion? All those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, no noes.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a consideration for the
Committee procedure-wise. I believe it's your intent to work off all of these proposed
amendments from the Kula Community Association, and I know like whereas the other
documents. the conditions are framed already in, in the language, whereas you look at
this from Kula, some are, some aren't. So I don't know if the, for the Committee's sake
if you guys or somebody wants to frame these in the appropriate language, because... and
some of these proposals may be duplicates. But I know your intent is probably to go 'til
the cows come home, as Mr. Mateo has said from time to time on these days. So I'm just
kind of curious how proceeding with this particular document from Kula Community
Association, because some of this is, it's not worded specifically, you know, much like
how Kula Ridge's documents were and Mr. Pontanilla's. So just some food for thought
for the Committee in terms of procedure.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So...
CHAIR NISHIKI: When, when that language, when we come to the point, we can --
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --perhaps change that language -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --as you've stated.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. In the other area of that 7.038 acres, because the information that
we asked is forthcoming, Mr. Mateo, we may need to have this discussion during the
Council deliberations, and so I just hope that you will patient on it in lieu of information
forthcoming. Anyway, just a statement. Thank you.
Condition "B", Water Tank. I think that was discussed by the developer that they're
going to work with the Department. Water Department in regards to the siting of what is
going to be necessary. So this tank was when the site was going to be drilled above the
property. So Condition "B" I don't think is necessary.
Water Rates, if the developer decides to drill a well and provide water for the Kula Ridge
project utilizing a private water system, I think the developer has stated for the record that
they are going to...if and when the Department sees that the source may be good or
whatever after they get the testing, then the developer said that they was going to try to
work with the County to develop whatever, a partnership, a donation, or whatever, but we
heard that today. So "C" is not germane.
Water Meters, "D". The developer may receive water meters only for Kula Ridge project
and shall waive all rights to any other water allocation or water meters for the adjacent,
large-lot Kula Ridge Mauka project until the project's place on the water meter list is
reached. Any discussion? Any motion? Seeing none, move on.
Water Consumption, Kula Ridge application states that there will be a maximum water
consumption 120,000 per...for the Kula Ridge and Kula Mauka projects. Because there
is waterlines to the existing residents, DHHL, and to those on the water meter list, when
applying for meters for the Kula Ridge project, the developer must show to the
satisfaction of the Department of Water Supply how the 120,000 gallon maximum for
both projects will not be exceeded and will strictly enforce, will be, will be strictly
enforced on the numerous landowners for the two projects. Furthermore, any private or
public agreement for water to service the Kula Ridge and the Kula Ridge Mauka projects
shall use the Water Department standard of 5,000 gallons a day for agricultural lots. Any
discussion? Any motion? Seeing not, we'll move on.
Safety, Condition "F". Because of the proximity to the Haleakala Waldorf School and
the inadequacies of the Kula, Lower Kula Road, the developer shall provide: (a) a, the
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proposed sidewalk and three crosswalks, (b) traffic calming, speed tables that meet the
specifications of the Public Works, and (c) the widening of Lower Kula to a minimum of
ten-foot wide, paved traffic lanes between the exit road at the bottom of the Kula Ridge
project and the Haleakala Waldorf driveway. If an agreement is reached with the
Department of Public Works, a sidewalk located on the makai side of the Lower Kula
Road from the existing sidewalk above Holy Ghost Church to Haleakala Waldorf School
shall satisfy the sidewalk requirement as proposed in section (a) of this condition.
Committee Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I wanted to add that one about the raised sidewalks and as
well as the flashing lights that I wanted to have that included right here. So I would like
to offer just one more sentence, that raised crosswalks be used in all applicable
intersections, and that a flashing yellow caution light be installed at the two crossings for
which the students of Waldorf or, I guess you don't have to use "students", I guess
anyone using the school, the Waldorf School.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. What the Chair is going to suggest is that we allow Staff to, as
Mr. Molina said, to set the conditions with the proper language including Mr. Victorino's
addition of raised crosswalks and flashing lights. Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. I was going to offer a condition similar
to, in regards to safety, and just let me read it, and, and...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: That the applicant shall fund and construct a sidewalk and
crosswalks between the Kula Community Center and Haleakala Waldorf School. The
proposed design shall incorporate traffic calming and safety measures such as raised
crosswalks, speed humps, warning lights, or other measures deemed appropriate by the
Department of Public Works to support the objective of creating a safer pedestrian
environment along this segment of roadway. The specific alignment of the sidewalk
makai or mauka side of the road shall be defined by the applicant in coordination with the
Department of Public Works and neighboring property owners.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Something like that. Is that all?
CHAIR NISHIKI: You're going to make that into a motion?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Why don't we accept that motion by Mr. Pontanilla although --
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'll second the motion.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --that, that language is not in front of us. Staff will have that. Any
discussion? Moved by Mr. Pontanilla —
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: --second by Mr. Victorino. Discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISI IIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. You know, our discussion with
Deputy Director Miyamoto from Department of Public Works, he said some of these
specifications on this particular condition we're considering, he would need to work it
out, you know, with the developer to see if indeed they could achieve that. Because of
the existing width of the right-of-way and when you're adding sidewalks which have to
be five-feet wide to meet ADA requirements, and the other part is normally they put
crosswalks. If, if there's a crosswalk in the middle of a block it usually requires some
kind of either an ordinance or something, because I tried to do that on Kanaloa and they
said well, you know, they wouldn't be able to do it unless they, they offered an ordinance
to put a sidewalk, 1 mean a crosswalk in the middle of a block. So there's a lot of things
that Mr. Miyamoto said would be difficult to achieve, and he would have to work with
the developer to see how these particular, this condition would be achieved. And if we
make it into a condition with this specifications and it can't be achieved, how does the
developer comply with it?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I, I think my proposed condition would address Councilmember
Medeiros' question or issues. This is all based on Exhibit No. 7 in our book -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Seven.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --and according to Mr. Miyamoto, that, you know, he will work
with the developer in trying to safely, not safely, but, you know, taking a look at mauka
or makai in producing this sidewalk, looking at the crosswalks, the speed humps, also the
warning lights, as suggested this morning. So what Mr. Medeiros is saying is basically
what is being proposed at this time.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other comments --
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Just, just -CHAIR NISHIKI: --Mr. Medeiros? Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --a comment to follow up, yeah. Because in the discussion
with Mr. Miyamoto, it may at one point require eminent domain to get enough width in
the right-of-way to achieve all these improvements. And I believe he said it or somebody
else said it or I don't know if the representative from the developer that they did inquire
with one of the landowners and the landowner was not willing to give up any of his front,
frontage along that roadway. So all I'm saying is, you know, if we put a condition that's,
like Mr. Giroux said, is unreasonable, cannot be achieved, we shouldn't put it as a
condition.
CHAIR NISIIIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: For my last time, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Hold on, Joe.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussions from Members? Mr. Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. Chair, I just wanted to also state, Member
Medeiros, you made comment about the, the adjacent landowner not willing, but I, I
thought I heard today in testimony to the contrary, that the landowner was now willing to
consider making that. So there's a...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. 'Cause I think was from the developer.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I think this is all subject to negotiation.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Yes. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You know, so...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So if you don't negotiate then how you going to achieve the
condition?
CHAIR NISHIKI: I, I, I just want to hear the debate, and then after that we'll vote, okay?
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Otherwise we're not going to move on anything. Anything else?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Thank you. And, and, you know, I mentioned that the
sidewalk, you know, could be either makai or mauka side of the road, and, and the only
reason we're not at the makai side, as stated by Deputy Director Miyamoto, is that we
built the sidewalk up to the Catholic church. Going beyond that, the property owner at
the time didn't want us guys to put in the sidewalk, but this morning we heard that, you
know, now the property owner on the makai side is willing to do that. So we'll give the
opportunity to the Department of Public Works and the developer to discuss this matter
with the property owners in regards to putting the sidewalk on the makai side, and if
that's feasible, fine; if not, then the mauka side. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I, I, I, I, I would hope that as a friendly amendment that the makai side was
told us to be the side that the school is, and so for safety purposes I think the priority is
the makai if some can be worked out. I see Gladys flicking. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. I think, I think Member Pontanilla
has it down pat. The idea was that they, the school and the people would prefer to have it
on the makai side, but we don't know if that's feasible. And there needs to be a
discussion with the property owner to see if it's feasible or if with the Public Works
people to see, you know, logistically if it can be done. But we also talked about the fact
that maybe with the installation of all the traffic calming devices that maybe, you know,
it could be on the mauka side and not be too much of a problem. But we were still
looking for the best possible safety for the kids, and that would be on the makai side.
And so it's kind of if' ing and and'ing, but I think Member Pontanilla in the way he
worded it makes sense to me. It's, it's, if it's feasible.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I think it's a sensible way -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: --that Joe left it open -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --and that would totally be up to the negotiations, but Joe, I think, did say that
the makai side is the preferable side of the road. Okay. Any other discussion? All those
in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six to nothing. One excused, Jo Anne
Johnson.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: "G". I think that the Department came and testified that Mr. Miyamoto said
that if it was okay with the Fire Department in which they came and testified, 20-foot
widths for the internal turnaround areas, 24 feet for the main roads. So I don't think
Condition "G" is necessary. Condition "H", because the developer is receiving special
exemptions...a plan that will ensure that the housing designated for seniors and housing
designated for affordable will have the mechanism in place to guarantee. We heard from
the Department that they will be coming back to us before the...this is the part that I have
no understanding. In this process, the, the, the resolution gets approved, Jo-Ann, but as
part of this project, the Council has one more chance to look at how this document is
written and has the approval and disapproval of this so-called area of concern?
MS. RIDAO: Thank you for that question. Councilmember Nishiki. Normally, no, it would not
come back to Council, it would be the Department that develops the agreement, and it's
signed by the Administration and the developer. However in this case, the Council
Members have requested that we come back to you with the affordable housing
agreement that has been developed for this project.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So then Condition "11" again allowing Staff to work out the specific
language, as suggested by Mr. Molina, and creating language that would state that the
Department will come back before the Council with the agreement on the perpetuity and
the HUD indexed prices to be included -MR. KANESHINA: Excuse me, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISIIIKI: --in that motion.
MR. KANESHINA: Excuse me, Mr. Mr. Chair. Sorry to interrupt.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, that's all right. Identify yourself.
MR. KANESHINA: My name is Scott Kaneshina, Legislative Analyst. It would be best
practice when discussing these modifications to be attached to a resolution that the
Members make their motions for their modification, and then after the motion goes to a
vote, that Staff then can make nonsubstantive changes just to clarify. So if you're
making modifications it should be made in a motion, and then Staff then can make
nonsubstantive technical revisions as, as they needed. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead, Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I, and I think the proposal that was, was from
Ms. Baisa, not Mr. Molina, and that was that this final agreement be brought back to the
Council for review and approval, and that was what I think she was asking for. Is that
correct, Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That's correct, and you were kind enough to agree.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes. And that's the motion I make.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. The motion is that a requirement that the developer provide to the
Department of Housing and Human Concerns a plan that will ensure that the housing
designated for seniors and the housing designated as affordable will have mechanisms in
place to guarantee that these housing units will be provided in perpetuity for their stated
purposes and the appropriate "HUD Indexed" prices. And that this agreement be referred
back to the Council for adoption.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, I, I think there's a lot more in there than,
than...I, I think what we were really wanting is when the final document is completed
that it be returned for our review and approval. Now all the other, you can...all the other
words really, I mean it was the complete document, just not this section, for everything.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I may be wrong, but I think that's what Ms. Balsa and
I agreed with is we want the entire document to review and to approve upon completion.
I mean upon completion, review and approve, and I think Ms. Ridao said she had no
problem with that. Am I correct, Ms. Ridao?
MS. RIDAO: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. That's what my, my motion is, Mr. Chair. The
other parts, it's all incorporated, it's everything, it's just not this section, it's anything and
everything, and that's what we want to see.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 'Cause there's a lot of like going be negotiated, going to
be this, going to be that, Mr. Chair, so we want to see what the end result is -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --and no offense to the developer or to the Housing or
anybody else. I think that's where we have had trouble in the past, Mr. Chair. We, we
think we got something and when we finally find out what the document said, it was
different than we had intended, and I think this is to avoid that. And am I correct,
Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISI IIKI: Okay. So let me state the motion unless, Gladys, you got the language?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm sorry, Chair, I don't. But I -CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay, that's all right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --told the short version of Mr. Victorino's statement is what we
were after. We'd like to have the document that is agreed to by the developer and
DHHC, the final draft of it submitted to the Council for final review.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Then the motion -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's my motion.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --would be that upon the completion -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --of the affordable housing agreement between the developer and the
Department of Housing and Human Concerns this plan will be sent to the Council for
final approval.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved, second. Any discussion? Again, thank you for the language,
Gladys. All those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, no noes, one excused,
Committee Member Johnson.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Here's one, Condition "I". Because the 32 senior housing units will be
constructed in very close proximity to each other, the developer will provide off-street
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walkways (wide enough for wheelchairs) that will connect the various senior housing
units.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR

Moved and second. Any discussion?

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. The breakdown, the breakdown that we have on the
units, it says 34 senior affordable duplex units and this says 32.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Be close proximity.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No, that's...
CHAIR NISHIKI: If there are no objections, friendly amendment to change to 34?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's fine.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion? Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. All those in favor say
"aye .
-

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, no noes, one excused,
Councilmember Johnson.
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VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Drainage. Because of the Final Environmental Assessment for the Kula
Ridge project does not include a drainage plan for the adjacent Kula Ridge Mauka
project, and because the project will have drainage that may seriously impact the Kula
Ridge project and the County's Kula Community Center, the developer must first receive
approval from the Department of Public Works for a drainage plan for the Kula Ridge
Mauka project before applying for a subdivision.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any second? Any second?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No second? Okay. Move on.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Chairman, I'd just like to make a comment regarding the
drainage, Kula Ridge Mauka.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: As was discussed earlier this morning, Director, Deputy
Director Miyamoto had indicated that during the approval process of the subdivision that
the drainage would be reviewed very carefully. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chairman?
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: In, thank you, in addition, Mr. Miyamoto also indicated that the
County's drainage rules specifically address the issues and the concerns raised under
Condition "J" as well. And that included things like even the, the culvert sizes and flow.
So these things according to the Department are in fact being addressed by the
Department's rules. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We'll move on. Condition "K". Condition "K" states, no ohana units
will be allowed in the Kula Ridge project. And the reason why again is because we're
not dealing with the four lots on the mauka side. So this is specifically for the market and
affordable...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved, Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second on the condition that no ohana units will be allowed in the
Kula Ridge project. Any discussion? All those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, no noes, one excused,
Councilmember Johnson.

VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho' ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: "L", no discussion. "M", we were told that that's the developer's gotta do
that. So the last one here is Condition "N", School Impact Fee. The developer shall pay
to the Department of Education the appropriate school impact, "fair-share" for each
market unit in the Kula Ridge and Kula Mauka projects. And I think Mr. Victorino had
added language.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, the added language would actually take out the
"fair-share" and put, put in, the developer shall pay the Department of Education the
appropriate school impact fee as set by the Department of Education for each market unit
in the Kula Ridge and Kula...well, actually just Kula Ridge, right? Or Kula...well that,
that was kind of conflicting because, yeah, Kula Ridge and the Kula Ridge...Mr. Chair,
I'm sorry. Are we talking about Kula Ridge Mauka project?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, right?
CHAIR NISHIKI: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So can we leave that out and just end that, Kula Ridge?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. That is your motion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's my motion.
CHAIR NISIIIKI: Any second?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Which one?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's the one, the school impact.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Impact fee.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and seconded. Any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I'll yield to your Committee Member first.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, oh, okay. No, just a clarification on Mr. Victorino's
motion. Now is that you're looking at what the Department of Education will eventually
do? 'Cause now you had mentioned they're working on, I guess --
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: A set fee.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --coming up a fee structure.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, right.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And that's what you're...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, I'm incorporating that, that it was a structured fee.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. My, my only question is we don't know, do we know
exactly when this fee will be established?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well I, I've been told by the Department that they're
trying to get something like that within the next year.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: .(Inaudible).
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know they want to get something out, because
they've had very hodgepodge, and again, as you know, as, as I said before, it's been more
of what was offered by the developers to the Department of Education. So what they
found that that there were times 5,000 per, per home, some was 1,000 per home, so they
had to, they are now working on something that is across the board this much for each
home, market home built, so that they, they would have that.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Yeah. And I only just bring it up because we, we, we
didn't have a letter yet from the Department of Education to, to verify. So that's -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: -- and I just throw that out there for the Members.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: But I mean I think this is fair because at least when that is
set then we will receive that. I mean, what is a fair share anyhow, Mr. Molina? At this
point, it's again depending on what the developer would offer the Department of
Education, and if they set something, then I think we should follow that. So again we're
putting the cart before the horse, but we're at this juncture of the game, right, so -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, that, that.. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --I wish I had something more specific.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. That, that's what I had kind of brought up, if
we're...you know, as Mr. Victorino put it. we're putting the cart before the horse, but
again that's up to the Committee if they want to, you know, go in that direction. Thank
you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Maybe for Mr. Giroux, question, since you
represent the Planning Commission. In regards to school impact fee, can we designate
that the school impact fee be for the Kula area schools?
MR. GIROUX: You know, I'm not sure how, how that's being allocated now at the State level.
We, we haven't had anybody come down, you know, and, and give anything to the
Planning Commission as far as how that system's actually working, if it's working at all.
The last indication was it wasn't The, the. . . (laughter)..
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know like, you know what I getting at, right?
MR. GIROUX: Yeah. I mean I, I think, yeah, it, you know, I think everybody's wondering how
it works at the State level right now.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair? Chair? Chair?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Can, can we say like for the school -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: For the Kula area.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --yeah, for the school impact fees, somehow have the developer
agree that the school impact fee will be for the Kula area schools.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, would you like, King Kekaulike -COUNCILMEMBER BA1SA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --would be part of that, just, you know?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Chair?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Should be that complex.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Yeah. The Kula, the Kula, the...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Kula complex.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
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MR. GIROUX: Yeah. I, I, I know in the past that the, the Planning Commission has, you know,
come up with conditions like, like that as far as that, that it go, should go into the region
or. or even...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: To the complex.
MR. GIROUX: But the frustration was that again the, we didn't know if the State was even
collecting the money, and so what, what started happening was that the, the developers
kind of understood the frustration, so they just, what they were doing is they were giving
gifts ahead of time. And, and just, that was part of their presentation that they had
supplied certain amount of air conditioner to certain schools or they had had
conversations with principals of certain schools. So at least they know that there was
money directly going to the school in their area. But again it...I think the frustration is at
the State level is, you know, trying, trying to follow the money at that level if they're
even collecting the money once the conditions are made. It's not a guarantee even if it's
put in, into your condition.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So we could try and put language that the school impact fees
paid by the developer will be used for the -MR. GIROUX: Upcountry region.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Upcountry or, or Kula complex or whatever.
MR. GIROUX: Yeah. And I think that's -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Kula school complex.
MR. GIROUX: --that's the intention at the State level. I think that's the intention that, that
impact fees would go to the region, because that would make it reasonable. You know
they would have a rational basis.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
MR. GIROUX: So hopefully that that's where the Attorney General's were gonna go.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, shall we add the language?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, we can.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: On the, on the language, Joe, I, I, because you've got a high school and an
elementary school in that area, you want to make a general statement on that rather than
be specific?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Make it the...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Would support the schools in the Upcountry district.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So you going make that as an amendment?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: A friendly amendment to add on to Mr. Victorino's condition.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Not a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Staff, did you get the language?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Hold on, Gladys.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It should be a complex.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, in regard to the, the subject on the floor, the EIS on
Page 54, where it talks about the impacts on the school and education says, should impact
fees be assessed and collected they are assured to be earmarked for area schools such as
Kula El, Kalama Intermediate, and King Kekaulike High School; therefore, it is
anticipated that these funds will assist in the upgrade and improvements to schools in the
Kula, Upcountry area.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's fine. That's fine.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We can use that language that Gladys so stated.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Or you could, you know, make it more specific, but that's what's
in the EIS.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, leave 'em for the Upcountry area.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Leave it Upcountry.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. I think leave it Upcountry would just cover it,
right? You just said that that's what they're saying. They give three specific schools but
for the Upcountry area so.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe I can ask Member Baisa a question?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Sure.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Does the, the, identifying all those schools, does it reference a
school complex area?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No. It just lists those three schools and it says the Kula,
Upcountry area.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So it's not specific.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COLINCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So put the Kula, Upcountry area.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: But, you know, I wouldn't be so bold as to speak on behalf of the
Kula residents, where they'd like to see it go, because, you know, some might want to put
it in the elementary, some might want to put it in the high school. So if you say
Upcountry then that can be worked out.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Covers everything, yeah, Upcountry.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Friendly amendment -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: --that the impact fees collected by the Department of Education shall be so
designated for the Upcountry area schools.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Period. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'm okay with that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Motion -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: --to...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Sorry. If I could just add, by using "Upcountry" you gotta
keep in mind Pukalani School, too. Pukalani has an elementary school now. I don't
know if the intent is to designate...
COUNCILMEMBER BA ISA: You can say Kula.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. I think maybe, I think what Member Baisa had the
specific area as in the EIS.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So what does Kula mean? What schools if we may, then let's be specific
then.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Can I, Chair? You have Kula Elementary, then middle,
middle, middle school kids feed into Kalama, and then you have King Kekaulike. Those
are the three major public schools within that particular region. Now if you say
Upcountry then you would also have to include Pukalani. Now Pukalani Elementary,
chances are, you know, these people are going to be living in the Kula region, and those
kids would not go to Pukalani Elementary, they would generally go to Kula. So that's
why using the word "Upcountry" that means you, you could also open it up to Makawao
School which is also an elementary school. So 1 think the word specific suggestion that
Member Baisa had mentioned, I think, might be more appropriate here in this case.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. In, in that, in that, in that motion, Staff, we will so mention Kula
Elementary, Kalama Intermediate, and King Kekaulike High School.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's fine.
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COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's fine.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's good.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any, any other discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those against? Motioned carried. Six ayes, no noes, one excused,
Member Johnson.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. I think we've done with that one document. We'll turn to
Document 5. Traffic Safety, we addressed that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Preservation, no -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --need to deal with that. Archeological sites. Proposed Modification: the
applicant shall comply with all requirements and recommendations of the State Historic
Preservation Division for Kula Ridge and Kula Ridge Mauka project areas including, but
not limited to, obtaining--say they start Preservation Division's--acceptance of an
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archaeological monitoring plans and burial site components of preservation plans. You
heard the developer say that he did not want Kula Ridge Mauka included in that site
despite of the Chair's concern. So I think we will go to Mr. Pontanilla's language which
would be...Mr. Pontanilla, your...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Page 4, No. 2 and No. 3.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I...Document 4, No. 2, which states that archeological monitoring for the
Kula Ridge Affordable Housing Project shall be required for ground altering activities.
Said monitoring shall be undertaken in accordance with a monitoring plan approved by
the State Historic Preservation District. We'll take that and then go to No. 3 next. Chair
would accept that motion by Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second that we adopt from Document 4, No. 2 which states, that
archaeological monitoring for the Kula Ridge Affordable Housing Project shall be
required for groundbreaking, ground altering activities. Said monitoring shall be
undertaken in accordance with a monitoring plan approved by the State Historic
Preservation District. Mr. Victorino, you wanted to add something about a monitor?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, I think it is in here when you read the part about
Kula Ridge Affordable Housing Project shall require for all ground altering activities the
archeological...arc...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Archeologist.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Archeologic [sic], yeah. You know I'm so tired, Chair.
I'm sorry.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. That's all right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. So it's in here, it's in here.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So, so, so it's included in that -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --motion. Any discussion?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Sorry.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those in favor say "aye"
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, no noes, one excused,
Councilmember Johnson.

VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We'll move on to No. 3. Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know, after hearing discussion with
Mr. Rodrigues and Ms. Davis and, you know, the consideration should the gulch be
utilized, I offer this condition. That in the event the Kula Ridge Affordable Housing
Project's water system improvements involves the crossing of the Keahuaiwi Gulch, the
applicant shall coordinate with the State Historic Preservation Division to ensure that the
archaeological review procedures for the waterline crossing are appropriately addressed.
That's it, Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I second, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second that we adopt from Document 4 the Condition 3, and I
don't want to read it again, I think Joe said it succinctly. Any discussion? All those in
favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, zero noes, one excused,
Councilmember Johnson.
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VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Turn back to your Document -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Which one?
CHAIR NISHIKI: --5.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Five, okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Buildout of affordable units.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: We are...go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Before we take the buildout. could we do the lot sizes? I
mean I think we kind of like that one is, they kind of said yes, and so if we just do that
one I think we could do that one real quickly. And that's the one before Lot Sizes, No. 4.
CHAIR NISIIIKE Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think Mr. Munekiyo indicated that 6,000 square foot
would not be a problem, so could we just make that one, get it done and...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. Again Document No. 5, Condition No. 4. The modification
reads, "The minimum lot size for a single-family unit (house/lot packages) shall be at
least 6,000 square feet."
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: That is the motion.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second by Mr. Victorino, second by Mr. Pontanilla. Justification:
when the County requires housing to be built as a requirement of the development of
market-rate units (Workforce Housing Project) it states that the minimum single-family
lot size is 6,000 square feet. That's it. Any other discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Question, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. I don't know if Mr. Victorino would
like to consider...I believe I heard Mr. Munekiyo mention the word, including the word
affordable" in that condition if that's something he would like to consider adding after, I
guess, the minimum lot size for a single-family affordable unit.
-

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's fine.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. If that's something you.. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You can make that a friendly amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: . (Inaudible).. .
CHAIR NISHIKI: No objections, we'll include that in a -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --friendly amendment to add the word "affordable".
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: I'm, I'm exhausted. Did we go through.. .
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Not yet? Thank you. Any discussion? All those in favor say "aye".
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six, zero, one excused, Councilmember
Johnson.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Here goes. Five, Buildout of affordable units. Here are the Chair's
recommendation. Okay. I'll, I'll, I'll, I'll, I'll make a recommendation and then I want
to discuss perhaps the other alternatives. So the Chair would recommend that under this
modification, the affordable single-family home and senior affordable duplexes shall be
built at a rate of two affordable single-family or senior affordable duplexes for each
market-rate home built or market-rate lot sold, whichever is first. That is the motion.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I don't like that.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well.. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. I don't like that. Mr. Chair, I would, with all due
respect, I think at this point in time, I would like to offer a little different take and, and
actually put a time limit versus building one to one and all this other stuff. That, that my
amendment would read basically, that affordable single-family homes and senior
affordable duplexes shall be built before the market-rate homes are completed, and be
completed within a five-year period of time after subdivision approval, the final
subdivision approval is given.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second, second for discussion.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --second? Moved by Mr. Victorino and seconded by Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, if I may ask Mr. Giroux. You know putting a
time limit like that, I want to ask Mr. Giroux's, you know, opinion. First of all, we can
do anything we want, but again you kept putting in this unreasonable, if something is
very unreasonable. Would you say with something like a five-year time limit from the
final subdivision approval, would that be considered unreasonable for a size, a
subdivision of this size?
MR. GIROUX: Can I address one thing first?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Sure, sure, go ahead.
MR. GIROUX: I know that you, you put the condition precedent of having the, the affordables
built at the time of your market-rate homes, and there was a discussion that we're going
to have sale of lots, not building of homes. So I'm, I'm kind of worried about your
condition precedent first. I know that's not the question, but -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right, right. Okay.
MR. GIROUX: --just, just to bring that to light.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: And then the second part is about timing. My only concern is what is the
consequence of not meeting the, the time schedule?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh. Uh-huh.
MR. GIROUX: That's my only concern, is...I mean it's okay to say that you have to do
something by a certain time -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GIROUX: --but I think when you're looking at this type of permit to see what would be the
mechanism to enforce that. I'm looking in the sense of -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
Mr. GIROUX: --is it enforceable? And, and I'm, I'm just a little worried about the, the, putting
a cap such as that without knowing what the, what would be the County's reaction to that
not happening.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh. Yeah. I understand what you're saying, and, and
I guess we're all trying to find something that's workable. And we all agree that
market-rate houses...I mean he going sell lots and there's no house and lot package, and
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he stated that he not sure how these lots will go depending on the, the price and all that,
right? So we understood that.
MR. GIROUX: I, I, I think to help -COUNCILMEMBER V1CTORINO: Yeah.
MR. GIROUX: --I, I would focus, I would focus on the timing -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: --of building the affordable at the...and I think the discussion was correlating
that with the time of sale of a market lot.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: And I think that that the, the time consequence would probably come at the
District Boundary Amendment time where the Land Use Commission, looking at
non-progress, would actually have the power to do an order to show cause.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: They would have actually more force and effect of making sure that the project
actually moved forward. And I, I believe that the County would actually be a party at the
Land Use Commission when they're actually making conditions that would actually have
time penalties. When you look at your zoning -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GIROUX: --when you're dealing with zoning, you, you can put timing, you know,
sequencing, phasing, you can put those types of things in. But you would still have to
come back to do an ordinance change in your zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: And in the Land Use Commission, the way that they would deal with it is that
they would actually have an order to show cause proceeding. As part of their condition,
they would say if, if the affordable housings are not completed within five years of the
time of, you know. a trigger, that the applicant would return to the Land Use Commission
to show cause of why their, their District Amendment, you know, District Amendment
wouldn't be reverted back.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
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MR. GIROUX: So I, I think for the Council's interest, 1, 1 would look at the, the timing of, you
know, the one for one or the, you know, I would emphasize that. Because I'm not sure if
you put a time if you put a five-year time -,

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Timeframe, yeah.
MR. GIROUX: --or a three-year time at this phase -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GIROUX: --if it would actually be enforceable as part of the permit.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So, Mr. Chair, with, with, with that information. I
withdraw my motion, because...so I withdraw my motion.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Before I withdraw my second, let me get it straight then.
The Land Use Commission will impose that kind of penalty to ensure that the housings
are built?
MR. GIROUX: The, the County would advocate for that, that type of -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay.
MR. GIROUX: --conditions -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: --if that's the indication coming out of the Council that that's what they would
want to see.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. Okay. So the indication gotta come from this body?
MR. GIROUX: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: So I -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Something new.
MR. GIROI 1X: --if it's in there, if it's in there -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know, something new for us.
MR. GIROUX: --I, I --
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. GIROUX: --I would say it may not be enforceable by this body -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GIROUX: --but if it moves forward, you know, there's another, there's a whole nother
permitting process that they have to do with the Land Use Commission.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: So, you know, if you want to be safe, put it in there, but just know that this body
may not be the body enforcing that condition.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Thank you.
MR. GIROUX: That condition in order to be enforceable would have to be repeated by the Land
Use Commission.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So I withdraw my second.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. The motion and the second has been withdrawn. I think that what
Mr. Giroux is, is saying that we should--and, and, and tell me if I'm wrong, Mr. Giroux-rather than having any time on this, it should be based on perhaps when a affordable unit
is to be built or the senior affordable duplexes to be built in conjunction with when
perhaps a market-rate home is built or a market-rate lot is sold.
MR. GIROUX: Yeah. And again I would focus on the lot, because we've already been told that
it's a, it's going to be a lot sale, not a house package.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Right.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So what the Chair had proposed can be brought up for discussion and any
amendments made, but the Chair's proposal is the affordable single-family home or
senior affordable duplex shall be built at a rate of two affordable single-family or senior
affordable duplex for each market-rate home built or market-rate lot sold, whichever is
first.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second. Can you read that motion again?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. The affordable single-family home and senior affordable duplexes
shall be built at a rate of two affordable single-family or senior affordable duplex for each
market-rate home built -VICE- CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --or market-rate lot sold, whichever is first.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, lot gotta be first.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Second.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Let, let me, let me get it straight.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Market-value lot or a market-value house
and lot that is sold, the requirements for the developer is to provide either two
single-family residences or one duplex, senior duplex, I guess.
CHAIR NISHIKI: One senior affordable duplex.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANII,I,A: Okay. So the total would be two?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Two single-family or one, or, or senior affordable duplex.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Because you guys are saying that the duplexes are more than one. Any
discussion? All those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, no noes, one excused,
Councilmember Johnson.
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VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kahosohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We moved out of five. No. 6, Updates and Compliance Reports. The
applicant, through the Department of Housing and Human Concerns, shall update the
Maui County Council on the status of the project and the progress in complying with the
modifications adopted by the Council's resolution on at least an annual basis,
commencing one year from the effective date of the Council's resolution. For
modifications that contain specific due dates, the Department shall update the Council as
to the status of that particular modification no later than two months prior to the date
specified in that particular modification. Chair would accept a motion.
COUNCIL MEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second. As to the modification, justification is, it ensures that the
project will continue to be monitored on at least an annual basis or prior to established
due dates, regardless of the employment cycles of elected officials and appointed
department heads. I think that is something that when we discuss all the projects in the
affordable housing, well, in the Public Services Committee and also during the Budget
Committee, that that is something that had been missing, but in this situation now we will
get that reporting done and to the Council.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's good.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. All those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, no noes, one excused,
Councilmember Johnson.
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VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
.

NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No. 7, I don't think that we need that, because we already addressed the time
process with the buildout of the affordables. We'll leave Docket No. 5. We'll go to...1
think Mr. Pontanilla's four will address two and one in the developers'. Yeah,
Mr. Pontanilla? So we'll go to your docket, No. -COUNCFLMEMBER VICTORINO: Four.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --4.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No. 4, the condition would be that construction of the Kula
Ridge Affordable Housing Project shall be initiated within one (1) year of, of the granting
of a bonded final subdivision approval. In the event the applicant chooses to implement
construction of subdivision improvements as part of the normal final subdivision
approval process (immediate example [sic] is non-bonding scenario), construction shall
be initiated within one (1) year of receipt of approval of the project's subdivision
construction plans. Initiation of construction shall be defined as initiation of subdivision
grading work or subdivision-related offsite infrastructure improvements. A time
extension to be construction, to the construction initiation date shall be considered by the
County Council upon timely receipt of a request for time extension at least 90 days prior
to the expiration of the final [sic] construction start date. And I gave you examples
earlier in regards to some of the offsite improvements like water system improvements
which may be required by the Department of Water Supply in the event that the project
seeks to utilize County water. Good example is, might be the connection of or upgrades
to the County waterline where the project would connect to. Also, improvements at the
project's access driveway and Lower Kula Road, and also the improvements at the Lower
Kula Road, Kula Highway intersection. These are the improvements which will be
required by the State Department of Transportation and would include the separate
southbound, left-turn lane on Kula Highway. So, Members, that's the condition for
No. 4.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I second the, the motion.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We're going to use...Mr. Pontanilla, I know you, you gave your
justification, but we're going to use No. 4 and use that language, Members, with the...let
me read it, okay. That construction of the Kula Ridge Affordable Housing Project shall
be initiated within one (1) year of the grading [sic] of a bonded final subdivision
approval. In the event the applicant chooses to implement construction of subdivision
improvements as part of the normal final subdivision approval process (as an example,
non-bonding scenario), construction shall be initiated within one (1) year of receipt of
approval of the project's subdivision construction plans. Initiation of construction shall
be defined as initiation of subdivision grading work or subdivision-related offsite
infrastructure improvements. A time extension to the construction initiation date shall be
considered by the County Council upon timely receipt of a request for time extension at
least 60 [sic] days prior to the expiration of the initial construction start date. Okay. So
that is what the motion is by Mr. Pontanilla, and seconded by Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. In reading the condition, the last sentence you said
60 days and he has it as 90 days.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I read it upside down.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Another.. .
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Now, so it should be 90 days.
COUNCIL:MEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's a long night.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Long week.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank God, I still have my little sense of humor here. The, the, the question
I have and, and maybe it's for Joe. Or let me ask, any other discussion or, or questions
from Committee Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Joe, you know this. a time extension is what concerns me. A time
extension to the construction initiation date shall be considered by the County Council
upon timely receipt of a request of at least 90 days prior to the expiration of the initial
construction start date. So here we've got an initial construction start date. What is this
time extension that can cause the Council to give it? What, what, what would the
scenario be? I guess is my question.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. They have one year to start after final subdivision
approval, but if for some reason there are problems with probably the Department of
Transportation or, or even our own Department of Water Supply that may cause some
delays in some of this offsite improvements -CHAIR NISHIKI: Right.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --then, you know, we should give the opportunity for the
developer to, I guess, hash out with the Department of State... Department of
Transportation, State of Hawaii or any of the departments within the County of Maui. So
basically, you know, that's the reason why for that extension.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other questions?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair'? Oh, sorry.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Sorry. Just for Mr. Pontanilla's for clarification, so
basically the condition reads it's just a future Council would consider, so it doesn't mean
they get it automatically. Am I correct, Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Okay. So it's not an automatic approval?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So they'd have to plead their case basically to the Council,
yeah. So, okay, thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Seeing none, all those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, zero noes, one excused.
Councilmember Johnson.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.

NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla, the fifth.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: The fifth, again, we had lot of discussion. The fifth condition
on my proposal is that, that for the purposes of this 201 H application, the term "senior"
shall mean those income-qualified prospective purchasers who are 55 years in age or
older.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I second that motion since I qualify.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and second that the condition read that the term "senior" shall mean
those income-qualified prospective purchasers who are 55 years in age or older. Any
discussion?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOI INA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR N ISHIKI: Seeing none, all those in favor say "aye''.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? Motion carried. Six ayes, zero noes, one excused,
Councilmember Johnson.
VOTE:

AYES: Chair Nishiki, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Kahosohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVED AMENDMENT.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair?
CHAIR NISIIIKE Mr. -COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I would like to make a request if, if it's okay
with the Chair to allow Mr. Mayer to make some brief comments on the conditions that
were suggested by the Kula Community Association.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. There's one more that I want to put up. It has to do with the, and,
and, and, and, and I'm not sure...maybe we'll have this discussion first. Mr. Giroux. the
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concern of the developer selling the so-called credits, because he's now received this, this
green light, I think concerns many of us. That he sells it because now he's got this
project and, and he wants to make a profit but he doesn't want to do it himself. How do
we control that situation? And, and, and it has to do with, you know, developers that
come in, ask for something, when in reality they really don't intend to do it, and then they
sell the project, make a profit. We want to stop this. We want the person that is saying
he's going to do it, make him do it. Can we say that this, this project cannot be sold? Or
how would we put words in there? Staff, do we have any language?
MR. KANESHINA: No. No, Chair, I defer to Corporation Counsel on this one.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: Chair, 1, you know, I don't have any definitive, I wasn't asked that earlier than
today. So I, I do have some concerns about the issue of nontransferability and
non-alienation of, of the property. I, I would avoid any language that, that would go to
that effect. I know that in your, your conditional permits now you are putting that, you
know, that the permit is nontransferable unless you have Council approval. I don't know
how that would work in the 20111 process. You're, you are dealing with a corporation
which again if s, you know, that's a whole different beast, you know, to, even if you were
to put nontransferability language, the way the law works is that if somebody does buy
the whole entity itself or just 99 percent of the shares of a corporation, a lot of times the
law doesn't look at that as even being a transfer. So I, I'm not, at this point 1 m not sure
how the Council would deal with the, the issue of transferability.
-

CHAIR NISHIK1: Members, any suggestions or...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Again this would go to you, Mr. Giroux. All the
conditions that we put tonight and all the conditions we put on this project, like other
projects we've done in the past, I've always been told the conditions go with the land. In
other words that condition still would stay there whether I buy it or somebody from
China buys it, the conditions goes with the land. So that's not, that's not changeable
unless they came back for us to change it. Am I correct in saying that?
MR. GIROUX: That, that would be accurate in zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: In the zoning area, yeah.
MR. GIROUX: The zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. In the zoning. Okay.
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MR. GIROUX: And that's why I'm very hesitant, because this is, this is a hybrid type of
permit -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: --coming out of a State statute.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: Basically I mean you're, you're not in, in sense zoning, you're actually giving
exemptions to zoning -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GIROUX: --which I mean you can look at other land use entitlements such as variances,
variances definitely run with the land. Zoning definitely runs with the land. A Special
Use Permit though might not -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Might not, yeah.
MR. GIROUX: --and that comes out of your State procedures. You know, so Corp. Counsel
hasn't had a chance to sit down and really analyze, you know, what is the nature of this
beast that we're dealing with. It's an approval, a non-approval, it's an exemption,
non-exemption. So right now tonight, I cannot tell you that this actually runs with the
land.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: And I can't tell you that it doesn't.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. GIROUX: I. my understanding is that this approval/non-approval stage once it gets through
Council still has to go through the State Land Use Commission procedure -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GIROUX: --which means that somebody would, the applicant would still have to be
pushing the permit through to the next level. They would still need to show ownership,
they would still need to show ability to achieve, you know, what they're, they're saying
that they're trying to achieve, and, and those requirements would still he there. My
concern again is that it's, we're dealing with a corporation, somebody could buy
99 percent of the shares.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Still can.
MR. GIROUX: You would be dealing with a totally completely new owner yet the application
would go forward -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right, with the same version.
MR. GIROUX: --and they would. they would...my understanding would be that the corporation
would see that entitlement that they got from Council as being an asset. It would go
down in their books as an asset -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GIROUX: --and that would carry over to the owners of the shares of the corporation. So
it's very difficult, you know, to say, and I, and I think what you want to know today is
does, does your approval run with the land? And I, I can't answer that right now.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So and just to wrap it all up, in other words, what you're
saying at this juncture because it's a corporation first and foremost that another entity can
buyout 99 percent of the corporation, but it is still the same corporation that got the
approval for this project -MR. GIROUX: Right. The name doesn't change.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --even though technically it's a brand new owner, or
51 percent or whatever going to be, so long as controlling interest, right? And I think
that.. .
MR. GIROUX: And you can...if you look at, you know, our telecommunications today and you
see, you know, they all share the same antenna but Monday they're Telecom, Wednesday
they're Telecast -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right. Okay.
MR. GIROUX: --Wednesday they're Telego.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: So you, you can see how difficult it is to, you know, to, to, all, all of these
entities are getting permits -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. GIROUX: --and they're using those permits as, as part of their assets in their corporate
sale. So...
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Giroux. That still muddies the
water, but that's fine. Thank you.
MR. GIROUX: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Fast question.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Just a fast question. Mr. Giroux or Ms. Ridao, the
corporation is HFIFDC.
MS. RIDAO: DC, correct.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Is that entity a part of the State of Hawaii?
MS. RIDAO: Oh, I'm not sure. 1, I'm assuming that they are a part of the State of Hawaii, but
I'm not sure, that you bring that up.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. And I think they are a part of the State of Hawaii, you
know, and how can the State of Hawaii sell some development to some other entity is a
question. Maybe you can check it out -MS. RIDAO: Yeah, we can.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --and let us know.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion?
VICE-CI IAIR PONTANILLA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: No.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any suggestions?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Wait for your recommendation.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Giroux, so, so in the, in the area of this person getting these entitlements,
are you saying that we cannot put any conditions on that says that he cannot in any way
sell or transfer this project?
MR. GIROUX: I'm not saying you can't.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh.
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MR. GIROUX: I'm, I'm just saying that at this point I don't know how enforceable that would
be.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, okay. Okay. And, and, and, and I guess we can, we can, we can see and
test this developer, and, and, and, and see, you know, how sincere he is by putting this
condition on that, and I need, I need, I need...Mr. Pontanilla, you want to say something?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Before we do that, maybe give Housing and Human
Services [sic] to follow up in regards to the corporation and, and what are some of the
limitations or. or, you know, the concerns that we have about selling a project to a
different entity. And then maybe when we come to full Council to approve the resolution
then we can have that answer. Or maybe she can provide us some written response
regarding this question.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So am I hearing from Members that you'd not want to put in a condition
about the ITC cannot transfer or sell the entitlements given to him?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. I think all the discussion that we heard so far on this,
I, I, I think it'll require Corp. Counsel and the Department to research it and to find out if
this kind of condition is enforceable. There's many scenarios that can happen. What
happens if the corporation, the members of the corporation pass away? The assets have
to transfer to maybe a new owner or a court probate, so there's, there's so many different
things. But I think Corp. Counsel has to research this so we can get an answer to make a
good decision on it.
CHAIR NISI IIKI: Okay. I, I, I see that as being different, if somebody dies and he gives it to
his son or whatever. What Fm talking about is the entitlements. The entitlements, it's
pretty clean that, that this person, people cannot come in, and we seen that happen so
many times. They get zoning. I mean I'll, I'll, I don't want to name individuals, but say
they're going to build it and then we see them sell it, the project, once they get the
zoning, and they walk away with a huge profit. And, and, and that wasn't the reason why
we gave someone the entitlements. We, we, we were thinking that they were going to
develop and, and do the project. But I've not seen anyone challenge it yet. But if you
guys want to be cautious, then I'll wait at the time when first reading comes up. I see
maybe some of you are gun shy or exhausted, so -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Both.
CHAIR NISHIKI: --I will, I will await this, this answer, Mr. Giroux. You, you, you got the
question?
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MR. GIROUX: I believe the question was is, is it possible to put a condition on this type of
approval that would prevent the selling of the entitlement?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Exactly. And if it is something that is unanswered then I'm up for a
good fight to, to eliminate this kind of process to be, what I consider, abuse, get zoning
and sell it. You're not going to do it so you make a profit off of the land on Maui. Okay.
So we'll defer this upon getting a legal opinion from Mr. Giroux. Staff has said that...
MR. GIROUX: So, yeah, it'll probably be Ms. Sloper, but I, I'm covering for Ms. Sloper
tonight.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you. Sol, I think we've completed everything. Did you want
to call someone, Mr. Mayer or someone here?
COUNCILMEMBER KAII0'0IIALAHALA: Well, I just want...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, Mr. Pontanilla.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So you're going to defer the matter in regards to approving any
of the resolutions that's before us?
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, no, no. No. Just the entitlement -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay.
CHAIR NISIIIKI: --that we're talking about.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The one that we cannot sell the entitlement.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, I'm hoping that we're ready to -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So only that question -CHAIR NISHIKI: --deal with this.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --that need to be answered?
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I wanna, I wanna deal with this resolution.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: No, not deferring, not at this time. Mr. Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OFIALAHALA: Yeah. Chair, I just made a request to, to have
Mr. Mayer come down and make some comments on the conditions that were suggested
by the Kula Community Association.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any objections? Seeing none, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Wait, wait, wait, wait.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Mayer, I want to make it -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR NISHIKI: --to tell that you've got...yeah, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to speak against the request. At this
particular point in time, the conditions that was voted upon was based on the
determinations of this body, and it is this body that makes the final determination. I, we,
I was in receipt of Mr. Mayer's submission, I read his submission, I supported one, I
voted against the others. I don't need justifications, I have my own justifications, and I
think each one of us has to deal with that. We voted it up or down based on our, our own
perception of what, what the inclusion meant, so I don't really need Mr. Mayer to provide
additional comment on the submission by the Kula Community Association. Thank you,
Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We're going to have to handle this by vote then, because I don't feel
like it is the Chair's prerogative at this point. Because I asked if there any objections,
Mr. Mateo objected. So the Chair is going to entertain a motion to allow Mr. Mayer to
speak.
COUNCILMEMBER KA110 01-1ALAIIALA: So I would like to move, Chair.
.

CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved by Mr. Kaho'ohalahala. Any second to the motion to allow
Mr. Mayer to speak? Seeing there are no second, sorry. Okay. We're going to need a
short ten-minute recess to get Staff to get all of these motions and modifications
finalized. So, Staff, how much time? Okay. We'll recess 'til 10:30. Committee in
recess. ... (gavel).. .
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RECESS:

10:18 p.m.

RECONVENE:

10:33 p.m.

CHAIR NISHIKI: . . (gavel). . Public Services Committee please reconvene. Let the record
show the presence of Members Victorino, Pontanilla, Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki. Excused
are Members Kaho'ohalahala and Johnson. Also present from the Paia-Haiku area,
Member Mike Molina. Thank you.
We've gone through all the proposed modifications. The Chair said that we would vote
tonight so that we would not have any type of Committee not taking any action and
sending it up to the full Council. Tonight also it will give, hopefully. Staff enough time
to prepare a Committee report at which time, when it goes up to the full Council, we will
also have a Committee report so that the general public can see that this Committee
indeed has had thorough discussions on this matter. And that is another reason why the
Chair asked that we deliberate this matter this evening.
And I want to thank the developer, all of those of you in the audience, those that attended
our public meetings, all those that gave testimony. Whether you're for or against. I think
you got to see the Council in action. I think that when you look at what questions have
been raised, the answer that we got, each Member again has the ability to make their own
personal decision on this matter. As you've seen, it has been a meeting which I think
everyone has had respect for each other's thoughts or feelings or policies. No one got
personal with each other, and I thank all of you. Because the Chair is the first to admit
that I feel very strongly about this project, and so I've tried to bite my tongue and I've
been accused of making facial expressions or whatever.
. . .(Laughter). . .
CHAIR NISHIKI: But I apologize also to the general public. With that in mind, any other
comments before I accept a motion by Mr. Pontanilla? Mr. Pontanilla, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman Nishiki. Now you know how I felt when
I first had my first 201H project, a project that create, supposed to have created
affordable housing in Lahaina. Similar to this application, you know, we went through
several, many meetings actually, and I, I really want to thank you in regards to trying to
keep this meeting going. I, I know we've, you know, had our debates, and, and I really
appreciate you for being civil during the debates, and, and I know how you can get. So,
Mr. Chairman, you know, I really appreciate your leadership in, in moving this meeting
along in regards to this 201H project. You know, really sincerely thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. Any other comments?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Mateo followed by Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you. And, and, and I too just need to
recognize the difficult task that you ended up with. Initially it seemed like an easy
process. We were just going to, you know, take this short walk, you know, take a look at
all the scenery along the way so we understand all of the particulars. But the reality of
the project was a hell of a lot more inclusive, and it provided us greater opportunity to
take a deeper look and I really appreciate the, the flexibility of the Chair by allowing us
the opportunity to, to provide the comments that, that we had, even though some of the
comments really was, was, you know, outside of the scope of the actual discussion. So
you, you, you know, you've run a real good meeting to a very difficult discussion or
subject matter, and I thank you for allowing us that kind of opportunity to be able to
discuss freely on this particular issue. So, Chairman Nishiki, I, I, contrary to what
everybody think, you are more than fair, you know, you've been a good player. And I
just needed to, to state that and to say mahalo for this opportunity.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. Mr. Victorino followed by Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Since all the nice things were said about you,
enough already, I'm not going to say nothing more. I want to thank the public for...those
for and against who came up in Kula and who has come down here both to testify and to
be a part of every night or every day or every afternoon or every morning, I don't know
how many, six, seven meetings, I'm not sure. You've done a fair job, you've listened to
all. You tried to craft it where this project comes forward, it's going to get done. I think
that's something either it's going to get done or not get done, and that I agree with you,
we want to make sure from now on, something comes down, everything's in place and
it's going to get done. It creates jobs. it creates affordable homes, it creates an
opportunity for our people, and that's something you and I share the passion of, making
sure our local people have opportunities to live, work, and raise their families here.
You've done a great job, Mr. Chair. And I thank all the people that have been here.
Thank Mr. Molina who's way down the other side, I know that lonely corner, but he's not
even a Committee Member and he stays. Thank Ms. Baisa who's been here constantly
even though she had to run off for certain things, she's been a big contributor to this.
Thank Mr. Mayer and the Kula, Kula Community Association, because their input has
crafted a lot of this stuff. They never got all what they wanted, but they got a lot of
things that would have never gotten there, because they put us this input, and they were
diligent, and they were, they were on top of it right through. Thank Mr. Pontanilla
because with his helping me with the wording we were able to get a lot of things done.
So, Mr. Chair, I wait for your recommendation on this. I'm proud to say that like other
projects in the past, this one I want to see it start and start soon. So, Mr. Nishikawa,
that's all I got to say to you, let's get this one going as quickly and as expedient as
possible. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Medeiros?
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And I join my colleagues in, you
know, giving you kudos for your leadership under difficult circumstances in a meeting
like this, and for keeping your calm in contentious situations, and, and leading us along
the way. I think we all appreciate the indepth and your importance to all of us that you
carry forward for us about thoroughly discussing this particular project. But I also want
to thank the developer. For all the meetings we've had, he had his. he has brought most
of his resource people, and with that it helped us move the meetings along because we
had people that we could call up to answer questions, technical questions whether it was
the engineer or their archeologist or their consultant. And speaking of the consultant,
Mr. Munekiyo has a lot of a patience and keeps a really calm demeanor, and I think that's
appreciated by us also. But I too thank all the people from Kula that attended the
meetings, came down here to the Chambers on both sides of the issue. We've heard both
sides. and by hearing both sides, that's how we make, you know, the best, intelligent,
informed decisions that we, we do. But once again, Mr. Chairman, I really appreciate
your leadership in this, and I thank once again you, your Staff, and the Administration
representatives that are always here to help us along with information regarding whether
it's legal matters or matters from the departments. So thank you for this opportunity,
Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You're welcome. Mr. Molina, do you want to wait until after the motion?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no. I just...pretty much my colleagues have said
everything, but this was just a classic example of democracy in action, you know. And
too with this being an election year to all of our Council hopefuls and now and in the
future, this is what it's all about, it's not just...it may look glamorous but it can get pretty
tough sometimes. This is reminding me of the budget sessions. So anyway, to all of you
Council hopefuls out there, this is what it's all about. And thank you, Mr. Nishiki, for
doing a good job facilitating, and I apologize if I was a bit of a thorn at times. But, you
know, some of you it's rubbed off on me, you know, ... (laughs). . . and I say that in a
positive way, you know. Sometimes you gotta bring up the hard issues, take some tough
stances, and so forth. So thank you. And to the wonderful hardworking Staff, my
goodness, you guys have done yeoman's work, you know, Clarita and the Scott brothers,
you know, over there doing a great job. And of course to the Administration and Corp.
Counsel. And to the developer, I know he was certainly put through the ringer here. So
anyway, thank you all and for going through all of this. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. And, and again as Michael Molina has said, but this is well
worth repeating. You know, we really need to, to thank the, Scott Kaneshina, Scott
Jensen, and Clarita Balala. I think without them these meetings would have not gone on
so smoothly. And I also want to thank Mr. Giroux and Jo-Ann Ridao there for all the
answers that, to the questions that were asked. So again, I'll make it short. Again, the
Chair cannot make the recommendation, so I will ask Mr. Pontanilla to make a motion.
Before us we either have a resolution to approve without any modifications and the other
to approve with modifications if Members would look at the October l 1 th cover letter
before you. Mr. Pontanilla?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. I move to recommend the adoption of
the resolution dated October 11, 2010, entitled "APPROVING WITH MODIFICATION
THE KULA RIDGE AFFORDABLE HOUSING SUBDIVISION PROJECT
PURSUANT TO SECTION 201H-38, HAWAII REVISED STATUTES , and to
incorporate the modifications discussed and to attach them to the resolution as Exhibit 1.
-

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, I second the motion.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Moved and, moved by Mr. Pontanilla, second by Mr. Victorino to pass the
resolution with modifications. I know that the time is late and we will all have a
opportunity to speak to this resolution on first reading, so unless you have anything...the
Chair would accept any kind of discussion. Seeing none, all those in favor say aye .
-

-

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
CHAIR NISHIKI: All those opposed? The Chair votes no. The motion passes four to one
Victorino, Pontanilla, Mateo, Medeiros, aye; Nishiki, no; two excused, Kaho'ohalahala
and Johnson.
VOTE:

AYES: Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers Mateo, Medeiros,
and Victorino.
NOES:

Chair Nishiki.

ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: RECOMMENDING ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION
APPROVING WITH MODIFICATION THE KULA RIDGE
AFFORDABLE HOUSING SUBDIVISION PROJECT.
CHAIR NISHIKI: This meeting is adjourned. ... (gavel).
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